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SUMMARY

Due to climate change, sea level rise, increasing frequency and intensity of storms, and
growing population in low-lying coastal regions, the risk of flooding is expected to in-
crease. Owing to these developments, maintenance and adaption of the existing coastal
flood defence is often required. To meet this dilemma, the concept of multifunctional
flood defence (MFFDs) is promoted. It aims at integrating urban functions with flood
defence structures. Considering the threat from possible wave overtopping to the build-
ings on the top of coastal dikes in the low-lying highly populated regions like Belgium,
this thesis focuses on advancing the understanding of the hydraulic impact of wave over-
topping and developing a practical approach to assess the vulnerability of coastal build-
ings on the dike. The results can be used for the design and assessment of coastal MFFDs.
Two-dimensional physical model tests were used to study wave overtopping and over-
topping wave impact for the situation of coastal dikes where a shallow foreshore affects
the wave overtopping.

In Chapter 2, the impact mechanism of overtopping waves was studied. An overtop-
ping wave is characterized as a turbulent bore. The impact process and impact mech-
anisms of a single overtopping wave on a vertical wall were examined by detailed mea-
surement of force distribution and overtopping wave velocity field. A double-peaked
force was recognized in the impact time series including a dynamic impact peak and a
quasi-static force peak. The latter was found similar to that of a tsunami impact. Due to
the presence of the vertical wall on the dike and the interaction motions between multi-
ple overtopping waves, the eventual overtopping wave impact was found to be different
than the single impact. “Collision” and “catch-up” interaction patterns may alter the im-
pact mechanisms of the overtopping waves, when compared to regular wave impacts.
Impulsive impact with a violent dynamic pressure can be expected at a high elevation of
the vertical wall, which might be governed by the collision type interaction.

In Chapter 3, an empirical formula for a single overtopping wave impact load was
developed. To characterize the overtopping wave impact load on a vertical wall, a new
descriptor (overtopping momentum flux) to describe the impact loads empirically was
proposed. To validate the proposed empirical function, a series of physical scale model
tests were conducted with regular waves. In these experiments, the overtopping wave
loads on a vertical wall were measured at different locations on a dike. A correction co-
efficient for the wall effect on the initial flow depth, and an empirical initial flow depth
coefficient for an overtopping wave were determined. These empirical coefficients al-
lowed for an interpretation of the overtopping process of an incident wave from dike toe
up to the front of the wall on the dike.

In Chapter 4, statistical analysis was carried out for the prediction of the maximum
overtopping wave impact within a known storm peak. In order to extend the knowledge
of the overtopping wave impact loads and provide a predictive method practically, a se-
ries of physical model experiments with irregular waves were conducted. The results
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show that the Generalized Pareto (GP) distribution gives a suitable fit among commonly
used distributions for the extreme overtopping forces. Three parameters of the GP distri-
bution (i.e., threshold parameter, scale parameter and shape parameter), are empirically
determined by the incident wave conditions at the toe and the dike freeboard and the
dike crest width. Then a new 7-step procedure is suggested as a simple tool for predict-
ing the maximum force occurring during a certain storm peak, which shows an overall
satisfactory performance.

In Chapter 5, the vulnerability of buildings on coastal dikes caused by overtopping
wave impacts was assessed. A method is developed to quantify the vulnerability of ma-
sonry buildings on a coastal dike exposed to wave overtopping. The impact load from
overtopping waves is assumed to be an accidental loading. The partial factor method as
described in the Eurocode 6 is applied for both the load on and the resistance or strength
of a structure. Results from a case study in Belgium show that masonry buildings located
at 10-15 meters away from the seafront would suffer from localized damage under a 1000
year storm due to breaking windows, and would collapse under a 10,000 year storm. The
method can be used to assess the existing buildings on coastal dikes, and design new
buildings.

This thesis presents a series of findings on the propagation of overtopping waves on
the dike, characteristics of the resulting impact load on a vertical wall. The proposed
practical approach can be used to estimate the occurrence of the maximum impact load
of overtopping waves of a given storm peak. For low-lying coastal regions, it can serve
as the input for the further vulnerability assessment of the existing and newly designed
buildings on the dike which are exposed to the impact of overtopping waves. It is rec-
ommended to extend the current study of the overtopping wave impact on the wall with
other failure mechanisms, such as the erosion and breaching of the dike.



SAMENVATTING

Door klimaatverandering, zeespiegelstijging, een toename in de frequentie en intensi-
teit van stormen, en de bevolkingsgroei in laaggelegen kustgebieden is het de verwach-
ting dat het overstromingsrisico zal toenemen. Deze ontwikkelingen zorgen ervoor dat
onderhoud en aanpassingen aan bestaande kustverdedigingskunstwerken noodzakelijk
zijn. Om aan dit probleem tegemoet te komen wordt het concept van een multifuncti-
onele vloedkering voorgesteld. Dit concept omvat de integratie van stedelijke functies
met de waterkerende functie. Gegeven de dreiging van golfoverslag voor gebouwen op
de kruin van een zeedijk in laaggelegen dichtbevolkte gebieden stelt dit onderzoek zich
ten doel om ons begrip van de hydraulische impact van overslaande golven te verbeteren
en om een praktische aanpak te ontwikkelen om de kwetsbaarheid van dergelijke gebou-
wen te kunnen beoordelen. De resultaten kunnen worden gebruikt voor het ontwerp en
de beoordeling van multifunctionele vloedkeringen. In dit proefschrift is met behulp
van tweedimensionale schaalproeven zowel de golfoverslag zelf als de impact van deze
golven bestudeerd voor de situatie waarin een ondiepe vooroever de golfoverslag over
de zeedijk beïnvloedt.

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de impact mechanismes van overslaande golven. Dergelijke
golven kunnen worden gekarakteriseerd als een turbulente watersprong. Het impact-
proces en mechanisme van een enkele overslaande golf tegen een verticale muur wer-
den bestudeerd aan de hand van gedetailleerde metingen van het snelheidsveld van de
overslaande golf en de krachtsverdeling op de muur. Het meetsignaal toonde een dub-
bel gepiekte kracht: een dynamische impact piek en een quasi-statische krachtspiek.
Laatstgenoemde toont sterke overeenkomsten met de impact van een tsunami. Door
de aanwezigheid van de reflecterende verticale wand en de interacties tussen meerdere
overslaande golven was de impact van deze golven verschillend ten opzichte van de im-
pact van een enkele golf. In vergelijk met regelmatige golfklappen wordt het impact me-
chanisme van overslaande golven beïnvloed door zogenaamde “collision” en “catch-up”
interactie patronen. Impulsieve impacts met intense dynamische drukken kunnen wor-
den verwacht ter plaatse van de bovenkant van de verticale muur, welke kunnen worden
gedomineerd door het collision type interactie.

In hoofdstuk 3 is er een empirische formule ontwikkeld voor de belasting van een
enkele overslaande golf. Om de belasting van de overslaande golf te karakteriseren is er
een nieuwe descriptor (de overslag momentum flux) voorgesteld om de impact belas-
ting empirisch te beschrijven. Om de voorgestelde empirische formule te valideren is er
een serie aan fysische modelproeven met regelmatige golven uitgevoerd. In deze experi-
menten werd de belasting van overslaande golven op een verticale wand gemeten voor
verschillende posities op de dijk.

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn statistische analyses uitgevoerd om de maximale impact van een
overslaande golf te bepalen binnen een vooraf bekende stormpiek. Om onze kennis over
de golfoverslagbelasting te vergroten en om een praktische voorspellingsmethode te le-
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veren is er een serie van schaalproeven met onregelmatige golven uitgevoerd. De resul-
taten tonen aan dat de gegeneraliseerde Pareto verdeling de meest geschikte overeen-
komst geeft in vergelijking met andere verdelingen die veel gebruikt worden voor ex-
treme overslagkrachten. Drie parameters van de pareto distributie, de drempelwaarde,
de schaal parameter en de vorm parameter, zijn empirisch vastgesteld aan de hand van
de inkomende golfcondities aan de voet van de dijk, de waakhoogte, en de kruinbreedte.
Vervolgens is er een 7-staps procedure voorgesteld als een simpele techniek om de maxi-
male kracht tijdens een willekeurige storm te kunnen voorspellen. Deze procedure blijkt
toereikend om de maximale kracht te voorspellen.

In hoofstuk 5 is vervolgens de kwetsbaarheid van gebouwen op een dijk voor over-
slaande golven bepaald. Er is een methode ontwikkeld om de kwetsbaarheid van ge-
metselde gebouwen te bepalen. Hierin is aangenomen dat de overslaande golven een
toevallige belasting zijn. De partiële factor methode, zoals beschreven in de Eurocode
6, is toegepast voor zowel de belasting op het gebouw, als de weerstand of sterkte van
het gebouw. De resultaten van een casus in België tonen aan dat gemetselde gebouwen
die zich binnen 10-15 meter van de kust bevinden lokale schade zullen ondervinden
voor een 1000 jaar storm, door brekende ramen, en zullen instorten voor een 10.000 jaar
storm. De methode kan worden toegepast voor de toetsing van bestaande gebouwen, en
in het ontwerp van nieuwe gebouwen.

Dit proefschrift presenteert een reeks aan resultaten over de propagatie van over-
slaande golven op een dijk, en karakteristieken van de resulterende belasting op een
verticale muur. De voorgestelde praktische methode kan worden toegepast om de maxi-
male belasting van overslaande golven voor een gegeven storm te bepalen. Het kan als
invoer dienen voor een verdere kwetsbaarheidstoetsing van bestaande en nieuw te ont-
werpen gebouwen op een dijk welke blootgesteld worden aan overslaande golven. Het is
aangeraden om de huidige studie uit te breiden naar andere faalmechanismen van een
muur ten tijde van overslaande golven, zoals erosie, ontgronding en het doorbreken van
een dijk.
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. COASTAL FLOODING AND OVERTOPPING HAZARDS

Human settlement has a long history on the coast, especially in the low-lying areas.
These regions take up about 2% of the world’s land, but accommodate about 13% of the
urban population (McGranahan et al., 2007). The densely populated coastal regions are
vulnerable to coastal flooding. However, these areas are still becoming increasingly at-
tractive for economic, environmental, and social development (Aerts and Botzen, 2011).
Particularly in the developed environments, urbanization near the coast results in the
presence of buildings and infrastructures quite close to coastal defences or even on their
crests.

Coastal flooding includes large scale direct inundation, overtopping, and breaching
of a flood defence. Direct inundation may be caused by the inundation of storm surges.
Overtopping occurs when the wave height exceeds the crest of a flood defence. When
assessing the flood risk for the highly developed coastal sites, coastal inundation caused
by high water levels and breaching of the flood defence are the main concerns (Allsop
et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the hazard of overtopping will be important for the design
of property on the coast (Allsop et al., 2008; Verwaest et al., 2010). Allsop et al. (2008)
pointed out that the direct hazard from overtopping on coastal buildings and humans
nearby is often being ignored. Thus more attention could be paid. Wave overtopping
and its resulting hazards are addressed in this thesis.

One of the main overtopping hazards is the damage to waterfornt properties. The
buildings and infrastructures located close to the flood defence along the low-lying de-
veloped coasts can be frequently exposed to wave overtopping. In the UK, steep or ver-
tical seawalls are frequently used as flood defence structures. The incident waves break
at the face of the seawall, resulting in splash overtopping. Afterwards, the overtopped
waves may directly impact on the properties behind the seawall. These properties are
normally designed and constructed for residential or commercial purpose without the
consideration of the potential impact load from overtopping. Earlier site model tests
by HR Wallingford suggested that the overtopping load on the facades of buildings is
beyond the structural design load in the UK (Allsop et al., 2008). Thus a failure of the
external wall due to overtopping is expected. Fig. 1.1 shows some examples of the dam-
ages of rail ways, roads and houses caused by overtopping during the winter storm in the
year 2015 in the UK. Another main overtopping hazard is the direct injury and death of
people. Allsop et al. (2008) stated that on average 2-5 people are killed on the seawalls
and similar structures each year in the UK through overtopping waves. Fig.1.2 shows
a moment that a family is soaked by overtopping waves in Cornwall, England. Direct
injury and death of people caused by overtopping waves could be avoided if they were
encouraged to stay away from the defence structure. However, people often tend to ig-
nore the overtopping risk when they stand too close to the defence. Based on the reports
of the direct damage or loss of life caused by wave overtopping, overtopping effect on
the steep or seawall has been attracting more attention. However, little is known of wave
overtopping effects on coastal dikes with (gentle) slopes.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.1: Direct hazards from wave overtopping to coastal infrastructures and buildings in UK, 2015 (source:):
(a) Waves undermine the main London to Cornwall rail line, used by thousands of travelers; (b) The road in
Amroth destroyed by the overtopping wave impact; (c) Blackpool main promenade under flood water following
high tide and a tidal surge as severe gale force winds hit many parts of the UK (d) The sea wall at Dawlish,
Devon, has been broken by ferocious waves while a Devon ice cream stand has been damaged and swept
away.

Figure 1.2: A man and woman with two young children drenched in water after being blasted by overtopping
waves at Mullion Cove (Duell and Thomas, 2014)

.

1.2. MULTIFUNCTIONAL FLOOD DEFENCES
Considering the climate change, sea level rise, the increasing flood frequency and sever-
ity, and the growing population exposed to flooding, the risk of flooding is expected to
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increase (Nicholls, 2004). Therefore, the management strategies of flood defences need
to be adapted to the upcoming changes. The adaption of the existing flood defences re-
quires the widening of the defence structure and elevation of the defence crest, which re-
quires space. However, the competing needs of housing, commerce, transportation, and
agriculture have to fit in the scarce, developed coastal space as well (Anvarifara et al.,
2016). Meanwhile, the existing living environment and the quality of the coastal land-
scape have to be preserved (Ligtvoet et al., 2009). Therefore, there is a conflict between
the flood defence adaption and the urban development needs. In order to cope with this
dilemma, a new solution is required. One strategy is to integrate urban functions into
the flood defences. so that multifunctional flood defences (MFFDs) will be developed
(van Loon-Steensma and Vellinga, 2014). MFFDs are flood defense structures that also
provides secondary functions. Examples of these functions are transport, housing, shop-
ping, agriculture, nature, recreation and so on. The promotion of MFFDs can contribute
to the sufficient safety of a flood defence system by enhancing the quality of the living
environment of the urbanization with a lower cost of land use (Stalenberg, 2010).

In 2011, a research program on sustainable design of MFFDs was set up. The general
objective of the MFFDs program is to gain the scientific knowledge necessary to meet the
requirements from the upcoming challenges for flood mitigation in urban areas brought
by economic and climate changes. As one of the projects of the MFFDs program, the
current study is associated with the task of hydraulic impact of overtopping waves on a
multifunctional dike. Other projects can be found in the same MFFD program: http:
//www.flooddefences.nl.

In the low-lying coastal countries like The Netherlands, Belgium and elsewhere, the
configuration shown in Fig. 1.3 (top panel) is commonly seen. The crest of a coastal
dike is often used as a promenade or building frontage1. Thus, a building placed on the
dike is selected as a specific case of a multifunctional dike. Considering the location
of the building, the physical damage or failure of buildings caused by the overtopping
waves would not only dependent on the properties of buildings and overtopping wave
characteristics, but also the state of the dike.

Due to the potential impact from wave overtopping, three types of failures of the
building are recognized with inclusion of the physical damage of the dike itself (mode A),
foundation of buildings (mode B) and structural failure of building components (mode C).
If no overtopping occurs, the main damage is scouring of the toe (A1) and the wave im-
pact on the dike slope (A2). These damage patterns may be indirectly related to the
failure of buildings. When overtopping occurs, two consequences of overtopping are ex-
pected, including infiltration and the propagation wave on the dike. The former may
result in the settlement of the subsoil under the foundation (B1), which may undermine
the stability of the building (C1). Based on the fact that most of the buildings on the dike
are supported by pile foundations, the probability of this concern is comparably low.
While for the latter overtopping propagation, heavy erosion of the dike crest (A3) may
cause the loss of the stability of the foundation (B2). When a large overtopping wave
strikes on a building, the consequence of this impact includes: failure of non-structural
component (C2) or structural failure of the building (C3), and scour of the corner of the
building (A4). When the overtopping water is flowing over the dike through the space

1Frontage is the extent of the front of a building along a street, river, etc

http://www.flooddefences.nl
http://www.flooddefences.nl
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the overtopping wave impact on the buildings and dikes.

between buildings, it could lead to scour around the building (A5), and erosion of the
inner slope of the dike (A6).

Overtopping induced erosion (scour) is one of the basic failure mechanisms of dike
(e.g., Mode A), but few studies investigated the failure of a dike caused by the overtop-
ping impact on large structures on the dike. These mode B (foundation failing) and C
(building failing) may lead to the dike failure as well. Due to the lack of relevant records
of the direct damage from wave overtopping on buildings which are on the dike, the
users and owners of the properties may be unaware of the possible effects of wave over-
topping. Thus, to evaluate the potential damage of buildings on the dike caused by wave
overtopping is necessary for the design and evaluation of a multifunctional dike. The
current research is focused on the overtopping wave impact on the building (C3) and its
non-structural element (C2).

1.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
There is plenty of literature on wave overtopping of a dike (e.g., Van der Meer and Janssen,
1995; Pullen et al., 2007; Schüttrumpf, 2001; Van Gent, 2002; Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci,
2005; Van der Meer et al., 2010; Van Doorslaer et al., 2015), but few studies address the
overtopping wave loads on buildings on the dike and its consequence. Therefore, it is
not only required to understand the overtopping wave characteristics and their impact
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mechanisms, but also the failure mechanisms and potential damage of buildings on the
dike due to overtopping wave actions. Specific research topics and questions that follow
from this observation are explored in this thesis, and are briefly discussed below.

(1) Impact process and mechanism of overtopping waves
The most relevant research about the wave impact on coastal buildings placed on
the seaside has been done for tsunamis (e.g., Nistor et al., 2009) and storm surges
(e.g., Ramsden, 1996; Hatzikyriakou et al., 2015). Although there is a certain sim-
ilarity between a single overtopping wave and a tsunami wave, there is limited
understanding of the interactions of the overtopping waves due to their stochastic
nature, and the role of the interaction on the resulting overtopping wave impact.
To address these questions, a series of physical model experiments is needed with
special interests in the overtopping wave interactions and wave impact processes.
Based on the physical model experiments, the impact force distribution and the
velocity field of overtopping waves addressing the aforementioned concerns will
be investigated.

(2) Impact force characterization
Recent research shows that overtopping caused by the waves with long period is
expected to lead to extreme impact on the buildings on coastal sites with a shal-
low foreshore in the front (e,g., Suzuki et al., 2012; Shimozono et al., 2015; Roeber
and Bricker, 2015). To deepen the existing understanding and characterize the
overtopping wave impact induced by long wave period waves in a shallow water
environment as occurring in Belgium and The Netherlands, physical model exper-
iments can provide the necessary data when performed with regular waves with a
long period. These can subsequently be used to develop empirical formulas for
the overtopping wave impact force as a function of wave height, wave period and
dike geometry parameters.

(3) Prediction of extreme overtopping wave forces during a known storm peak
Wave overtopping can be interpreted as a stochastic process. Thus a statistical de-
scription of forces is needed. A series of physical model experiments with irregular
waves can provide the data to make this feasible. In order to extend the knowledge
of the overtopping wave impact loads and provide a predictive method, statistical
analysis for the occurrence of maximum overtopping wave impact within a known
storm peak needs to be carried out.

(4) Vulnerability of buildings on the coastal dike
Since the Belgian coast is characterized by a shallow foreshore, overtopping waves
can lead to significant impact to the buildings on coastal dikes (Verwaest et al.,
2010; Suzuki et al., 2012). Based on historical flood events, structural and non-
structural failures of buildings under different types of hydraulic load have been
studied by several researchers (e.g., Kelman and Spence, 2004; Nistor et al., 2009;
Matsutomi and Okamoto, 2010; Pistrika and Jonkman, 2010; Chock et al., 2011),
but not for the typical configuration considered in this study (Fig. 1.3). In order to
assess the vulnerability of buildings on coastal dikes, a practical method for this
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evaluation especially concerning the overtopping wave impacts with the existing
design code is needed.

1.4. OUTLINE
Following the above objectives, this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces
the wave overtopping process and the impact mechanisms of overtopping waves on a
vertical wall. An empirical formula for the impact loads as a function of the properties
of the incoming regular, long waves and dike geometry characteristics is developed in
Chapter 3. A method to estimate the maximum forces on the wall during a known storm
peak is presented in Chapter 4. Subsequently, a method for evaluating the vulnerability
of buildings on coastal dikes exposure to wave overtopping is developed, and is applied
to a Belgian case in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, conclusions and recommendations are
presented. More schematically, the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2: Overtopping wave 
impact mechanisms 

Chapter 3: Overtopping 
wave impact load 
(regular waves) 

Chapter 4: Extreme 
overtopping wave load 

(irregular waves) 

HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT OF OVERTOPPING WAVES

VULNERABILITY OF BUILDINGS DUE TO OVERTOPPING WAVE 
LOADS

Chapter 5: Building failure mechanisms and case study

Chapter 6: Conclusions and 
recommendations

Figure 1.4: Structure of the thesis





2
IMPACT MECHANISMS OF

OVERTOPPING WAVES

In this chapter, the impact mechanism of overtopping waves on a vertical wall is inves-
tigated. A double-peaked force can be recognized in the time series of an overtopping
wave. Four stages were summarized for the whole overtopping wave impact process.
“Collision” and “catch-up” interaction patterns may alter the impact mechanisms of the
overtopping waves on the wall, when compared to regular wave impacts. Impulsive im-
pact with a violent dynamic pressure can be expected at a high elevation of the vertical
wall, which might be governed by the “collision” type interaction. “Catch-up" near the
wall can also induce impulsive impact on the wall, but close to the bottom part.

Parts of this chapter has been published in: Chen, X., Hofland, B., Altomare, C., Uijttewaal, W. (2014). Overtop-
ping flow impact on a vertical wall on a dike crest. In proc. Int. Conf. on Coastal Engineering, ICCE (Vol. 1, p.
structures.4).
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
A wave that overtops a coastal dike will experience several processes including wave
propagation in deep water, shoaling in shallow water, breaking in the surf zone, run-up
along the seaward slope of the dike, propagation along the dike crest, and overtopping.
When the overtopping wave impacts the vertical structure, the wave will be reflected
back seaward. The overtopped wave on the dike crest will be referred to as overtopping
wave in this thesis. Cox and Machemehl (1986) stated that when a wave overtops the sea-
ward slope of dike, it could be considered as a breaking wave propagating across the flat
seabed in the form of a spilling breaker. With spilling, the breaker’s turbulence is quali-
tatively similar to the processes of a bore (Battjes, 1974). Therefore, the propagation and
energy dissipation process of the overtopping wave on the dike crest can be related to
those of a bore.

2.2. LITERATURE
In this section, a literature review about the impact of waves in deep water and of bores
on vertical structures are presented.

2.2.1. DEEP-WATER WAVE IMPACT ON STRUCTURES
A wave impact on a vertical structure in the sea depends on the wave breaker shape,
which can be identified by wave and geometry parameters (Oumeraci et al., 1993). A
typical force history of a wave impact consisting of two peaks, the first one is dynamic
force peak Fd y and the second one is quasi-static force peak Fqs+. Four types of breaking
waves include: quasi-standing, slightly breaking, impact or breaking, and broken wave,
which are classified by their typical force history showing their characteristics (Korten-
haus and Oumeraci, 1998).

For a quasi-standing wave impact in front of vertical walls, the incident wave does
not break. The typical force history does not show significant two-peak shape but slowly
varying over time, see Fig. 2.1(a). This impact is induced by a non-breaking wave which
is not relevant to the overtopping wave. Thus, it is not treated herein.

For a slightly breaking wave impact, the incident wave starts to break in front of the
vertical wall or just at the wall. The first peak in the force time series is higher than the
second quasi-static peak with a ratio between 1 to 2.5 (Kortenhaus and Oumeraci, 1998),
see Fig. 2.1(b).

For a breaking wave impact, the incident wave just breaks in front of the wall, gen-
erally induced by the berm in front of the structure (Kortenhaus and Oumeraci, 1998).
The force history of this impact wave is characterized by a clearly sharp dynamic peak
followed by the quasi-static peak with a longer duration. This two-peak shape of force
history is also well-known as a “church-roof”, see Fig. 2.1(c).

A broken wave impact occurs when the breaking point of the incident wave is far
from the wall. It is a general case of a wide berm or extremely shallow water presented
in front of the wall. The force history is characterized by high frequency oscillations due
to a turbulent broken wave front. The order of magnitude of the force is the same as for
slightly breaking waves (Kortenhaus and Oumeraci, 1998), see Fig. 2.1(d). The broken
wave is similar to a bore. This type impact will be reviewed in the Section. 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Force histories various types of wave impact on a vertical wall. (a) quasi-standing wave; (b) slightly
breaking wave; (c) breaking wave impact; (d) broken wave. Adapted from Oumeraci et al. (1993) and Korten-
haus and Oumeraci (1998).

Among the four types of wave impacts, the breaking wave will provide a violent im-
pingement, which can lead to damage or collapse of coastal structures (Lugni et al.,
2006). Recent field and laboratory observations suggest that this type of violent impact is
also expected to occur when a wide berm or extremely shallow water is present in front
of the wall (Nørgaard and Andersen, 2014). Thus it is necessary to treat this type of im-
pact in this study. The qualitative and quantitative experimental determinations of the
breaking wave impact load on vertical structures has been examined widely in the past
decades (e.g., Chan and Melville, 1988; Oumeraci et al., 1993, 2001; Cuomo et al., 2010b;
Kisacik et al., 2012). However, due to the scale and model effects caused by laboratory
experiments, the use of the empirical results for predicting impact load is restricted.

Cooker and Peregrine (1990, 1995) provided a mathematical model by using the con-
cept of pressure-impulse, as shown in Fig. 2.2 including a schematic impact pressure
history (a) and boundary values of an ideal breaking wave (b). The pressure-impulse
(Pz ) close to the impact zone depends on the normal component of the impact velocity
U0. The impact velocity is assumed uniformly distributed along the impact zone. The
distance from the sea bed to the wave crest in front of the wall is H . The wave impact
zone is a fraction µ of this height. The fluid domain has been idealized to a rectangle
with free surfaces at the upper and left hand edges (y = 0, X = H). The other bound-
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aries are the bed (y = −H), the lower part of the wall (−H < y < −µH) and the impact
zone (−µH < y < 0). By using the mentioned boundary values and Cooker and Peregrine
(1995)’s solution, the pressure-impulse of the breaking wave impact can be calculated.
Then the impact pressure ppk at the location y can be simply expressed as:

ppk = 2Pz

∆t
(2.1)

where Pz is the pressure-impulse and∆t is the impact duration. Afterwards, the pressure
distribution along the wall (−H < y < 0) can be obtained.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic sketch of impact pressure time history; (b) The impact of a rectangle of fluid on a
vertical wall at X = 0. The impact zone is from the top free surface (y = 0) till the part-way down the wall (µH).
The back free surface of the wave is at X = H with Pz = 0, adapted from (Cooker and Peregrine, 1995).

2.2.2. BORE IMPACT
When a bore approaches a vertical wall, its impact process includes three stages, as
shown in Fig. 2.3:

(a) The bore approaches the wall with a constant thickness and front velocity;

(b) The bore front suddenly changes its direction due to the vertical wall and is de-
flected upwards till the maximum point;

(c) After the wave run-up to the maximum point, the deflected column of water mass
falls back on the water and a reflected bore forms.

Some pioneering analytical and experimental research of the impact of a bore on a verti-
cal wall can be dated back to Stoker (1957), Cumberbatch (1960), Fukui (1963) and Cross
(1967). Stoker (1957) investigated the reflection of a bore from a rigid vertical wall and
gave an analytical equation for the force exerted on the wall (Nouri et al., 2010). Cum-
berbatch (1960) developed a mathematical model of a two-dimensional inviscid water
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of overtopping bore striking a wall, adapted from Cross (1967) and Robertson (2011)

wedge impact on a vertical wall. The author assumed that the wedge keeps a constant
shape and velocity before its impingement. The impact horizontal force peak per unit
length Fh is calculated as:

Fh =CFρhu2b, (2.2)

where CF is the force coefficient, ρ is the fluid density, h is the water level at the wall
location and u is the incoming flow velocity. All the parameters used in Eq. (2.2) are
defined as if the wall was not present. The meaning of these parameters can be found
in Fig.2.3. Because gravity is neglected, Eq. (2.2) can only be used to model the process
just after the impact and before the gravitational acceleration starts to influence the flow
along the wall (Arnason, 2005). Cross (1967) improved Cumberbatch (1960)’s model by
adding the gravity term into Eq. (2.2), which yields:

Fh = 1

2
ρg h2 +CFρhu2. (2.3)

The coefficient CF is empirically determined as (Cross, 1967):

CF = (tanθ0)1.2 +1, (2.4)

where θ0 is the incident water wedge angle. Ramsden (1996) investigated the impact of
solitary waves, bores and surges on a vertical wall. The author observed that the mea-
sured maximum force Fh is less than that computed by using the measured maximum
run-up height, hr (see Fig. 2.3(b)). Robertson (2011) proposed a new formula for Fh on
the vertical wall caused by tsunami bores with different magnitudes in large scale exper-
iments.

2.2.3. OVERTOPPING WAVE IMPACT

Since a single overtopping wave can be seen as a bore, the impact of an overtopping wave
on a vertical structure resembles Cross (1967)’s description, see Fig. 2.3. The process of
bore impact can give a basic impression of overtopping wave impact on a wall. Chen
et al. (2012), De Rouck et al. (2012) and Ramachandran et al. (2012) reported their labo-
ratory work of overtopping wave loads on vertical structures on dikes by using physical
models with different scales. The common findings of these works suggested that the
observed impact force of an overtopping wave has a double-peak time series including
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a dynamic peak and a quasi-static peak. This shape is similar to that of the “church-
roof” wave impact force on caissons and composite structures in deep water proposed
by Oumeraci et al. (1993), but without significant difference on the magnitudes of the
two peaks. Based on the literature review, there is limited work related to the impact
load of overtopping waves on a vertical wall. Also the initial impact will give large pres-
sures at the based of the wall.

There are some other studies about wave loads on crown walls of monolithic rubble
mound breakwaters (e.g., Hamilton and Hall, 1992; Pedersen, 1996; Martin et al., 1999;
Nørgaard and Andersen, 2014). Nørgaard and Andersen (2014) provided a tool for pre-
dicting the impulsive wave loads on crown walls.

Overtopping wave impact may initiate scour in front of the wall. During the impact
process of an overtopping wave on the wall, a downward vertical jet may be generated.
The impingement of the vertical jet may destruct the top layer of the dike (e.g., pave-
ment) in front of the wall. When dynamic pressures enter the cracks of the top layer,
the development of the pressure inside quickly lift up the top layer and the underneath
soil. There is limited studies on the scour of dike due to the wave impact on a wall. But
the destruction of concrete slabs caused by water jets is similar to the present concern.
Fiorotto and Rinaldo (1992) investigated the plunging jet impact on concrete slabs (Bol-
laert and Schleiss, 2005) and stated that the uplift forces under the slabs are completely
determined by the pressures at the concrete crack entrances. They suggested a design
criterion for the thickness of the slab to avoid the destruction from the impact:

s =Ω ·Cp ·
V 2

j

2g
· γ

γs −γ
. (2.5)

where s is the equivalent slab thickness in [m]; Ω is dimensionless reduction factor [-];
Cp is pressure coefficient [-], which equals to∆pmax /(γ·V 2

j /2g );∆pmax is the maximum

pressure difference [N/m2]; V j is the vertical jet velocity, γ and γs are the specific weight
of water and slab. If Ω, Cp and V j are determined from the overtopping wave impact,
then the limit state of the destruction of top layer of the dike or pavements can be set as
the initiation of scour.

The objective of this chapter is to examine the impact mechanism of overtopping
waves by detailed measurement of the interaction process between the overtopping wave
and a vertical wall. This understanding will help to develop empirical formulas for the
overtopping wave impact load in Chapters 3 and 4. The initiation of scour due to over-
topping wave impacts is not further considered in this thesis.

This chapter is organized as follows. The experimental set-up is described in Sec-
tion 2.3. Afterwards, the impact process and mechanisms of the individual overtopping
wave and multiple overtopping waves are presented in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 re-
spectively. Finally a conclusion is given in Section 2.6.
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2.3. EXPERIMENT SET-UP

2.3.1. FACILITIES AND WALL MODEL
Physical model tests were performed in a 4 m wide, 1.4 m deep and 70 m long wave
flume at Flanders Hydraulic Research, Antwerp, Belgium. A piston-type wave generator
with a stroke length of 0.6 m was used to generate monochromatic, multi-chromatic
and random waves. The wave flume was split into four sections (about 1 m for each) of
which two were used for passive wave absorption, as shown in Figure 2.4. The dike model
height was 0.1 m with the seaward slope 1:3. The foreshore slope was 1:35. A wall model
was placed on the top of a model dike in one of the sections. The wall was consisted
of two parts: an aluminium force-measuring portion and a fixed wall (PVC board). The
aluminium plate was mounted to two load cells of model series Tedea-Huntleigh 614,
which were used to determine the total overtopping wave force with a sampling rate of
1000 Hz. Next to the force-measuring portion, four point pressure sensors were mounted
flush in the face of the wall, see Figure 2.5. They were sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz in
order to study in the evolution of local pressures.

0
.8

 m
0

.8
 m

1
 m

1
 m

Figure 2.4: Wave flume in Flanders Hydraulic Research (Antwerp, Belgium): (a) a top view of the flume (not in
scale), (b) the respective section B to measure impact forces and velocity field.

2.3.2. BUBBLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
Overtopping wave features (e.g., overtopping flow layer thickness and velocity field) are
believed to be directly related to the wave impact. Due to the breaking of waves on the
foreshore or dike slopes, the overtopped waves on the dike are highly aerated and turbu-
lent. This complexity limits the accuracy of the measurement of the overtopping wave
(De Rouck et al., 2012). Thus, choosing a proper technique is necessary.
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Figure 2.5: Wall model and force measuring system including (a) load cell, (b) positioning of load cells and
support frame, and (c) front view of wall model and locations of pressure sensors

Bubble Image Velocimetry (BIV) as used by Ryu et al. (2005) was applied to measure
the overtopping wave velocity field. This technique has been proven sufficient to mea-
sure turbulent flow (e.g., Ryu et al., 2007; Pedrozo-Acuña et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012; Ari-
yarathne et al., 2012; Song et al., 2013). The set-up of BIV in this study was placed above
the domain of interest with a top lighting provided by two Fresnel lights (500 Watt and
1000 Watt), as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). A high speed camera (SpeedCam MiniVis e2) with a
512×512 CMOS sensor record images. The field of view (FOV) covered the main part of
the overtopping waves in front of the wall, as shown in Figure 2.4(b). The centre of the
focal plane was located at 0.05 m behind the glass wall, see Fig. 2.4(a); The depth of field
(D) is 0.055− 0.08 m, which is calculated by using focal distance L = 0.95 m; the value
for the circle of confusion c = 0.008 m, focal length f = 25 mm and focal length number
N = 2−2.8. Details of the calculation and definition of each parameter used for the BIV
set-up can be found in Ryu et al. (2005). The high speed camera was sampling at 1000
frames per second throughout the impact of one or two waves. The overtopping wave
surface in each image was detected, color inverted and then cross-correlated to obtain
the instantaneous velocities using PIVlab developed by Thielicke and Stamhuis (2014).
The velocity determination was performed with a 32×32 pixel interrogation area with a
50% overlap between the adjacent areas.

2.3.3. TESTS AND DATA PROCESSING

The tests were conducted with three type of waves: regular waves, bichromatic waves
and irregular waves. The aim of using regular waves is to provide a good experimental
repeatability to investigate the individual wave impact (see Appendix 2.A, in which the
repeatability of the regular wave tests can be found). Whereas using bichromatic (Bi.)
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and irregular (Irreg.) waves are to investigate the influence of the interactions between
two (or more) overtopping waves on the impact. Bichromatic waves also have a good
repeatability. The tests that are tested in this chapter are shown in Table 2.1, in which
the wave period and wave height for the irregular waves are spectrum wave height, Hm0,
and period, Tm−1,0 respectively.

Table 2.1: Tests used in this chapter

Wave Test ID
Tdeep

(s)
Hdeep

(m)
Ttoe

(s)
Htoe

(m)
B

(m)
htoe

(m)

Reg. S028026 4.0 0.2 4.2 0.07 0.5 0.09
Irreg. Jon001(4) 1.8 0.2 6.35 0.08 0.5 0.09
Irreg. Jon003(1) 2.42 0.2 8.83 0.10 0.5 0.09

T1

(s)
T2

(s)
1/∆ f

(s)
H1

(m)
H2

(m)

Bi. Bi-B352 1.98 2.47 10 0.26 0.1 0.25 0.09
Bi. Bi-C532 2.04 2.38 14.29 0.26 0.16 0.5 0.05

2.4. INDIVIDUAL OVERTOPPING WAVE IMPACT
The impact pressure from each overtopping event is different because of the air entrain-
ment and the turbulence within the overtopping wave. Even though the tests were con-
ducted with regular waves, the individual impact of the subsequent incoming waves still
shows irregularity in magnitude, and double-peak shape of the time series. Fig. 2.6 pro-
vides an example of the impact force signal from an overtopping event. The red line
indicates the total horizontal force measured by load cells and the other four lines (P1
to P4) illustrate the time series of pressure sensors. The locations of the pressure sen-
sors are depicted in Fig. 2.5. From the time series of P1, we can recognize the initial
impact peak with short duration and a quasi-static peak with long duration. It is inter-
esting to see that the ratio of impact duration (∆t ) and wave period at the dike toe T is
0.0075. It is the same order of magnitude duration as observed by Oumeraci et al. (2001)
∆t/T ≈ 0.001 ∼ 0.01. However, the ratio of initial impact force peak (Fd y ) to quasi-static
impact peak (Fqs+) is less than 1, which is outside the range of impact loading defined
by Kortenhaus and Oumeraci (1998) as Fd y /Fqs+ > 2.5.

2.4.1. IMPACT PROCESSES
Based on the different dominant physical mechanisms, a whole impact process can be
divided into four stages: pre-impact, Fig. 2.7 (a); initial impact, Fig. 2.7 (b); deflection,
Fig. 2.7 (c), and reflection in Fig. 2.7 (d). The instantaneous pressure distributions of
the same snapshot moments and the four pressure sensors are shown in Fig. 2.7 (e)-(h).
From Fig. 2.6, two distinct peaks can be seen in the pressure signal of P1 (black line),
whereas a tiny peak is shown before the initial impact peak and a terrace shape pressure
evolution after the quasi-static impact peak can also be recognized. Due to a lack of
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Figure 2.6: Example of the time series signals of total force from load cell and pressure sensors of test S028026.
∆t is the approximate impact duration.

pressure information just at the bottom of the wall, it is expected that the tiny peak and
the initial impact peak would be larger at the base of the wall. Details of each stage are
described below:

• Pre-impact stage

After passing the outer dike crest line, the overtopping wave approaches the wall with
a wedge shaped leading edge from left to right, see Fig. 2.7 (a). The bore front, moving
over the thin residual water layer, is at the front of the wedge. The turbulent fluctuations
in the flow front are expected to generate local pressure fluctuations.

• Initial impact stage:

Fig. 2.7 (b) shows the initial impact process. When the irregular bore front touches the
wall face, a rapidly rising tip forms a vertical jet earlier than the initial impact of the main
wedge. From Figure 2.6, we can observe this initial jet impact from the time history of P1.
The tiny peak before the main initial impact peak indicates this jet impact. It is assumed
that the vertical jet dampens the main impact during the initial impact stage. Oumeraci
et al. (1993) gave a similar description for a bore impact process. They stated that a bore
consists of two parts, including a steep turbulent front and a rear of the water mass.
The foamy front part strikes the wall first, then is squeezed by the following impacting
“pure” water. This “pure” water impact is significantly dampened by the earlier foamy
mass which is then deflected upwards. In the current situation, the jet impact of the
overtopping wave is equivalent to direct impact of a turbulent bore front on the wall.

When the main wedge touches the wall, the wave front changes its direction sud-
denly (Fig. 2.7 (b)) and results in a sharp dynamic impact pressure at P1 (Fig. 2.7 (f)).
Because P1 was mounted at 4 cm above the dike crest, the largest pressure of the jet im-
pact was probably not measured. This is the 1st main peak shown in Fig. 2.6 named as
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Figure 2.7: An example of the overtopping flow impact process of the second wave of test S028026;(a)-(d) side
view of bore impact at wall; (e)-(h) instantaneous measured pressure profile (circle marker) and computed
hydrostatic pressure (= ρg hr ) (solid line), hr is the highest water surface elevation at xw extracted from raw
image. Note that x −xtr and z − zcr est are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the dike crest. The wall is
located at x −xtr = 0.5 m.
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Figure 2.8: An example of the measured flow field at the moment of the 2nd impact force peak of test S028026.
(a) raw high speed image at t=46.144 s; (b) impact time series of P1 (black) and total force obtained from load
cell (red); (c) velocity field at t=46.144 s; and (d) instantaneous measured pressure distribution at the same
moment.

initial impact. During this process, the kinetic energy is changing into potential energy.
The short duration of the initial impact pressure could only influence local structural
elements with a high natural frequency.

• Deflection stage :

After the initial impact, the following wedge continues rising up the face of the wall until
it reaches the maximum run-up height. During this stage, the kinetic energy is totally
converted into potential energy. Fig. 2.7 (c) shows the snapshot of run-up of the de-
flected water. The corresponding instantaneous pressure distribution along the wall is
shown in Fig. 2.7 (g), in which the solid line indicates the computed hydrostatic pres-
sure distribution using the run-up surface elevation from the image taken by the high
speed camera and the markers indicate the measured pressures. The linear distribution
of pressure shows the quasi-static nature of the pressure in this stage, which is smaller
than computed hydrostatic pressure.

• Reflection stage:

When the deflected water approaches the maximum run-up level, it starts falling onto
the remaining unsplashed part of the incident wave and is advancing seawards (Fig. 2.7 (d)).
The quasi-static peak (2nd peak shown in Fig. 2.6) is generated during this stage. Fig. 2.8
shows a group of figures of the overtopping wave features at this maximum force: (a)
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raw high speed image, (b) time series of P1 and force, (c) velocity field and (d) instant
pressure distribution at the moment of t=46.144 s. The zero velocity vectors close to the
wall in Fig. 2.8 (c) and almost linearly distributed instantaneous pressures in Fig. 2.8 (d)
indicate the quasi-static nature of 2nd force peak shown in Fig. 2.8 (b). This quasi-static
pressure is governed by gravity. Fig. 2.7 (d) shows the reflected bore. When the reflected
bore is fully developed, the instantaneous pressure is hydrostatic, see Fig. 2.7 (h).

2.5. IMPACTS OF MULTIPLE OVERTOPPING WAVES

2.5.1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
On a shallow foreshore, forced long waves are released from the short-wave groups when
they are in shoaling and breaking processes (Van Dongeren et al., 2007). This wave group
propagation is observed in the irregular wave tests. The shallow water condition present
seaward of the dike causes a wave energy transfer to low frequencies (Van Gent, 2001).
Fig. 2.9 shows an example of the time series of overtopping wave measured at differ-
ent locations in the flume from test JON003(1). Fig. 2.9(a) indicates the total measured
time series of the water surface elevation at the toe of the dike. The low frequency waves
at the time scale of the wave groups can be recognized. During overtopping, the short
waves within each group break on the dike successively in the form of bore. Fig. 2.9(b)
shows the time series of the overtopping flow layer thickness measured on the dike crest
without (Section A), and with a wall (Section B). As shown in the figure, the overtopping
waves on the dike are still grouped. Fig. 2.9(c) shows the time series of overtopping wave
forces, which is filtered by a low pass filter at 50 Hz1. The number of force peaks is obvi-
ously less than that of the incoming waves at the outer crest line (dA0(t )) in Fig. 2.9(b). It
suggests that some of the overtopping waves within groups have converged or damped
before giving an impact.

2.5.2. INTERACTION BETWEEN SUBSEQUENT OVERTOPPING WAVES
Erikson et al. (2005) state that wave motions in the swash zone are driven by the propa-
gation of wave groups and their associated long wave motion. Wave 3 and 4, as shown
in Fig. 2.10, indicate the parabolic swash motion along the dike seaward slope, with the
inclusion of “catch-up” (Fig. 2.10(a)) and “collision” (Fig. 2.10(b)). The “catch-up” mo-
tion addresses the interaction between the two subsequent waves in the same direction.
Whereas the “collision” addresses the interaction between the two subsequent waves in
an opposite direction. The overtopping wave motion within each group observed is sim-
ilar to the swash described by Erikson et al. (2005), such as wave 1 and wave 2 in Fig. 2.10.
The short waves within a wave group overtop the dike crest and result in a group of im-
pacts. Due to the interaction between overtopping waves, the impact mechanism can
be altered compared to the individual overtopping impact.

The upper panel of Fig. 2.11 shows schematic sketches of four interaction motions
between wave 1 and wave 2, and the bottom panel shows the corresponding schematic
time series of the traveling routes of the two waves on the dike crest. t1 and t2 are the

1The natural frequency of the entire low rise buildings is around 5-15 Hz in real scale (De Sortis et al., 2005).
Thus the mean value 10 Hz of this range (or 50 Hz in model scale using a typical model scale of 1:25) was used
as the cut-off frequency for the low-pass filter.
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Figure 2.9: Sample of the surface elevation at the toe of the dike; (b). the overtopping wave time series dA0
(solid line) and dB0 (dashed line); (c). Sample of the overtopping wave force time series
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Figure 2.10: Swash motions of incident waves, adapted from Erikson et al. (2005): (a) catch-up motion between
wave 3 and wave 4 on the seaward slope of the dike; (b) collision between the wave 3 and wave 4.
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Figure 2.11: Interaction motions between the initial wave 1 (solid line) and the following wave 2 (dotted line).
Dot indicates t0, the moment of the wave 1 interacting with wave 2.

initial impact moment of wave 1 and wave 2 if there is no interaction between them. t0

indicates the interaction moment between the two waves. Dashed gray and black curves
show the undisturbed traveling routes of wave 1 and wave 2. The blue curve indicates the
half route of the “new” formed overtopping wave with consideration of the interaction.
Based on the time lag between t1 and t2, four types of interactions are observed.

WHEN t2 < t1

Wave 2 will catch up with the initial wave 1 before the impact of wave 1 on the wall, as
shown in Fig. 2.11(a). This catch-up interaction generates a “new” overtopping wave. If
t0 ¿ t1, the catch-up occurs far away from the wall. Thus the resulting impact of the
“new” wave can be seen as an individual overtopping wave.

WHEN t1 = t2

Wave 2 will catch up with wave 1 just on the wall, as shown in Fig. 2.11(b). This inter-
action will result in a highly turbulent and steep wave front, which will induce a violent
impact. Fig. 2.12 shows a sequence of the evolution of this case. The snapshots in the first
column of Figs. 2.12(a)-(e) present the catch-up process in front of the wall. When wave
2 runs on the top of wave 1, a turbulent wave front is formed. The “new” overtopping
wave front velocity increases due to the increased overtopping flow depth. Figs. 2.12(e)-
(h) show a whole impact process of the “new” wave. Pressure records along the wall of
the corresponding impact are shown in Fig. 2.13. It can be seen that there is an impul-
sive impact with large magnitude within a short duration. The maximum peak pressure
with a value up to 8 KPa occurs at P1. Fig. 2.14 shows the correspondent total horizon-
tal force measured from load cells (black solid line) and the pressure sensors (red line).
The general shape of the force is a typical “church-roof” signal (Oumeraci et al., 1993).
The dynamic peak with large magnitude and short duration occurs around 141.38 s, fol-
lowed by the quasi-static force peak around 141.7 s. Both of the forces obtained from
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(a)
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Figure 2.12: Snapshots for an overtopping wave impact (test Jon001(4), t=139-143 s). Yellow arrow indicates
the locations of the initial wave 1, and the red one indicates the following wave 2.
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Figure 2.13: Simultaneous pressure records from the four pressure sensors of test Jon001(4) when t=139-143 s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: Simultaneous force records from the load cells (black) and integrated pressure sensors (red) of test
Jon001(4) when t=139-143 s.

load cells and pressure sensors give consistent observations. According to the definition
of the breaking wave impact, the dynamic force peak is larger than 2.5 times of maxi-
mum quasi-static force peak (Oumeraci et al., 2001), this impact resembles a breaking
impact. A gently increasing force (black solid line) is observed before 141.38 s in the fig-
ure. But comparing with the time series of P1 in Fig. 2.13, the violent impact occurs after
141.38 s. This suggests that the location of the dynamic impact is not at the bottom of the
wall, but around the surface of wave 1. Thus the catch-up moment is around 141.38 s.
Oscillations after the dynamic peak (Fig. 2.14(b)) are observed in the signals of both the
load cell and pressure sensors. This oscillation is probably induced by the compressed
trapped air during the interaction of the turbulent wave front and the wall.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.15: Snapshots of the wave shape developments of catch-up impact (test Jon001(4), t=174-175.5 s).
Yellow arrows indicate the locations of the first waves, and the red ones indicate the successive waves.

WHEN t2 > t1

Wave 2 impacts on the wall just after the impact of wave 1, as shown in Fig. 2.11 (c).
Fig. 2.15 shows six snapshots in sequence of the evolution of overtopping wave impact
for this case. Due to the delayed catch-up (see Fig. 2.15(a)-(c)), a duo-impact on the
wall is observed. During the deflection stage of wave 1, wave 2 strikes on the deflected
wave 1 (see Fig. 2.15 (c)). Afterwards, the two waves merge during deflection stage (see
Fig. 2.15 (d)). Fig. 2.15 (e)-(f) shows the reflection stage of the impact. No violent dy-
namic impact is observed due to “cushion” of wave 1 at impact moment. The corre-
sponding pressure records along the wall are shown in Fig. 2.16. Comparing the four
time series of pressures, only P1 displays a triple-peak shape. This suggests the merging
(or catch-up) process of the two waves occurs just after the first peak (around 175.02 s)
of P1.

WHEN t2 À t1

Wave 2 strikes on the reflected wave 1. Due to the collision between the two directional
waves, the impact mechanism can be altered. If the collision occurs just in front of the
wall, the “new” combined wave will impinge on the wall in a kind of plunging wave,
which is in line with the observation from Kamikubo et al. (2009).

Fig. 2.17 shows an impression of an observed collision between the two waves includ-
ing the near wall “collision” formation (a)-(c), flow separation and “new” wave genera-
tion (c)-(d), and the impact (d)-(e). If the second wave dominates the collision, the fast
collision will create a plunging wave with a large air cavity in front of the wall (Fig. 2.17d).
This impact can induce an impulsive violent impact at a much higher location on the
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Dynamic impact peak of 
the successive wave

Quasi-static impact peak

Dynamic impact peak 
of the initial wave

Figure 2.16: Simultaneous pressure records from the four pressure sensors in test Jon001(4) when t=174-
175.5 s).

wall (Fig. 2.17e). Fig. 2.18 shows snapshots of a large air cavity involved “collision” im-
pact overlapped with the velocity field, of the bichromatic wave test Bi-B352. The “new”
wave after collision approaches to the wall from left to right with a wave front velocity
around 1.2 m/s. The air cavity created in front of the wall limits the size of final impact re-
gion. From Fig. 2.18(a) to Fig. 2.18(b), an air cavity with a height around 0.04 m is formed.
Afterwards, the curling wave front focuses at the centre of the cavity and impacts on the
wall. In a kind of flip through impact (see Peregrine, 2003), the wave front velocity just
before the impact increases to 1.4-1.5 m/s, as shown in Fig. 2.18(c)-(d). Fig. 2.19 shows
the time series of four pressure sensors mounted on the wall at 0.04 m (P1), 0.08 m (P2),
0.12 m (P3) and 0.16 m (P4) above the dike crest. From 48.5 to 49 s, the initial impact
caused by the first incident overtopping wave is clearly recognized. The initial dynamic
peak of P1 occurring around 48.5 s is about four times larger than the quasi-static peak
occurring at 48.7 s. As for P2, there is no sharp dynamic impact peak. Comparing the
time series of the signals of P1 and P2, it indicates that the initial impact occurred close
to the bottom of the wall. The “collision” between the reflected wave and following wave
in front of the wall occurs at around 49 s. The impact after the collision starts at 49.2 s.
From the time series of pressure sensors, a sharp dynamic peak is distinct at P3. It indi-
cates that a violent impact occurs close to 0.12 m above the bottom. In the time series
of P4, two dynamic peaks occur earlier and later than the dynamic peak of P3. The first
dynamic peak of P4 is earlier than P3. This indicates that the impulsive impact is caused
by the air cavity. This impact mechanism is similar to a breaking wave. Fig. 2.20(a)
shows the calculated pressure-impulse by using Cooker and Peregrine (1995)’s pressure-
impulse theory for the impact moment in Fig. 2.18. In Fig. 2.20(b), the solid curve is the
calculated impact pressure profile along the wall. The red circles illustrate the measured
the pressure value at the different locations. Good agreement is found between the mea-
sured p and the Cooker and Peregrine (1995)’s model, using the measured values of H ,
U0, and ∆t . This indicates that this model is applicable for the overtopping wave colli-
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Figure 2.17: Schematic sketch of collision impact with successive overtopping waves
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Figure 2.18: Collision impact caused by two successive overtopping waves of test Bi-B352. Four pressure sen-
sors (P1 to P4 from bottom to the top) are illustrated as black points.

Figure 2.19: Simultaneous pressure records of the collision impact caused by two successive overtopping waves
of test Bi-B352.
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Figure 2.20: (a) Pressure-impulse calculated of test Bi-B352 for the overtopping wave at the moment shown in
Fig.2.18; (b) the calculated pressure with H = 0.18 m, U0 = 1.22 m/s,µ= 0.44,∆t = 0.03 s. Wall is at x−xtr = 0.25
m.

sion impact when a plunging wave impact is formed.

If the collision does not occur near the wall, the curling wave front would fall directly
on the surface of the reflected wave 1. Then the “new” wave strikes on the wall with
a steep wave front. This impact is similar to that of a single overtopping wave with a
wedge shape. Fig. 2.21 shows snapshots of an impact overlapped with its velocity field
for this case. The “new” wave after collision approaches to the wall from left to right.
Fig. 2.21(a) to (d) shows the impact caused by the turbulent wave front with a veloc-
ity around 1.7 m/s. Afterwards, the dynamic impact of the main wedge is shown in
Fig. 2.21(e) to (h) with a front velocity around 1.5 m/s. Fig. 2.22 shows the time series
of the four pressure sensors for the impact. Two individual impact events are clearly rec-
ognized. From 46 to 47 s, the impact of wave 1 occurs. The whole two-peak time series
of P1 during this process indicates that wave 1 has finished its impact and has been re-
flected back seawards. The collision between wave 1 and wave 2 occurs at around 46.9 s.
Due to the collision, wave 2 rides on the top of wave 1, the location of the dynamic impact
of “new” wave is around 0.07 m (close to P2), as shown in Fig. 2.21(c). During 47.1-47.2 s,
there are multiple peaks shown in the time series of P2 and P3. These peaks are believed
to be caused by the oscillation of the turbulent wave front during the initial impact stage.
Among these oscillated peaks, there are two distinct peaks. Both of these peaks of P2 are
earlier than those of P3, which suggests that the wave front is rising from bottom to the
top. This indicates that there are two impact events, which confirmed the occurrence
of a turbulent wave front impact and the main wedge impact during the initial impact
stage for “new” wave impact after the collision.

2.6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Prior work has documented the characteristics of the impacts of waves (e.g., breaking
wave impact and broken wave impact on a wall). However, these studies lack direct rele-
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Figure 2.21: Collision impact far from the wall of test Bi-C532. Wall is at x −xtr = 0.5 m.

Jet impact peak
Initial main impact peak

Quasi-static impact peak

Figure 2.22: Time series of the pressure sensors at different locations along the wall of test Bi-C532.
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vance to describe the overtopping wave impact mechanisms concerning the interaction
between multiple incident waves on the dike crest. In this chapter, the impact process
and mechanism of overtopping waves on a dike crest were presented based on the ob-
servations from the tests by using regular waves, bichromatic waves and irregular waves.

The whole impact process of a single overtopping wave can be divided into four
stages: pre-impact, initial impact, deflection and reflection. The maximum total force
occurs at a later phase of deflection or early phase of reflection. The time series of over-
topping wave force shows a double-peak shape. This shape is in line with the existing
knowledge of wave impact force, though the magnitude differs from impulsive impact
defined by Oumeraci et al. (2001). The velocity field of the overtopping wave during the
impact proves that the 2nd impact peak is static. The turbulent wave front induces jet
impact. Due to lack of information of pressure at the location below P1, the influence of
jet impact on the initial load development needs to be investigated in the future.

For multiple interaction waves, two basic patterns of “collision” and “catch-up” are
observed, which are similar to the swash motion on a beach. Impulsive impact of the
overtopping waves can be caused by the interactions between two successive overtop-
ping waves. Due to collision between two waves near the wall, an air cavity may be
formed. This impact is quite similar to a breaking wave impact on a vertical wall, and
can be predicted well by using Cooker and Peregrine (1995)’s pressure-impulse model.
When the catch-up occurs far away from the wall, the resulting “new” overtopping wave
is similar to a single wave impact. When the catch-up occurs just on the wall, an impul-
sive impact may be expected. When the catch-up occurs later than the initial impact of
the first wave, the second wave would impact directly on the body of the deflected ini-
tial wave. The deflected wave plays a role of a “cushion”. The magnitude of the dynamic
impact of the second wave is reduced. When the collision occurs at a certain distance
away from the wall, the impact mechanism is similar to a single overtopping wave, but
the impact caused by the turbulent wave front is obvious and at a higher location on the
wall.

The probability of occurrences of each impact type of overtopping waves was ex-
cluded in this thesis. But some preliminary analysis have been done. The largest three
impact forces of each test from a total of 39 irregular wave tests with different conditions
were considered within this analysis. Among these 117 significant impacts, the impacts
caused by the single wave, catch-up interaction and collision take up 48%, 23% and 29%
respectively. Among these 117 impacts, impulsive impact due to either catch-up on the
wall or near wall collision takes up about 35%. Thus impulsive impact induced by over-
topping waves needs to be paid more attention especially for the stiff structures with a
high eigenfrequency. Moreover, overturning moments and local pressure at higher ele-
vation will be governed by the collision type impacts. In the future, it is recommended to
extend the current study in order to characterize the classification of each overtopping
wave impact caused by different interaction motions.

The pressure gradient on the bed could lead to the removal of the top layer of the
pavement and hence the initiation of scour, for which can be referred to Eq. 2.5. Thus it
is suggested to specify the pressure field (e.g., the pressure distribution at the corner of a
vertical plate) in order to investigate the scour due to the overtopping wave impact.



APPENDIX

2.A. EXPERIMENTAL REPEATABILITY
Much literature discussed the non-repeatability of wave impacts. The reasons of this
non-repeatability are mainly a 3D effect of the turbulent front of the incident overtop-
ping wave, and the air-entrapment. In this study, a regular wave test with 33 repetitions
was conducted. da01 is the unobstructed overtopping flow depth at the seaward edge of
the dike crest in Section A; db01 is the obstructed overtopping flow depth at the seaward
edge of the dike crest in Section B; Fd y is the dynamic impact force (the first peak), and
Fqs+ is the maximum quasi-static force (the second peak) which are measured by load
cells. Fpd y is the dynamic impact force obtained from the integration of pressure records
along the wall; Fpqs+ is the maximum hydro quasi-static force obtained from the inte-
gration of pressure records. The result of the second wave of test series Sin028 (with 33
repetitions) is shown in Table 2.A1. For the unobstructed overtopping layer thickness,
the ratio of the standard deviation and the mean of the total 33 observations is only 4%.
The quasi-static force peaks from both the load cells and pressure records give consist
results, indicating a good performance of the quasi-static measurement in the current
study. While for the dynamic impact forces, the standard deviation obtained from the
load cell is around 40% of that from the pressure records, which is reasonable. As ex-
plained in the previous section, the load cell measured the total horizontal force sub-
jected to the whole area of the wall whereas the pressure sensors can capture the local
features of the incident wave. As the turbulent front of the overtopping wave, the air-
entrapment and 3D effect would not be neglected. The standard deviation of Fpd y is
almost 30% of the mean.

Table 2.A1: Results of repetition of total 33 regular wave tests

dA0 [m] Fd y [N/m] Fqs+ [N/m] Fpd y [N/m] Fpqs+ [N/m]

Mean 0.046 40 53.7 73.49 60.43

Stedv 0.002 5.89 5.492 21.753 8.144

Stedv/Mean 4% 14% 10% 30% 13%

33





3
SINGLE OVERTOPPING WAVE

IMPACT LOAD

Wave overtopping on a sea dike may pose a threat to people and property. However,
the overtopping features, in particular overtopping wave loads, are not well understood.
The aim of this study was to understand the overtopping process on a dike crest and to
develop an empirical formula for the resulting overtopping wave impact loads on a wall
as a function of the property of the incoming waves and dike geometry characteristics.
In this chapter, we propose a new descriptor (the overtopping momentum flux) in or-
der to predict the impact loads. To validate the proposed empirical function, a series
of physical scale model tests using regular waves was conducted. In these experiments,
we measured the overtopping wave loads on a vertical wall at different locations on a
dike crest, which were induced by broken waves. A correction coefficient for the wall ef-
fect on the initial flow depth, and an empirical initial flow depth coefficient for a broken
wave were determined. These empirical coefficients allowed for an interpretation of the
overtopping process of a broken wave from the dike toe up to the front of the wall on the
dike.

This chapter has been published in: Chen, X., Hofland, B., Altomare, C., Suzuki, T., Uijttewaal, W. (2015). Forces
on a vertical wall on a dike crest due to overtopping flow. Coastal Engineering 95, 94-104.
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Figure 3.1: The process of overtopping waves impacting on a building: ¬ Wind generating waves far away from
shoreline;  Offshore waves coming into the foreshore area, increasing wave height, decreasing wave length.
Finally, most waves breaking and wave energy dissipating in the form of turbulent bore. ® Turbulent bore
(broken wave) running up on the seaward slope of a dike and overtopping the crest of the dike; ¯ Part of the
overtopping wave continues propagating along the dike crest and the other part flowing back seaward; ° Over-
topping flow hitting the building, with some of it being reflected seaward, some passing through buildings; and
± Overtopping flow going landward.

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Wave overtopping occurs when the dike crest is lower than the wave run-up height.
Avoiding or reducing overtopping rates under an acceptable limit, is nowadays recog-
nized as one of the design criteria for coastal structures, especially in those countries
characterized by low-lying coastal areas (e.g., the Netherlands, Belgium). In a densely
populated coastal town of these countries, a dike often has a wide crest which serves as
an urbanized frontage, see Fig. 3.1. It is important for designers and owners to recognize
key hazards (e.g., building damage) from overtopping for such buildings standing on
the dike crest. As a necessary design criterion for the buildings, overtopping wave load
has been considered by few studies (Allsop et al., 2005). Though the overtopping wave
characteristics have been investigated by Van Gent (2002), Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci
(2005), and Van der Meer et al. (2010) in the form of flow depth, front velocity and dis-
charge along a dike crest without structures, these characteristics are lacking direct rele-
vance to describe the overtopping wave load.

Chen et al. (2012), De Rouck et al. (2012) and Ramachandran et al. (2012) reported
overtopping wave loads on vertical structures on a dike crest using small and large scale
physical models. However, due to the complex flow characteristics of the highly aerated
overtopping wave, to accurately measure the overtopping wave features on a dike crest
is still a challenge (De Rouck et al., 2012). To date, the studies mainly describe the im-
pact of the overtopping wave phenomenon. A double peaked force evolution shape of a
single impact event is recognized and named as ‘dynamic impact force’ and ‘quasi-static
force’, which is similar to the proposed “church-roof” wave breaking impact evolution by
Oumeraci et al. (1993) for deeper water wave impacts on caissons and composite struc-
tures. However, the overtopping wave has no real sinusoidal wave shape, it is a bore-like
wave, which could qualitatively be considered as a bore (Cox and Machemehl, 1986).
Therefore, overtopping wave impact is outside the classification of the wave breaking
impact, as developed by Oumeraci et al. (1993). The mechanisms of impact and the
unique overtopping wave characteristics still need to be understood better.

In order to characterize the overtopping wave impacts against a building (simpli-
fied as a vertical wall in this paper) on a dike, the literature about two other prototype
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problems with similar configurations was investigated: broken wave impact on a crown
wall of rubble mound breakwater and tsunami bore impact on a building inland. Over-
topping events at crown walls of a rubble mound breakwaters are very similar to the
overtopping of a dike: the incoming wave breaks on the seaward slope of the breakwa-
ter (processes ¬ to ® in Fig. 3.1) and the resulting broken wave overtops the crest and
impinges on the crown wall (processes ¯ to ° in Fig. 3.1). An important difference is
that the slope and crest are very rough and permeable, which will alter the approaching
flow. Many studies exist of wave loading on crown walls (e.g., Hamilton and Hall, 1992;
Pedersen, 1996; Martin et al., 1999). These studies reported that the horizontal force is
proportional to the incident wave height and wave period. Hamilton and Hall (1992)
found that lower crown walls yield smaller wave loads compared with a non-overtopped
high wall. Pedersen (1996) reported that a gentle seaward slope reduces wave loading.
Based on the argument from Cox and Machemehl (1986) about the similarity of a broken
wave and a bore , Martin et al. (1999) related the problem of wave impact on the crown
wall of rubble mound breakwaters to that of bore impact on a vertical wall and pointed
out the quasi-static force is most likely larger than the dynamic force. Kortenhaus and
Oumeraci (1998) mentioned that the order of magnitude of the broken wave forces is
the same as that of slightly breaking waves. Regarding the tsunami bore impact on ver-
tical walls (similar to processes ¯ and ° in Fig. 3.1), some pioneering analytical and
experimental researches can date back to Cumberbatch (1960) who provided an analyt-
ical solution for the impact pressure of an uniform steady flow striking on a wall. Cross
(1967) further developed Cumberbatch’s model by adding a hydrostatic pressure term
to calculate the total tsunami surge force. Ramsden (1996) investigated the interaction
of long waves, solitary waves, bores and surges with a vertical wall. The author observed
that the maximum measured total force is quasi-static but less than the hydrostatic force
computed by using the maximum measured run-up height of the wall. Arikawa (2008)
examined the impulsive tsunami loads on vertical concrete walls by using large scale
flume tests. Nouri et al. (2010) investigated the interaction between a hydraulic bore
and the impacted structures by using a dam-break approach experimentally. Several au-
thors also studied tsunami forces on various types and shapes of structures (e.g., Arna-
son, 2005; Arnason et al., 2009; Nouri et al., 2010). Since the possible similarity between
an overtopping wave and a bore, the existing knowledge of bore impact could be ap-
plied to the total overtopping wave force predictions. An important difference between a
tsunami bore and overtopping wave is that overtopping waves are induced by stochastic
storm waves. The overtopping wave impact is influenced by the presence of previously
reflected waves. This effect is also less for crown walls on rubble mound structures, as
the water of successive waves can penetrate into the rubble mound material.

The objective of this study is to develop an empirical formula to predict the over-
topping wave load on a vertical wall on a wide crested dike, such as found in low-lying
countries. In Section 3.2, a new descriptor, named as overtopping momentum flux, to
characterize the total overtopping wave load on a vertical wall is proposed. An empiri-
cal formula based on the proposed descriptor is calibrated by a series of physical model
tests with regular waves in a shallow water condition. The test set-up and the results are
provided in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5 and 3.6, a discussion and
conclusions are given.
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3.2. OVERTOPPING MOMENTUM FLUX

3.2.1. WAVE MOMENTUM FLUX
Hughes (2004a,b) proposed a method of using maximum depth-integrated wave mo-
mentum flux (MF,max ) to describe the interaction between nearshore waves and a coastal
structure, see Eq. (3.1):

MF (x, t )max =
∫ η(x)max

−h

(
pd +ρu2)d z (3.1)

where MF (x, t )max is maximum depth-integrated wave momentum flux per unit of width
at moment t ; x is horizontal coordinate; z is vertical coordinate, positive upward with
z=0 at still water level; t is time; pd is instantaneous wave force (or dynamic pressure) on
the wall; u is horizontal water particle velocity at the same position; ρ is water density;
h is water depth in front of the dike toe; η(x) is sea surface elevation at location x. For
convenience, the “max" subscript will be removed with following: MF .

Hughes (2004a) made a simple physical argument: the horizontal velocity u is zero
when a perfect reflection occurs on an impermeable vertical wall. Then Eq. (3.1) simply
becomes the integral over the water depth of the dynamic pressure, which is also the
total instantaneous wave force on the wall. And the maximum depth-integrated wave
momentum flux MF can be determined for any surface wave if the velocity and pressure
field are specified.

MF is a useful concept for the application to both the periodic and transient wave
types (Hughes, 2004b), the argument of the relevance of MF and wave force on struc-
tures becomes practical. Therefore, MF is assumed to be very useful to describe the
overtopping wave load as well.

3.2.2. DERIVATION OF OVERTOPPING MOMENTUM FLUX
Fig. 3.2 gives a definition sketch of an overtopping wave propagating on a wide crested
dike with boundaries setting as dike toe xtoe and the location of wall xw , covering three
zones: Zone 3 (run-up), Zone 4 (overtopping) and Zone 5 (impacting), referring to Fig. 3.1.
In the following sections, the overtopping momentum flux is derived for Zone 3 to 5.

INITIAL OVERTOPPING MOMENTUM FLUX IN ZONE 3
In Zone 3, the incoming wave strikes onto the dike slope and runs upward. Fig. 3.3 a
illustrates the moment of the incoming wave arriving at the point of maximum virtual
wave run-up. The maximum depth-integrated momentum flux (MF ) of the incoming
wave before it reaches the dike toe is proportional to the weight of the water contained
in the wedge area ABC (W(ABC )) (Archetti and Brocchini, 2002; Hughes, 2004a). Here the
authors defined the overtopping momentum flux (MFov ), which is proportional to the
water mass contained in the wedge area CEF (W(C EF )) above the dike transition point
(xtr ), based on the same physical argument made by Hughes (2004a), i.e.,

KP MFov = KoW(C EF ) (3.2)

where Ko is an unknown constant of proportionality and KP is a reduction factor to ac-
count for slope porosity which was defined by Hughes (2004a) (KP = 1 for the imperme-
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the propagation of overtopping wave on dike crest

able slopes) as well. W(ABC ) in Fig. 3.3a is given by

W(ABC ) =
ρg

2

R2
u

tanβ

(
tanβ

tanθ
−1

)
, (3.3)

where β is the dike slope, θ is an angle between the run-up water surface and the still
water level, Ru is the fictitious maximum wave run-up height. The weight of water per
unit of width contained in the area CEF is proportional to W(ABC ), thus

W(C EF ) =
(

Ru −Rc

Ru

)2

W(ABC )

= ρg

2

(Ru −Rc )2

tanβ

(
tanβ

tanθ
−1

)
= ρg

2
(Ru −Rc )2 (

cotθ−cotβ
)

,

(3.4)

where Rc is the distance between the dike crest level to still water level (or freeboard).
Note that θ depends on the dike slope and wave steepness (Yamamoto and Horikawa,
1992), but the whole term “cotθ−cotβ" can be a function of dike slope and needs to be
determined empirically (Hughes, 2004a). Substituting Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.2) and rear-
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ranging yields an equation for the initial overtopping momentum flux, i.e.,

MFov =
KoW(C EF )

KP

= ρg

2

Ko

KP
(Ru −Rc )2 (

cotθ−cotβ
)

.
(3.5)

The maximum initial overtopping wave depth d0 at xtr (see Fig. 3.3b) is proportional
to the difference between Ru and Rc (Schüttrumpf, 2001; Van Gent, 2002; Schüttrumpf
and Oumeraci, 2005; Van der Meer et al., 2010), and can be expressed as

d0 =C1 (Ru −Rc ) , (3.6)

where C1 is an empirical coefficient.

Substituting Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.5), it yields

MFov =
ρg

2

Ko

KP C 2
1

d 2
0 f (β), (3.7)

where f (β) is a function of the dike slope, and needs to be determined empirically. After
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rearranging, Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as

MFov =C2 f (β)ρg d 2
0 (3.8)

where C2 is an unknown empirical coefficient.

OVERTOPPING FLOW IN ZONE 4
When the overtopped flow front drops on the dike crest, the overtopping wave experi-
ences a kind of nappe impact first (Fig. 3.2b), then propagates horizontally to the wall
(Fig. 3.2c), and finally impacts on the wall (Fig. 3.2d).

Based on different mechanisms of propagation of the overtopping wave, Zone 4 has
been subdivided into two parts: transition zone (Z onetr ) and decay zone (Z onede ).
Within the transition zone, part of overtopping wave returns back to the sea. The over-
topping momentum flux loses a certain part here. Due to the complexity of the momen-
tum exchange process, an unknown factor C3 is introduced to describe this reduction:

MF0 =C3MFov =C4 f (β)ρg d 2
0 , (3.9)

where MF0 is the maximum depth-integrated momentum flux at xde . xde is the location
where the overtopping wave particle velocity transfers horizontally, and the flow behaves
as a progressive wave. C4 is an unknown coefficient need to be determined experimen-
tally.

The maximum overtopping wave depth, dx at a specific location x along the dike
crest, follows an exponential decay function (Van Gent, 2002; Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci,
2005; Van der Meer et al., 2010, and so on), and is expressed as

dx

d0
= exp(−λ0

x −xtr

Bc
), (3.10)

where Bc is the width of the dike crest, and λ0 is an empirical coefficient to describe the
overtopping depth decay rates. Since MF0 is a function of d0, it would be reasonable
to regard MF (x) at the specific location x on the dike following an exponential decay as
well. Thus MF (x) can be predicted by

MF (x)

MF0

= exp(−λ1
x −xtr

L
), (3.11)

where L is local wave length at the dike toe, calculated by L = C T . T is the local wave
period, and C is the incoming wave local phase celerity, λ1 is an empirical dimensionless
coefficient for the decay rate. Herein, the authors used the local wave length L instead of
Bc in Eq. (3.10) due to the irrelevance of dike crest width for the overtopping wave impact
event, when a wall appears on the dike.

OVERTOPPING FLOW IN THE IMPACT ZONE (ZONE 5)
In the impact zone (xi m É x < xw , as seen in Fig. 3.2), the dominant process of the over-
topping wave changes from energy dissipation into a violent impingement. The appear-
ance of the vertical wall on the dike suddenly alters the features of the incoming over-
topping wave. However, the flow features within the tip region are assumed constant
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(Cross, 1967) before the tip impacts on the wall. Then going back to the argument made
by Hughes (2004a), the maximum depth-integrated momentum flux MF is a physically
relevant descriptor of the wave force on a structure with a force per unit of wave width.
Thus the maximum total impact force on the wall is Ft = α1KR MF (xw ), where MF (xw )
is the maximum momentum flux near the wall and KR is a reduction factor to account
for the wall height (KR = 1 for high vertical wall which means there is no momentum
loss at xw ), and α1 is an empirical coefficient. Combining the previous equations, the
maximum total impact force on the wall Ft can be expressed as:

Ft

C5 f (β)ρg d 2
0

= exp(−λ1
B

L
), (3.12)

in which B = xw −xtr is the boulevard width, and C5 is an empirical coefficient.

3.2.3. INITIAL OVERTOPPING WAVE DEPTH

Eq. (3.12) is the derived empirical equation for the overtopping wave load, in which C5,
f (β) and λ1 need to be determined by experiments. The next step is to connect d0 in
Eq. (3.12) with the local incident wave conditions. Martin et al. (1999) predicted the
broken wave load on a crown wall for a rubble mound breakwater by estimating d∗

0 as

d∗
0 =α2H(1− Rc

Ru
), (3.13)

where d∗
0 is an imaginary overtopping wave depth at the dike transition point xtr , thus

the effect of the wall on the real overtopping wave depth is not taken into account; α2 is
an empirical coefficient. In Martin et al. (1999)’s study, α2 = 1 is determined empirically
from Fig. 7 of Yamamoto and Horikawa (1992). However the value of α2 = 1 is not suit-
able for the present study, it needs to be determined by experiment. For regular wave
run-up height Ru on a infinite beach slope, Eq. 3.14 is empirically used:

Ru = ξ0 ·H , (3.14)

where ξ0 is Iribarren number (= tanβ/
p

H/L0). For large values of ξ0, Ru is only related to
the incident wave height, and the ratio of Ru/H tends to a constant value. The constant
is within a range of 2 to 3 (e.g., Hunt, 1959; Battjes, 1974; Peregrine and Williams, 2001).

3.3. EXPERIMENT SET-UP

3.3.1. FACILITIES

Physical model tests were performed in a 4 m wide, 1.4 m deep and 70 m long wave
flume at Flanders Hydraulic Research, Antwerp, Belgium. A piston-type wave genera-
tor with a stroke length of 0.6 m was used generating monochromatic, multi-chromatic
and random waves, using a passive wave absorption system. The wave flume was split
into four sections (approx 1 m for each), as shown in Fig. 3.4. One reason of this de-
sign was to test the configurations with and without a wall simultaneously, the other
one was to reduce reflected waves by installing passive wave absorption baffles in the
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outer sections. The reflection coefficient of the passive wave absorbers is 0.16. By lim-
iting the time series of each experiment to the traveling time of the reflection towards
the wave generator, the reflections would not affect the measurements. Incident wave
conditions were determined by measuring the waves without a dike in the outer section
(Fig. 3.4b); Section A was used to measure the unobstructed overtopping wave features
along the dike crest and Section B was used to measure the impact force of overtop-
ping wave. In Section A, the overtopping wave was collected by an overtopping tank
behind the dike model, named as unobstructed flow, see Fig. 3.4c. In Section B, the over-
topping wave was reflected back seawards after its impingement, named as obstructed
flow, see Fig. 3.4d. The shallow foreshore profile and the dike models were made of con-
crete and wooden plates respectively. The main parameters are depicted in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Wave flume in Flanders Hydraulic Research (Antwerp, Belgium). (a) is a top view of the flume, (b),
(c) and (d) are the respective sections: ‘outer section’, A and B.

Two different dike slopes of cotβ = 3 and cotβ = 6 were tested which covers a typical
range of coastal dike slopes representative for low-lying countries, see Schüttrumpf and
Oumeraci (2005). For the steep slope (cotβ= 3), tests were conducted with B = 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75 m to investigate the spatial effect of overtopping wave impact force. For the
gentle slope (cotβ= 6), only B = 0.5 m was tested. The foreshore slope was 1:35 and dike
height 0.1 m. The foreshore slope created a depth-limited condition for incident waves
and thus only two still water depth h0 = 0.96 and 1 m were tested.

In order to calibrate the empirical formula proposed in Section 2, which is derived
from the overtopping process of a single wave, the test program was restricted to regular
waves only. The ranges of the parameters varied in the tests are listed in Table 3.1 and
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Table 3.2. The symbols in the tables are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. For each water depth,
regular waves with offshore wave steepness (H0/L0) from 0.003 to 0.021 were generated.
This leads to the incident waves breaking on the foreshore slope. The resulting broken
wave (bore) heights at the dike toe are within a range of H = 0.03−0.1 m in model scale.

Table 3.1: Ranges of structure dimensions for dike model

Rc (m) tanβ (-) B (m) Rc /B (-)
0.012;0.052 1:3 0.25; 0.5; 0.75 0.016; 0.21
0.012;0.052 1:6 0.5 0.024; 0.1

Table 3.2: Ranges of wave conditions

h0 (m) h (m) H0 (m) T0 (s) H (m)
0.96; 1 0.05; 0.09 0.1; 0.2; 0.3 3; 4; 5 0.04-0.076
T (s) ξ0 H/h Rc /H h/L
3-5 2.3-10 0.6-1.1 0.16-1.3 0.01-0.025

The key parameters investigated include incident wave height near the toe of the
dike H , incident wave period near the toe of the dike T , overtopping wave depth near
xtr , dA0 in Section A and dB0 in Section B. All these parameters were measured directly
or indirectly by wave gauges. Home-made resistance type wave gauges recorded the
water surface elevation at a sampling rate of 20 Hz throughout the entire duration of 80
seconds in each test. The number of waves per test varied between 10 and 15, depending
on the input wave period. These short test durations avoid the influence of lacking active
wave absorption. The locations of measured wave or flow surface elevation can be found
in Fig. 3.4 and Table 3.3, in which H0 is offshore wave height and H is local wave height
at the dike toe.

In total 118 regular wave tests were conducted and 39 unique tests. All of the tests
with B = 0.5 m, cotβ = 3 and h0 = 1 m were repeated at least 2 times. The test repeata-
bility was investigated in a series of tests with the same configuration (h0 = 1 m, H0 = 0.2
m, T0 = 4 s, B = 0.5 m and cotβ = 3) with 36 repeated test runs. Good test repeatability
resulted in an averaged 0.24% standard deviation of overtopping wave depth dB0. Based
on the good repeatability and the limited test time, no extra repeated tests were done for
other configurations. Therefore, the results of the present work are based on the evalua-
tions of 39 different test runs.

3.3.2. WALL MODEL AND SETUP
The wall model consisted of two parts: a force-measuring portion and a fixed wall. The
force-measuring portion consists of an aluminium plate of 1 cm thickness, supported
by an aluminium framework. Narrow gaps (1 mm) separated the aluminium plate from
the fixed wall. The wall part was made of PVC board, fixed into Section B. Two-load
cells of model series Tedea-Huntleigh 614 were used to determine the total overtopping
wave force with sampling rate of 1000 Hz, which were mounted with the aluminium
plate. The geometry of the wall model, supporting framework and positioning of the load
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Table 3.3: Locations of wave gauge group for steep slope tests

Wave measurement
Near wave maker x (m)

H0 7.85
8.45
9.32

10.42
Outer section x (m)

H 44.96
Flow depth measurement

Section A x −xtr (m)
dA0 0.025

Section B x −xtr (m)
dB0 0.025

Figure 3.5: Wall model and force measuring system including (a) load cell (b) positioning of load cells and
supported frameworks and (c) front view of wall model and locations of pressure sensors

cells are shown in Fig. 3.5. Next to the force-measuring portion, four pressure sensors
were mounted on the face of the wall. They are sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz in order to
detail the local pressure evolution and to help understand the impact mechanism of the
overtopping wave. The lowest sensor (P1) was mounted 3.5 cm above the dike crest and
the space between each two sensors’ center was 4 cm.

3.3.3. DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES

INCIDENT WAVE CONDITION

After the experiments, the wave and force data were processed. Firstly, incident wave
height (H) and period (T ) at the dike toe were extracted from the wave surface elevations
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collected by the wave gauges installed at the dike toe in the outer section, using the zero-
down-crossing method.

OVERTOPPING FLOW DEPTH
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Figure 3.6: An example of overtopping wave surface elevation near the edge of dike crest, 2.5 cm to xtr .

The peaks of overtopping wave depth along the dike crest in both Section A and Sec-
tion B were picked from the time series of the flow surface elevation. Fig. 3.6 illustrates
an example of time series of overtopping wave surface elevations in both of Section A
and B. The dashed line indicates the flow time series in Section A and the solid line in-
dicates that in Section B. Due to the reflection from the wall, the overtopping wave in
Section B shows a two-peak time series signal (e.g., incident flow peak and reflected flow
peak). Only the incident flow peak (the dA0max and dB0max ) is chosen for further anal-
ysis. The subscript “A" refers to Section A and “B" to Section B. For convenience, the
subscript “max" was removed from the maximum flow depth yielding dA0 and dB0 in
this study. As the first wave generated is higher than the subsequent ones, which doesn’t
represent a wind-wave overtopping event, see Fig. 3.6. Thus, the first overtopping event
was removed from the processed database. The final data of dA0 and dB0 used for anal-
ysis were the averaged value from three overtopping waves which gave the largest three
total impact loads on the wall of each test.

FORCE DATA

The signals of the load cells were digitally filtered. A cut-off frequency of 50 Hz was cho-
sen for the load cells, in order to keep the characteristics of force signal and at the same
time reduce noise. The forces measured by load cells are compared with the integrated
forces from the pressure sensors, see Fig. 3.7a. The two-peak force signal of a single im-
pact event was observed. The first peak is called dynamic impact force and the second
one is called quasi-hydrostatic force. The second peak is generally higher than the first
peak in the low frequency force measurement, thus most important for the overall sta-
bility of large structures like houses and walls. Therefore, the analysis focuses on the
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second peak. Pressure sensors work well for the first peak with short impact duration,
and both the pressure sensors and load cells give a similar good performance on the
quasi-hydrostatic force measurement. Also the large force inferred from the pressure
sensors is probably due to the fact that a local high pressure is attributed to a large area.
Fig. 3.7b illustrates the linear pressure distribution at the moment t = 49.9 s, which pro-
vides a proof of quasi-hydrostatic nature of the second peak force. Furthermore, the data
of maximum total impact force Ft were determined by averaging the values of the three
highest measured quasi-hydrostatic forces of each wave train by load cells. Based on the
measured hydrostatic pressure at the time of occurrence of the second force peak, the
point of application of the measured force will be at a distance of za = 1

3

√
2Ft /ρg from

the bed. The localized flow impact mechanism and its dynamic impact force are not
included in the current chapter.

3.4. RESULTS

3.4.1. DETERMINE THE UNOBSTRUCTED FLOW DEPTH dA0

In the current study, the incident wave breaks on the foreshore, the resulting broken
wave continues running up to dike slope and generating the overtopping wave. The
range of the calculated ξ0 is from 2.3 to 10. A regular wave run-up formula Ru proposed
by Schüttrumpf (2001) was applied which covered a wide range of ξ0 from 0.9 to 9.6.

The measured unobstructed flow depth dA0 was compared with Eq. (3.13), and the
authors get

dA0 = 0.77H

[
1− Rc

Ru

]
, (3.15)

where Ru = 2.25H tanh(0.5ξ0). 0.77 is the empirical coefficient α2 in Eq. (3.13), deter-
mined by fitting measured dA0 with H(1−Rc /Ru). Fig. 3.8 plots the estimates of overtop-
ping wave depth in Section A with the measurements. Eq. (3.15) works well for providing
the good trend but with much scatter. Some of the scatter was caused by the limitation
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of the measurement using wave gauges, whereas some of it came from the choice of α2.
A further discussion on α2, is given in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.8: Measured dA0 versus Eq. (3.13) with α2 = 0.77.

3.4.2. DETERMINE FLOW DEPTH CONSIDERING THE ABSENCE OF WALL
Since dA0 is commonly used with the assumption of no wall on the dike, the authors
defined a coefficient Ctr to correlate the unobstructed flow depth (dA0) and obstructed
flow depth (dB0) by considering the influence of the wall,

dB0 =Ctr dA0. (3.16)

where Ctr is obtained experimentally. In the present study, dA0 was measured at 2.5 cm
behind xtr in Section A, and dB0 was measured at the same location but in Section B, see
Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.9 shows the comparison of the results dB0/dA0, and an empirical formula
for Ctr given by the best-fit curve,

Ctr = 0.33 · ln

(
B

L

)
+1.86. (3.17)

In Fig. 3.9, even though there is a lot of scatter, an interesting trend is observed: Ctr

crosses two regions: Ctr < 1 and Ctr > 1. When Ctr < 1, it indicates that the dB0 would be
overestimated by using dA0 to predict Ft . It is a fact that the effective overtopping water
mass contribution to the impact process is a function of the relative location of the wall
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Figure 3.9: Influence of wall on initial overtopping wave depth, dA0 is measured at 2.5 cm behind xtr in Section
A and dB0 is measured at the same location but in Section B.

B/L. Only part of overtopping wave of one overtopping event will finally impact on the
wall. And when Ctr > 1, dB0 would be underestimated by using dA0 to predict Ft because
of the residual water layer left by the previous overtopping event which would increase
the level of dB0.

3.4.3. DETERMINE OVERTOPPING MOMENTUM FLUX
In this section, the empirical coefficients (e.g., C5, f (β), and λ1) as proposed in Eq. (3.12)
for the maximum total impact force Ft are determined by fitting the equation to experi-
mental data.

Fig. 3.10 shows the results from cotβ = 3 with three different boulevard widths B
(from xtr to xw ). dB0 is measured at 2.5 cm behind xtr in Section B. From the best-fit
curve, 4.9 represents the factor C5 f (β) and 8.86 represents the factorλ1 with a regression
coefficient R2 = 0.84. There is some scatter mainly for the case B = 0.25 m. A reasonable
explanation is that the wall is located within or close to the transition zone, where the
characteristics of the overtopping wave are complex, see Fig. 3.2b.

Data of slope cotβ= 6 is compared with those of slope cotβ= 3 for the same B = 0.5
m, shown in Fig. 3.11. The solid squares indicate the tests of cotβ = 3 and the open
squares indicate the tests of cotβ= 6. It is found that a gentle slope gives a smaller over-
topping wave load comparing to a steep slope when B/L is between the range of 0.1 to
0.15 in accordance with finding by Pedersen (1996).

Table 3.4 shows the results of empirical coefficients for both dike slope tests. Sub-
sequently an empirical dike slope function f (β) = cotβ and λ1 = λ2 cotβ can be de-
termined based on the results shown in Table 3.4, where λ2 is an empirical coefficient.
Then the proposed overtopping wave load relationship given by Eq. (3.12) can be fitted
to the test results for slopes cotβ= 3 and 6 with the dike slope function f (β) = cotβ, see
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Figure 3.10: Test results for cotβ= 3.

Table 3.4: Results of λ1 and c5 f (β) for cotβ= 3 and 6

cotβ 3 6
λ1 11.41 20.3

C5 f (β) 6.43 12.63
R2 0.85 0.92

Fig. 3.12. A best-fit of Eq. (3.12) to the overtopping wave data leads to:

Ft

ρg (dB0)2 = 1.7cotβexp(−3.08cotβ
B

L
) (3.18)

where (1.7 cotβ) represents the empirical function C5 f (β) and (3.08 cotβ) represents
the decay coefficient λ1 in Eq. (3.12). Note that the dike slope function f (β) = cotβ
is determined empirically in the present study, so it is only applicable for the range of
cotβ= 3−6. A discussion on the dike slope function will be provided in Section 3.5.

For practical reasons, dB0 used in Eq. (3.18) is not obtainable if there were no wall
present on the dike. Thus, there is a limitation of using Eq. (3.18) to predict Ft at specific
locations on the dike. Therefore, including Ctr to correct dB0, a final equation can be
written as:

Ft

ρg (dA0)2 = 1.7C 2
tr cotβexp(−3.08cotβ

B

L
). (3.19)
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Figure 3.11: Test results of different dike slope for the same B = 0.5 m condition: solid square indicates the case
for cotβ= 3 and hollow square indicates the case for cotβ= 6.

The predicted force (Fcal ) using Eq. (3.19) is compared with the measured Ft , showing a
good performance with a regression coefficient R2 = 0.95, see Fig. 3.13.

Finally the authors use Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.19) to estimate the overtopping wave
force, shown in Fig. 3.14. A qualitative comparison between Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 shows
an increased scatter with substituting Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.19) as shown in Fig. 3.14, com-
pared to the good performance of Eq. (3.19) by using measured dA0 shown in Fig. 3.13.

3.5. DISCUSSION
Prior work has documented the characteristics of overtopping waves on a dike (e.g., flow
depths, flow velocities and discharges) and the impacts of bore-like waves on a vertical
wall (e.g., broken wave impact on a rubble mound breakwater and tsunami bore impact
on a wall). However, these studies have been lacking either direct relevance to describe
the overtopping wave load or similar configurations.

In this chapter, a simple formula for overtopping wave load on a vertical wall placed
on top of a wide crested impermeable dike was derived, based on two arguments: one:
is the weight of water contained in the upper part of a run-up wedge above the dike crest
level is proportional to the initial maximum depth-integrated overtopping momentum
flux, and the other: the overtopping momentum flux is following an exponential decay.
A slope function and two key coefficients were determined by physical model tests using
regular waves.

The overall satisfactory performance of the proposed crude formula for the measure-
ments, demonstrates that applying the maximum depth-integrated wave momentum
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Figure 3.12: Test results of different dike slopes and different B with considering dike slope function cotβ.
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Figure 3.13: Measured Ft versus Eq. (3.19).
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Figure 3.14: Measured Ft versus predicted flow force using Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.19).

flux method proposed by Hughes (2004b) for overtopping wave. The author also defined
a transition zone at the beginning of the dike crest and a decay zone. The former one is
used to connect the wave run-up zone with the latter one. The overtopping wave in the
decay zone is assumed similar to a progressive wave, and is following an exponential de-
cay shape. This exponential decay shape of the predictive formula is in good agreement
with the spatial distribution of the overtopping discharges, see Pullen et al. (2007). From
the results, the authors found that there is much scatter for the tests with a smaller value
of B/L for cotβ = 3 condition. This could suggest the differences of flow characteristics
between the transition zone and the decay zone; Meanwhile Fuchs (2013) reported the
importance of the dike slope for the overtopping wave features near the beginning of the
dike crest, but not far inland. This gives a reasonable proof of the classification of the
two zones. However more work still needs to be done to confirm the boundary between
the transition and the decay zone in the future.

The overtopping momentum flux (MFov ) introduces an empirical dike slope function
f (β) to the overtopping wave load formula with a physical relevant meaning. Though
Hughes (2004a) has already established a series of empirical slope functions for the run-
up height of regular waves, irregular waves, and solitary waves, it is still lacking for reg-
ular broken waves. Interestingly, Hughes’ (2004a) dike slope function for regular wave
run-up height contains a simple term of tanβ, and it works well in a wide range of
cotβ = 2− 10. The overprediction for the case with cotβ < 2 indicates the limitation
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of using the argument of the triangular shape of water wedge for a steep dike, because
the run-up water surface is not straight, but concave (Hughes, 2004a). In the present
study, the empirical slope function was determined in terms of cotβ, and was covering
the range of cotβ = 3−6. This is in line with the basic shape of Hughes’(2004a). There-
fore, the dike slope function in the present study is reasonable, and could be expanded
to the range of cotβ= 2−10, but still needs to be confirmed. Herein, the authors would
like to note that the dike slope function contains the dike slope β and the run-up water
surface angle θ. The reason of empirically determining f (β) is the difficulty of estimating
the run-up surface angle θ. Yamamoto and Horikawa (1992) proposed a method for esti-
mating θ, which depends on the incident wave steepness and dike slope. Yamamoto and
Horikawa’s (1992) θ function provides a potential of combining Hughes’(2004a) work to
develop a uniform empirical dike slope function for different wave types in future stud-
ies.

In the present study, the dike slope function f (β) was introduced in the decay coeffi-
cient λ1 of the proposed overtopping wave load formula. The final load formula includ-
ing f (β) in the decay coefficient fits the experimental data well. In order to explain this
good fit, a simple physical argument of the exponential decay function is given. A clas-
sical exponential decay function contains two constant terms, one is an initial quantity
and the other one is a constant decay coefficient. The ratio of these two constants deter-
mines the uniqueness of an exponential decay function. In the present study, the initial
amplitude of the proposed exponential function for overtopping wave load includes a
dike slope function, left hand side of Eq. (3.12). The incident wave conditions were the
same for different dike slope tests, and the position of the dike toe was kept constant
in Section A and B. Thus it is reasonable to include the same dike slope function in the
decay coefficient λ1 in Eq. (3.12).

From the test results, the gentle slope reduces the overtopping wave load which is in
line with the observations from Pedersen (1996). This reduction is expected, due to the
longer travel distance of overtopping waves along the gentle slope which causes more
energy loss. Whereas from the decay coefficient point of view, a gentle slope gives a
faster drop of the overtopping wave load.

In this study, the initial overtopping wave depth measured in Section B (with a wall)
was used to develop the flow load formula. Considering the effect of the wall on the
overtopping wave features, and the availability of an overtopping wave depth formula
in literature, a coefficient Ctr was defined to correct the obstructed overtopping wave
depth in Section B. If the wall is too close to the seaward edge of dike crest, the real over-
topping wave volume in front of the wall would be overestimated in comparison with
the situation without considering the wall, whereas it would be underestimated with ig-
noring the water volume still present from the previous overtopping wave. Though the
scatter of Ctr weakens the performance of the proposed overtopping wave load formula,
it provides a reasoning to consider the effect of the wall on the flow load. Increased scat-
ter shows up when B/L is larger than 0.15. It is undoubtedly caused by the variation
in the overtopping wave depth measurement when the reflected flow collides with the
successive flow near the position of wave gauge.

When estimating the initial overtopping wave depth by using local wave conditions,
an empirical coefficient α2 = 0.77 was used for both dike slopes of cotβ = 3 and 6. Ya-
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mamoto and Horikawa (1992) proposed a theoretical equation for α2, and verified it by
some experiments and field measurements. When comparing the α2 value obtained in
the present study with that of Yamamoto and Horikawa (1992), α2 = 0.77 agrees well
with Yamamoto’s theoretical value for cotβ = 3, but overestimates his theoretical value
for cotβ = 6. But the theoretical value of α2 underestimates their measurement when
the dike slope is gentle (cotβ = 6−10). Yamamoto’s measured data points lie scattered
above the theoretical curve, but have an upper limit around 0.8, which is close to 0.77
for cotβ = 6 in this study. Note that the obtained α2 = 0.77 currently is only compared
with what is calculated or measured within a similar range of wave steepness. There-
fore, for estimating the initial depth of overtopping wave induced by a broken wave, Ya-
mamoto and Horikawa’s (1992) method is recommended (Martin et al., 1999), and with
cotβ= 3−6, α2 = 0.77 is suitable for an impermeable dike slope. The authors would like
to point out that Eq. (4) and (7) of Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci (2005) also work well for
the prediction of dA0 in this study, but Eq. (3.15) is relatively simple.

When comparing to a hydraulic bore generated by a dam-break approach, there is
no well-defined equivalent depth (a0) for the wave overtopping situation to describe the
flow characteristics (Ryu et al., 2007). Only limited research work has been reported to
make the connection between these two types of flow/wave. Ryu et al. (2007) found
that dam-break flow theory can be used to predict the overtopping wave field on a ship
deck in deep water, and pointed out that the importance for the application is to deter-
mine the a0 for the overtopping wave. However, their a0 was determined empirically by
one wave height in deep water condition, which doesn’t work for the current situation.
The authors think similarity exists between the dam-break wave and overtopping wave
within the decay zone (Z onede ) in Fig. 3.2. The proposed empirical formulas in this pa-
per aim to give a solution for overtopping wave using wave conditions at the dike toe.
Therefore, the proposed empirical formula can’t be directly used for the hydraulic bore,
for example just assuming a0 = dA0.

3.6. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, overtopping momentum flux was used to develop an empirical formula
to predict overtopping wave load. The proposed empirical formula Eq. (3.19) was veri-
fied by experimental data, demonstrating good performance. A dike slope function f (β),
a correction coefficient for obstructed flow depth Ctr , and an initial overtopping wave
depth coefficient α2 were determined by experiments. These empirical coefficients al-
lowed for an interpretation of the overtopping process of a broken wave from dike toe
up to the front of wall on the dike. In this chapter, the work only focused on a single
overtopping wave in a series of regular waves. In the following chapter, more work were
carried out by other types of waves (e.g., random waves) to investigation the influence
of the interaction processes within a wave group on the overtopping wave load. These
would give an insight the occurrence of extreme overtopping events and impact loads,
improve the formulation for Ctr with a wider parameter range or statistical values, and
provide statistical tools for the extreme load prediction.





4
EXTREME OVERTOPPING WAVE

FORCE

The impact force induced by waves overtopping a dike with a shallow foreshore and a
vertical wall on its crest, was studied. To this end, physical model tests with irregular
waves were performed in a wave flume at a typical scale of 1:25. The goal of this study
was to develop a method to estimate the maximum forces on the wall during a known
storm peak. The time series of water depth at toe of the dike, flow thickness at seaward
edge of the dike crest and impact forces were measured. An empirical Generalized Pareto
distribution is verified as the best distribution to characterize the extreme overtopping
wave forces.

This chapter is based on: Chen, X., Hofland, B., Uijttewaal, W. (2016). Maximum overtopping forces on a dike-
mounted wall with a shallow foreshore. Coastal Engineering 116, 89-102.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Many low-lying coastal towns are protected by defence structures (e.g., seawalls and
dikes). Urban development along the waterfront is attractive, although the space is
restricted. For example, the residential and commercial developments along UK and
Mediterranean shorelines are just behind the seawall (Allsop et al., 2008); Whereas, the
development in Belgium and the Netherlands typically is on the top of a sea dike (Van
Doorslaer et al., 2015), see Fig. 4.1 (a). Due to climate change and sea level rise, violent
storms are expected which would aggravate the coastal flooding risk. The buildings and
people within these densely populated waterfront areas would experience significant
impacts from overtopping waves induced by the storms (see Fig. 4.1 (b)). However, users
and owners of the waterfront buildings may be unaware of the potential threats (Allsop
et al., 2008).

The coast of the Netherlands and Belgium is characterized by very shallow water
foreshore in the front of the coastal dike to dissipate the incoming wave energy (Verwaest
et al., 2010). Recent studies reveal that the shallow water environment may contribute
to the generation of infragravity waves. The combination of large waves and infragravity
waves would resulting in the exacerbation of the coastal flooding during strong storms
(Suzuki et al., 2012). This flooding mechanism is expected to occur, but not brought to
the forefront until the super typhoon Haiyan hit the Philippines on early November 2013
(Roeber and Bricker, 2015). The coastal town of Hernani in Philippines with coral reef
in the front was reported struck by a destructive long-period tsunami-like wave with an
extreme damage. The mechanism of this significant damage has never been accounted
for before (e,g., Shimozono et al., 2015; Roeber and Bricker, 2015), because a coral or ar-
tificial reef is normally seen as a protection of the tropical coastal areas against flooding
and erosion by dissipation wave energy (Ferrario et al., 2014). Based on the field survey
and numerical modeling afterwards, Shimozono et al. (2015) and Roeber and Bricker
(2015) published their new results to indicate the tsunami-like wave in Hernani is the
result of a superposition of the infragravity wave and sea-swell components (Shimozono
et al., 2015) or surf beat generated during the wave breaking process (Roeber and Bricker,
2015). Through the further understanding of the damage caused by typhoon Haiyan, a
coral or artificial reef can exacerbate the damage during large storms (Quataert et al.,
2015; Roeber and Bricker, 2015). This suggestion is in line with the potential extreme
coastal flooding of Belgian and Dutch coast with a shallow foreshore. Therefore, to eval-
uate the wave overtopping impact induced by the combined large wave and infragravity
waves on waterfront buildings has become more interesting and important.

The literature and design guidelines for coastal structures mainly focus on the im-
pact of non-breaking and breaking waves on vertical seawalls or breakwaters, and on
the statistic distribution of the impact forces (Oumeraci et al., 2001; Cuomo et al., 2010a,
2011, et al). Only few studies on broken wave load have been done by Martin et al. (1999)
and Nørgaard et al. (2013) in both deep water and shallow water condition. Oumeraci
et al. (1993) and Martin et al. (1999) compared the differences of the impact force evo-
lution shape and mechanisms caused by non-break waves, breaking waves and broken
waves. In which, broken wave impact is believed to represent the impact of an overtop-
ping wave. However, most of the studies of broken waves are especially for the design
of rubble mound breakwater crown wall (Pedersen, 1996; Martin et al., 1999; Nørgaard
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) An example of a coastal dike with buildings on top (Wenduine, Belgium); (b) Sketch of an over-
topping impact process. The whole process of overtopping flow impacting on the building, adapted from Chen
et al. (2015): 1© Wind generates waves far away from shoreline; 2© Offshore waves coming into the shallow
foreshore area, increasing wave height, decreasing wave length. Finally, most waves breaking and wave energy
dissipating in the form of turbulence bore. 3© Turbulent bore (broken wave) running up on the seaward slope
of a dike and overtopping the crest of the dike; 4©Part of the overtopping flow continue propagating along the
dike crest and the other part flowing back seaward; 5©Overtopping wave impacting on the building eventually.

.

et al., 2013), but not a vertical wall on a impermeable dike.
The most relevant research work on the topic of overtopping impact force carried out

so far consists of the experimental model tests. Chen et al. (2012, 2014, 2015), De Rouck
et al. (2012), Ramachandran et al. (2012) used regular waves and Van Doorslaer et al.
(2012) used the overtopping simulator. The aim of these tests was to investigate the char-
acteristics of the overtopping impact forces. A double-peaked evolution shape of a single
impact force (e.g., ‘dynamic impact peak’ and ‘quasi-static peak’) is recognized and re-
ported by the researchers mentioned above. The two-peak shape of overtopping force
is similar to the proposed church-roof breaking wave impact by Oumeraci et al. (1993),
but without the significant magnitude difference between the two peaks exhibited by the
breaking wave. Chen et al. (2015) proposed an empirical formula to predict the quasi-
static peak of the overtopping force, which decays exponentially along the dike crest. A
certain relationships between the overtopping force and overtopping discharge and in-
dividual overtopping volume were investigated by Ramachandran et al. (2012) and Van
Doorslaer et al. (2012), which bring a possibility of using the existing work of overtopping
volume and discharge to predict the force. The studies mentioned above conducted by
far have improved the understanding of the impact process of overtopping wave and the
prediction of the single force, but still not enough. From the point of practical design, we
are particularly interested in determining the maximum force which is expected to occur
on the building during a given storm peak (Fmax,exp ). In order to answer such a design
question, statistical study of the overtopping forces is needed, which can be used to de-
velop a procedure to determine the expected maximum force for a given storm peak.
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By far, the statistical studies of wave overtopping has been mainly focused on how to
predict the representative significant or the maximum individual overtopping volumes
and discharge based on a considerable laboratory work for both smooth gentle and steep
slopes of dikes without vertical structures on the crest (e.g., Van der Meer and Janssen,
1995; Pullen et al., 2007; Hughes and Nadal, 2009; Victor et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2012;
Pan et al., 2015); and rubble mound breakwaters (e.g., Zanuttigh et al., 2013). They rec-
ommended the use of 2-parameter Weibull distribution family (one of the commonly
used extreme value distributions) to estimate the individual overtopping volume, and
an empirical shape parameter of Weibull distribution which is related to hydraulic con-
dition and dike structure properties. A common procedure for defining the extremes
is using the upper percentiles of the distribution of the individual overtopping volume,
such as: Hughes et al. (2012) selected the upper 10% of the overtopping volumes; Victor
et al. (2012) chose the 50% of the values; and Nørgaard et al. (2014) used the upper 30%
and Pan et al. (2015) applied the full distribution. It seems that the choice of the up-
per percentiles of the distribution is arbitrary and non-consistent among different stud-
ies and depending on the specific settings. Moreover, most of the extreme overtopping
volume studies made a subjective a priori choice of using Weibull distribution. Coles
(2001) argues the non-necessity a priori judgment about the adoption and recommends
to use the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution (contains three forms of dis-
tribution families: Gumbel, Frèchet and Weibull) and Generalized Pareto distributions
(GP) to do the extreme value analysis. Based on these statistical works mentioned above,
and the existence of the relationship between the overtopping forces and the individ-
ual overtopping volumes and discharges reported by Ramachandran et al. (2012) and
Van Doorslaer et al. (2012), a similar statistic analysis would be performed to determine
the maximum overtopping force during a certain storm peak duration. While for the
wave impact forces for design purpose, Fmax , F1/250 and F1% are commonly accepted
and used for designing coastal structures, which are defined as the maximum force, the
average value of the largest four forces, and 1% largest force of 1000 waves generated by
laboratory test with a certain test duration (Cuomo et al., 2011).

The objective of this chapter is to define a reference statistical distribution that can
be used to determine the expected maximum overtopping force for a specific design
condition (e.g., specific wave characteristics and storm peak duration). Since the rele-
vant knowledge on the subject is limited, a 1:25 physical model representing a typical
waterfront situation in low-lying countries is employed. A foreshore in front of the dike
creates a shallow water condition where most of the incoming waves break. A wall is
placed on the dike with a certain distance to the seaward dike slope. Not each incident
wave overtopping the dike will impact on the wall. Also the incident overtopping wave
on the dike can be influenced by the reflected previous waves. Thus, the direct relation-
ship between each individual peak force and each incident wave at the toe of the dike is
discarded, but physical relations are still taken into account.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, a description of the physical model set-up
to simulate the overtopping process under different wave conditions (also presented in
Chen et al. (2015)), data processing procedure and experimental observations are given.
Then, the result of selecting the best-fitting distribution to the dataset, and empirical for-
mulas for the distribution parameters are presented. Finally, discussion and conclusion
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are given.

4.2. PHYSICAL MODEL TESTS

4.2.1. TEST FACILITY AND PROGRAM

EXPERIMENT SET UP

The experiments were performed in a 4-m wide, 1.4-m deep and 70-m long wave flume
at Flanders Hydraulic Research in Antwerp, Belgium. The wave flume was spilt into four
sections, with the two inner sections are 1.1 m in wide, and the two outer sections are 0.8
m in wide, see Fig. 4.2. Passive wave absorption baffles were installed in the outer sec-
tions. The outer section without a dike was used to measure incident wave conditions;
and Section B was used to measure the impact force of overtopping wave by installing a
“wall" model. The shallow foreshore profile and the dike models were made of concrete
and wooden plates respectively. The dike slope was set as cotβ= 3, the distance between
the wall and seaward edge of dike crest were B = 0.25 m and 0.5 m, the foreshore slope is
1:35 and dike height is 0.1 m.

The “wall" model was fixed into Section B and integrated with a force-measuring
portion in the central. Two-load cells of model series Tedea-Huntleigh 614 were used to
determine the total overtopping flow force with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The lowest
natural frequency of the “wall" is 150 Hz. The geometry of the “wall", supporting frame-
work and positioning of the load cells are shown in Fig. 4.3. Next to the force-measuring
portion, four pressure sensors were mounted on the face of the wall. Additional details
can be found in Chen et al. (2015).

TEST CONDITIONS

The test series and the range of the parameters varied are listed in Table 4.1. The sym-
bols in the table are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The key parameters measured include: inci-
dent wave height Hm0,t and wave period Tm−1,0,t at the toe of the dike; the water depth
at the toe of the dike ht ; the freeboard Rc ; the width of the dike crest B and the breaker
parameter ξm−1,0, which is calculated by using Tm−1,0 at the toe. Resistant type wave
gauges were employed to record the water surface elevation at a sampling rate of 20-Hz
throughout the entire tests. 22 irregular wave tests (JONSWAP, γ = 3.3) with different
conditions (in total 88 tests including repetitions) were conducted. The repeated test
runs were conducted by changing phase seeds number. The test series are classified into
three cases: shallow water condition (S) when 1 < Hm0,o/ht < 2, very shallow water con-
dition (VS) when 2 < Hm0,o/ht < 4, and very very shallow water condition (VVS) when
Hm0,o/ht > 4. Using the ratio of offshore wave height Hm0,o and local water depth ht

to distinguish the shallow and very shallow condition is proposed by Van Gent (1999).
However, the range of tested conditions Hm0,o/ht in Van Gent (1999) stops at 3. In this
study, our range of Hm0,o/ht is up to 6. So we specified the tests with Hm0,o/ht > 4 as
very very shallow condition, see Table 4.1.

One of the limitations of the current experiment setup is that the long test duration
with a serious overtopping condition would reduce the water level near wave paddle.
This decrease would alter the generated waves. In order to avoid this influence, a limit
of decreased water level was set as 0.003 m by restricting the running duration to 900 s
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Figure 4.2: Wave flume in Flanders Hydraulic Research (Antwerp, Belgium). (a) is a top view of the flume,
(b), (c) and (d) are the respective sections: ‘Outer section’, Section A and Section B (adapted from Chen et al.
(2015)).

Figure 4.3: Wall model and force measuring system including (a) load cell (b) positioning of load cells and
supported frameworks and (c) front view of wall model and locations of pressure sensors, adapted from Chen
et al. (2015).
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and 2400 s for different overtopping condition. These tests contain around 550 waves for
the short tests and 1200 waves for the long ones. Romano et al. (2015) pointed out that
at least 500 waves series can be used for overtopping tests with a comparable accuracy,
and recommended 1000 waves series. Therefore, the test series in this study are accept-
able. Another limitation is the first order wave generation in the flume and the lack of
active absorption of long wave energy. For spurious long waves in the flume, it is found
to be negligible due to relative large water depth at the wave generator and low steepness
(Ottesen-Hansen et al., 1980; Shah and Kamphuis, 1996). A limited seiching mode was
present in the flume, in the frequency range of 0.023-0.025 Hz, which is outside of the
main frequency range of the infragravity waves in the flume. The full density spectrum,
excluding this seiche band, was used to obtain the incident significant wave height Hm0

and spectral wave period Tm−1,0. No increasing trend of the long wave energy was ob-
served, thus the passive absorption system was found to be sufficient. The frequency
resolution of the spectrum was 0.01 Hz for the long duration tests and 0.02 Hz for the
short duration tests. For the very very shallow (VVS) cases (see Table 4.1), the averaged
ratio of the seiche height Hm0,sei ch to Hm0 is 12%, which becomes significant. Thus the
local water depth ht of the VVS cases was corrected by adding half of the significant se-
iche height.

4.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

When water depth along a foreshore is shallow, the incident short waves on the foreshore
force long (“infra-gravity") waves released from the short-wave groups in the shoaling
and breaking process (Van Dongeren et al., 2007). This wave group propagation is ob-
served in the current study. Fig. 4.4(a) and (b) show two examples of very shallow condi-
tion (test Jon003(4)) and very very shallow condition (test Jon012(4)) with the same input
wave spectrum. The first two figures of each panel show the measured wave spectrum
at offshore (close to wave generator) and the dike toe respectively. It can be seen clearly
that the wave energy transfers into low frequency domain, which indicates that the water
condition presented at the toe of the dike is shallow, and infragravity waves are expected.
In this study, Tm−1,0 at the toe of the dike is used only as wave period parameter, which
is highly relevant for characterize the low frequency wave motion near the shore (Van
Gent, 2001). The third figure of each panel in Fig. 4.4 shows the time series of overtop-
ping wave impact forces on the wall. Comparing the two cases (see Table. 4.1), it can be
seen that the common large force peaks shown in the two figures occur at almost same
time but with different magnitude, which suggests the relativeness of the occurred large
forces and the incident wave groups.

For the very very shallow cases (Hm0,o/ht > 4, see Table 4.1), the incident waves al-
most totally break either at foreshore or dike slope, then resulting a large "infra-gravity"
wave. This large "infra-gravity" wave overtops the dike crest in a form of a single large
turbulent bore, which gives an impact with a dominant quasi-static peak. This observa-
tion is highly similar to that observed from the work of Chen et al. (2015) by using regular
waves. Whereas for the shallow and very shallow cases (Hm0,o/ht < 4, see Table 4.1), the
incident waves do not fully break before the overtopping process starts, which resulting
in the short waves within a wave group overtop the dike crest and a group of impacts.
Due to the interaction between subsequent overtopping waves within a group, the im-
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Figure 4.4: Examples of wave spectrum at offshore, toe of the dike and time series of overtopping wave force
for very shallow condition (a), and very very shallow condition (b).

pact mechanism can be altered compared to the single impact event. Fig. 4.5 shows an
impression of a frequently observed collision between a reflected initial wave and the
incoming successive wave just in front of the wall of the tests with Hm0,o/ht < 4. After
the collision, the “new" combined wave approaches to the wall as a kind of impulsive
breaking wave impact on a vertical wall (see Oumeraci et al., 2001). Fig. 4.6 (a) gives an
example of the time series of the “impulsive" impact force of test Jon003(4), with an ini-
tial overtopping impact force starting at 830.5 s, and the successive wave impact at 831.4
s. As a comparison, Fig. 4.6 (b) presents the time series of the overtopping wave force
of test Jon012(4), which represents a typical broken wave impact with dominated quasi-
static force. Based on the comparison between these impact events, it is clear that the
occurrence of the impulsive impact is also possible for broken waves. Similar wave mo-
tion within a wave group on a porous berm is also stated by Kamikubo et al. (2009). Both
of the large bore impact and “impulsive" impact processes described in this section will
cause extreme forces. Therefore, the distribution of the overtopping wave forces should
be able to describe the extreme forces with different impact mechanisms.

4.2.3. DATA PROCESSING
The force measurement is important for this study. Two types of instruments were used
to measure the overtopping force: one is load cell with a rigid system, and the other
one is pressure sensor. Pressure sensors can capture the real dynamic impact with a
short duration. However, the pressure sensors were installed along a vertical line only
(see Fig. 3.5) which is the limitation of the current set-up. 3D effect caused by the air
entrainment within the turbulent front of the overtopping flow would reduce the repre-
sentative nature of the data measured by pressure sensors. The spacing between each
two pressure sensors is large as well, the integration of the pressure data would result in
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Figure 4.5: An example of the near wall collision in Zone 5. (a) the first overtopping wave I starts to impact
on the wall, and the following wave II stars to overtop process; (b) the wave I deflects along the wall, and the
following wave II propagates on the dike crest; (c) the reflected wave I runs into the wave II in front of the wall;
(d) the reflected wave I is “pushed" back to the wall due to the collision between the two overtopping waves;
(e) the combined wave impacts on the wall.
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of types of impact force time series. Red dash line indicates the raw signals from load
cell, and black solid line is the filtered one at a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz.

the overestimation of the impact forces. Therefore, only the data obtained from load cell
would be used for further analysis while sacrificing accuracy of the short duration. In
this section, the filtering process is introduced firstly; Then the method of choosing data
sample for the further statistical analysis is presented.

FILTERING

As mentioned in the previous sections, an overtopping force signal consists of dynamic
peak with a short duration, and the quasi-static force peak. The two peaks are caused by
different mechanisms during the impact progress. For the first dynamic peak, the impact
is influenced by the air entrainment within the turbulent overtopping flow, which would
suffer from the 3D effect and scale effect (e.g., Cross, 1967; Chen et al., 2014). As for the
quasi-static peak which follows the Froude scaling law, the scale effect can be neglected.
In order to filter out the high frequency components from the background noise and the
oscillation caused by the air entrainment, digital low pass filters with cut-off frequency
at 50 Hz is applied with sacrificing some of the maximum peaks of the un-filter signal.
Fig. 4.6 shows an example of the time series of impact forces from load cell before and
after filtering. The natural frequency of a typical residential building (with a height of 3 to
50 m) is 1-8.7 Hz in prototype (5-43.8 Hz in model scale). The peak value due to low-pass
filter is reduced about 10-20% for all cases. Therefore, choosing the cut-off frequency
at 50 Hz is acceptable which can keep most of the characteristic of the time series of
overtopping forces.

FORCE PEAKS

After filtering the force data from load cell signals, next step is to determine the force
peaks for the further statistical analysis. The Peaks-Over-Threshold (POT) method is
used to define independent force peaks (e.g., Caires and van Gent, 2008; Solari and Losada,
2012). For the impact forces with two peaks, only the largest one is selected to represent
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the peak of this impact. In order to keep a consistency of choosing the individual and
independent force peak for all the different test cases, an initial threshold with a value of
1/8ρg H 2

m0,toe by using the form of the mean wave power (Goda, 2010) and a minimum
time interval of 1.6 s (roughly an impact duration) are applied, see Fig. 4.7. When either
the overtopping force peak is less than the calculated mean wave power at the toe, or the
occurrences of the adjacent force peaks are shorter than 1.6 s, we consider them to be
dependent, and they will be excluded from the data sample.

Figure 4.7: An example of force peaks above the initial threshold.

4.3. RESULTS

4.3.1. DETERMINATION OF EXTREME OVERTOPPING FORCE SAMPLE
Individual and independent overtopping force peaks (above the initial threshold) for all
88 tests were identified from the time series of the forces, after filtering and the peak
selecting procedure. In this section, a high threshold is applied to identify the extreme,
large values for the overtopping forces.

DEFINITION OF THE NUMBER OF INCIDENT WAVES

Due to the shallow water depth in front of the dike, the number of the incident waves is
not easy to determinate. Herein, we define a representative incident wave number at the
toe (Ntoe ) by using the ratio of the test duration and mean spectral wave period , based
on the relevant Tm−1,0 of the low frequency waves, see Eq. (4.1):

Ntoe = D

Tm−1,0
. (4.1)

where D is the duration of the storm peak (test duration).

DETERMINATION OF A HIGH THRESHOLD

A high threshold is needed because we are only interested in the extreme tail of the over-
topping force distribution. Based on the reported empirical relationship between the
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overtopping volume and forces (Van Doorslaer et al., 2012), Weibull is considered as the
best fit distribution for individual overtopping volume. Hughes et al. (2012) determined
the upper 10% of individual wave volumes gave better representation of the extreme tail
of the overtopping volume distribution, while sacrificing accuracy in the lower volume
range of the distribution. Therefore, the upper 10% percentile of the force peaks is se-
lected as the high threshold for defining the extreme force sample, although such cut-off
seems arbitrary and is especially problematic when the sample size is small, which is a
well known dilemma (Mazas and Hamm, 2011). The selection of the threshold value will
be discussed in Section 4.4.

OVERTOPPING FORCE IMPACT COEFFICIENT

In this study, we conducted 22 different test series, in total 88 tests (including repeti-
tions). Due to the limitation of the test duration, the size of the sample is quite small. In
order to obtain more reliable statistic analyses, the samples from each repetition of the
same test series were combined into a new sample as the equivalent force of a signal that
comes from one test with a long duration. All of the force peaks (e.g., Fi ) of the dataset
are considered. The size of the sample is NF . Then the overtopping impact coefficient is
defined as:

Pi = NF

Ntoe +1
, (4.2)

which means the proportion of the incident waves which will give impacts on the wall in
total waves. Since only the extreme large impacts are interesting, 10% of Pi is used in this
study as the overtopping impact probability with the expression of Pi m = 0.1Pi . Thus
based on Eq. (4.2), the sample size of the upper 10% of the overtopping forces NF,10%

can be decided if the storm duration D and mean spectral wave period Tm−1,0 at the toe
are known. Pi m is empirically expressed as a function of incident wave conditions at
the toe and the dike geometry parameters. In Fig. 4.8, Pi m is plotted against a combi-
nation of relative dike width (B/Lt ) and relative freeboard (Rc /Hm0,toe ). Lt is calculated
by Lt = Tm−1,0,t

√
g ht in shallow water condition. The open square markers illustrate

the individual tests, whereas the filled circles denote the combined test. The same trend
that is observed with both of the individual tests and combined tests indicates that the
method of using combined tests from the repetitions is reliable. Eq. (4.3) shows the best
fit between Pi m and the combination of relative dike width and relative freeboard of the
data from the 22 combined tests with R2 = 0.95:

Pi m =−0.06ln

(
B

Lt

Rc

Hm0,t

)
−0.09, (4.3)

4.3.2. DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREME OVERTOPPING FORCES

The objective of this study is to select a statistical distribution that provides the best
goodness of fit to the maximum forces for a certain storm duration. In the previous sec-
tion, the extreme data sample is defined by using the upper 10% the forces of each com-
bined test. The next step is selecting a best-fit distribution, although Weibull is widely
used for overtopping studies.
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Figure 4.8: Overtopping force impact coefficient, which indicates the probability of the overtopping forces
larger than F10% during a storm.

In general, conventional methods of comparing and selecting an appropriate distri-
bution is to compute RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) and Bias (Hamdi et al., 2013).
The RMSE is the square root of the variance of the residuals, indicating the differences
between the values predicted and the values observed. Lower RMSE value gives a better
fit. Whereas for the Bias, there are two selection criteria based on the likelihood function
and involving the number of distribution parameters and the sample size (Méndez et al.,
2006; Mazas and Hamm, 2011; Hamdi et al., 2013). One is Akaike Information Criteria
(AIC) (Akaike, 1973) and the other one is Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) (Schwarz,
1978). Since the data used in the present paper are from different test conditions with
different sample sizes, the Bias method by using AIC and BIC is not suitable(Méndez
et al., 2006).

The data sample is using the upper 10% tail of the distribution of the forces (e.g.,
Fi > F10%) of each test. Weibull, Generalized Pareto(GP), Gamma, Exponential (Exp.),
Generalised Extreme Value (GEV), Lognormal (LogN.) and Rayleigh (Ray.) distributions
are tested to fit to the extreme sample. The fitting was performed by using Maximum
Likelihood (ML) method for the aforementioned distributions. Herein, the decision was
made by comparing the mean of the RMSE of the total 22 test series for each distribution,
see Table. 4.2. The results show that the GP behaves well for most of the test, although
other distributions like Weibull, Gamma and Exponential also give good fits. The dis-
cussion of the behavior of the overtopping force extreme tail and the characteristics of
the different distributions which can give good fit for some tests will be presented in
Section 4.4.

In the end, GP (Pickands III, 1975; Coles, 2001) is selected as the best-fitting distribu-
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Table 4.2: Summary of the results for different distribution models by using ML estimator

Test ID NF,10% GP Weibull Gamma Exp. GEV LogN. Ray.
Jon001 100 5.45 5.47 5.63 5.66 13.01 30.09 19.89
Jon002 95 5.35 4.17 5.18 6.75 5.82 68.97 18.08
Jon003 89 4.76 7.21 9.13 11.75 15.31 64.02 19.85
Jon004 106 5.91 7.14 8.08 9.85 24.92 29.24 21.21
Jon005 101 4.18 3.58 3.32 2.77 12.55 35.11 18.29
Jon006 97 3.25 3.35 4.40 8.33 8.84 32.07 13.03
Jon007 88 6.66 8.16 8.63 8.44 8.02 15.83 19.15
Jon008 121 6.81 9.85 10.83 11.33 14.26 6.66 20.94
Jon009 117 1.73 1.61 1.85 1.87 6.57 26.08 8.63
Jon010 44 5.01 5.06 5.81 8.25 26.74 43.83 18.56
Jon011 82 4.41 4.46 4.56 4.66 18.19 33.84 13.95
Jon012 55 10.11 10.47 11.17 12.71 10.02 52.44 25.66
Jon013 104 1.05 1.75 1.98 2.21 5.95 11.03 4.00
Jon014 86 11.54 13.62 14.82 16.63 15.69 13.78 27.26
Jon015 67 7.09 9.22 10.13 11.02 4.75 8.83 20.10
Jon016 78 1.87 1.90 1.98 1.79 8.07 4.66 5.02
Jon017 83 1.20 1.92 2.26 2.53 4.75 18.50 3.44
Jon018 149 1.48 1.41 1.34 1.50 4.57 10.77 5.85
Jon038 18 10.00 10.23 10.58 11.22 6.12 5.63 16.67
Jon039 20 10.66 11.09 11.39 9.58 7.22 6.57 20.20
Jon053 15 4.19 4.49 4.44 3.57 4.52 3.01 6.24
Jon054 15 3.19 3.04 2.96 2.06 3.51 5.52 6.43
Mean of RMSE 5.27 5.87 6.39 7.02 10.43 23.93 15.11
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tion for the top-10% of overtopping wave forces, leading to the following expression for
the probability density distribution of Fi :

G (Fi ) =
1− N

n+1

[
1+ k

σ (Fi −Fu)
]− 1

k i f k 6= 0

1− N
n+1 exp

(
−Fi−Fu

σ

)
i f k = 0.

(4.4)

where Fu is the threshold, k is the shape parameter, and σ is the scale parameter. The
shape parameter k determines the qualitative behavior of GP. If k > 0, the distribution
has an unbounded tail; if k = 0, the GP is an exponential distribution with the scale pa-
rameter σ; and if k < 0, the GP is bounded by Fi ,max = Fu −σ/k (Coles, 2001). In this
study, the threshold Fu is defined as the top 10% quantile of the impact force F10%, N is
the number of forces larger than F10%, and n is the representative wave number at the
toe Ntoe . So the term N /(n +1) in Eq. (4.4) is the overtopping force impact coefficient as
defined in Eq. (4.2).

Then the exceedance probability of Fi (Fi > F10%) can be written as Eq. (4.5):

P (Fi > Fu) = 1−G (Fi ) =
Pi m

[
1+ k

σ (Fi −Fu)
]− 1

k i f k 6= 0

Pi m exp
(
−Fi−Fu

σ

)
i f k = 0.

(4.5)

Rearranging Eq. (4.5), the mth largest impact force peak of the incoming Ntoe waves in a
storm peak with a duration D is expressed as:

Fm = Fu + σ

k

[(
Pi m

Pm

)k

−1

]
, (4.6)

with Pm the exceedance probability of the mth largest impact force peak of the incoming
Ntoe waves with expressing as m/(Ntoe +1). For the largest force peak, m = 1. This all
assumes that k 6= 0. If k = 0, working in the same way with Eq. (4.5) leads to

Fm = Fu +σ ln

(
Pi m

Pm

)
. (4.7)

4.3.3. PARAMETER DETERMINATION

A GP distribution has three parameters (threshold, shape parameter k and scale parame-
terσ). In this study, k andσ need to be determined. There are several fitting methods for
estimating the best values of each parameter: Least Squares (LS), Maximum Likelihood
(ML), Moment method (MOM), Maximum Product of Spacings method (MPS), Pickands’
estimator (PKD) and Probability Weighted Moments (PWM). The performance and lim-
itation of each method for the shape parameter of GP is summarized by Brodtkorb et al.
(2000). Like the distribution selection procedure in the previous Section 4.3.2, the fitting
method for the GP distribution is also compared, see Table 4.3. The result shows that
MPS performs quite well for most of the tests. Therefore, the method of MPS is employed
to estimate k and σ of GP and their confidence interval. Fig. 4.9 shows an example of the
GP fit for test Jon002, in which the x axis indicates the exceedance probability of forces
above the threshold, and the y axis indicates the relative value of the impact force above
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Table 4.3: Summary of the results for different estimator of GP fitting

Test ID NF,10% MPS ML MOM LS PWM PKD
Jon001 100 4.21 5.45 5.44 4.93 5.20 14.70
Jon002 95 4.65 5.35 5.51 5.34 5.93 11.13
Jon003 89 3.38 4.76 3.74 4.61 3.99 16.39
Jon004 106 4.04 5.91 6.72 7.16 5.62 12.25
Jon005 101 2.77 4.18 3.85 4.85 3.70 10.74
Jon006 97 2.89 3.25 3.16 3.31 3.15 9.99
Jon007 88 4.73 6.66 6.57 7.66 7.02 10.09
Jon008 121 4.69 6.81 7.18 6.53 6.91 6.92
Jon009 117 1.22 1.73 1.48 1.37 1.34 2.35
Jon010 44 6.97 5.01 7.11 5.01 5.95 55.20
Jon011 82 3.87 4.41 4.07 3.83 4.18 17.93
Jon012 55 7.31 10.11 10.60 8.75 10.17 23.17
Jon013 104 0.92 1.05 1.02 0.89 1.32 1.12
Jon014 86 10.94 11.54 12.76 11.66 12.00 18.64
Jon015 67 3.86 7.09 7.87 7.39 7.21 13.49
Jon016 78 1.99 1.87 1.88 3.76 1.94 2.41
Jon017 83 1.08 1.20 1.17 1.20 1.31 3.59
Jon018 149 1.26 1.48 1.42 1.33 1.56 3.55
Jon038 18 4.00 10.00 10.84 10.27 10.57 5.42
Jon039 20 6.07 10.66 10.57 11.21 10.31 10.32
Jon053 15 3.37 4.19 4.16 3.95 4.65 52.03
Jon054 15 1.94 3.19 2.72 3.77 2.66 11.18
Mean of RMSE 3.92 5.27 5.45 5.40 5.30 14.21
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Figure 4.9: An example of the GP fit for test Jon002. Diamond, right-triangle, square and left-triangle markers
indicate the data from repetitions 1 to 4 of test Jon002. Circles are the full data set created by adding the four
repetitions. The solid line indicates the GP distribution, with 95% confidence interval (dashed line).
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4.3.4. EMPIRICAL GP DISTRIBUTION
After the fitting procedure, a specific GP distribution has been determined for each test
series, which can be used to estimate Fi at a certain exceedance probability Pm , e.g., the
expected value of the maximum force peak, Fi ,max . In this section, a series of empir-
ical formulas for the GP parameters (threshold, scale and shape) is proposed by using
incident wave characteristics and dike geometry parameters.

EMPIRICAL THRESHOLD

In the previous analysis, we used the upper 10% quantile force peak F10% as the thresh-
old, Fu , to fit the upper 10% tail of the force peak distribution to GP distribution. For
different test conditions, the tails of the real force distributions are different. Therefore,
a characteristic force, which can represent the features of the overtopping wave impact
event, is needed for determining an empirical threshold value.

Chen et al. (2015) introduced an empirical formula to predict the force peak for indi-
vidual overtopping events by using regular waves, which is proportional to the square of
overtopping flow layer thickness at the beginning of the crest. In this study, most of the
primary incoming waves break at the foreshore or on the dike. The resulting individual
bore-like impacts on the wall are similar to those in regular wave tests (Chen et al., 2015),
because the high pressures of the short duration impulsive impact peaks described in
Section 4.2.2 are not take into account due to the low-pass filtering of the forces. There-
fore, based on the similar physical relevance of both regular wave and irregular wave
tests, we use Eq. (4.8) to express the characteristic force since the term within the square
brackets in Eq. (4.8) is proportional to overtopping flow layer thickness:

Fc = ρg

[
Hm0,t

(
1− Rc

Ru

)]2

, (4.8)

where Rc is the freeboard, Ru is the wave run-up height. The meaning of each parameter
can be found in Fig. 3.4. The run-up height Ru is applying the formula Eq.4b for Ru2% in
Van Gent (2001). The wave parameters in Eq.4b are using Hm0,t and Tm−1,0,t of the total
wave energy spectra, and the coefficients are taken from Table 5 of Van Gent (2001).

Fig. 4.10 shows the relationship between dimensionless F10% and dimensionless cal-
culated characteristic force Fc by using Eq. (4.8). The best curve-fitting result with R-
squared of 0.96 provides a reasonable estimate of the threshold value of GP distribution
in this study, see Eq. (4.9):

Fu

ρg Hm0,t Rc
= 0.84exp

(
0.36

Fc

ρg Hm0,t Rc

)
(4.9)

SCALE PARAMETER

The scale parameter σ, that was determined for all tests, is exponentially increasing with
Fc as shown in Fig. 4.11. The circles indicate the combined test, and solid line represents
the best fit, see Eq. (4.10):

σ

ρg Hm0,t Rc
= 0.37exp

(
0.37

Fc

ρg Hm0,t Rc

)
(4.10)
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Figure 4.10: Empirically estimated threshold of GP distribution.

The standard error of σ obtained from GP fitting is expressed in the same manner as
Eq. (4.10):

σStEr r

ρg Hm0,t Rc
= 0.07exp

(
0.33

Fc

ρg Hm0,t Rc

)
(4.11)

which is obtained from the best fit of standard error of σ from the tests with repetitions.
Fig. 4.12 shows the non-dimensional standard error of σ against non-dimensional Fc .
Circles indicate the tests with repetitions, whereas crosses indicate the four tests with-
out repetitions. As the sample size of the non-repeated tests is small, the uncertainty of
the GP fitting is large. Therefore, the crosses deviate from the main trend, as shown in
Fig. 4.12, which is reasonable.

SHAPE PARAMETER

Through inspection, and after several attempts to use dimensionless combinations of
the scale parameter and different wave parameters, the best empirical result for the
shape parameter was the relationship:

k =−0.59ln

(
σ

ρg H 2
m0,t

)
−0.34. (4.12)

Fig. 4.13 shows the best fit curve for the shape parameter k obtained from GP fitting, and
the correlation coefficient for the best fit of Eq. (4.12) was 0.72. As can be seen, k varies
within a wide range from -0.3 to 0.8 decreasing with increasing values of σ. Herein, the
best fit curve is obtained by excluding two big outliers from the test Jon013 and Jon017.

Fig. 4.14 shows the standard error of k obtained from GP fitting. The empirical stan-
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Figure 4.12: Empirically estimated the stranded error of scale parameter σ.

dard error of k was determined by using the mean value of the KStEr r from the tests
with repetitions. The reason of excluding the tests without repetitions is same as that of
σStEr r .
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mined as a constant value 0.155, which is the mean value of the test with repetitions, illustrated by the filled
circles. The excluded test is illustrated as red cross.

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED EMPIRICAL GP MODEL

Based on the previous results, a seven-step procedure for predicting the maximum force
which is expected to occur on the building (Fmax,exp ) for a certain storm peak duration
is summarized:

• Calculate the overtopping impact probability Pi m : using Eq. (4.3);

• Calculate the characteristic force Fc : using Eq. (4.8);
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• Calculate the empirical threshold Fu : using Eq. (4.9);

• Calculate the empirical scale parameter σ: using Eq. (4.10), with a standard error
using Eq. (4.11);

• Calculate the empirical shape parameter k: using Eq. (4.12), with a standard error
0.155;

• Calculate the expected maximum overtopping force exceedance probability Pm =≈
Tm−1,0,t /D ;

• Calculate the expected maximum overtopping force Fmax,exp and its uncertainty
range for a storm peak duration D : using Eq. (4.6) or Eq. (4.7) if k = 0.

The performance of the proposed GP distribution with the empirically determined
GP parameters (threshold, scale parameter, and shape parameter) is evaluated by com-
paring the calculated maximum overtopping force Fmax,exp with the maximum over-
topping force Fmax,GP f i t estimated by fitting a GP distribution to each test. In Fig. 4.15,
Fmax,GP f i t is plotted against Fmax,exp with a correlation coefficient R2 = 0.96, which in-
dicates the proposed empirical GP distribution provides an acceptable performance on
the prediction of maximum overtopping force.

4.4. DISCUSSION
In this study, GP is selected as the most suitable distribution for the extreme data sample
of 22 test series. However, other distributions like Weibull, Gamma, Exponential dis-
tributions were also good for some tests. In statistics, large sample theory is a generic
framework for assessment of statistical tests (Cam and Yang, 2000). Mazas and Hamm
(2011) argued that the possibility of other distributions give better fits because some-
times we do not know whether the distribution we selected is within the large sample
domain. We combined repetitions of each test series as new data samples, which can
provide a relative larger sample than the individual tests. Fig. 4.13 gives the empirical
estimation of k. The decreasing trend of k with increasing σ is still clear. When k drops
from the positive domain to the negative, the tails of the force distribution intends to
change from having an unbounded tail to a bounded tail. Even though the scatter is
big resulting a poor fit, the result of comprising fitted Fmax,GP f i t with empirically de-
termined Fmax,exp is quite well (with R2 = 0.96). The range of k values obtained from
GP fitting is only -0.3 to 0.8, which demonstrates that it is not sensitive to the extreme
values comparing the scale parameter σ. Based on practical experience, especially for
coastal engineering applications, wave height at the toe of the structure is a key design
parameter. Normally, wave heights are physically bounded (Mazas and Hamm, 2011), so
the Weibull distribution always has a good performance in predicting wave height (e.g.,
Rayleigh distribution which is a special case of Weibull distribution) and wave overtop-
ping (e.g., Victor et al., 2012; Zanuttigh et al., 2013; Nørgaard et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2015).
In order to provide a better prediction for k and investigate more insight with physics,
more test with enough data sample and a wide range of test parameters are needed.
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The threshold of GP fit is selected as the upper 10% quantile of the overtopping force.
Even though the final results are good, the uncertainty caused by the threshold is ex-
cluded. In the future study, more effort is needed to arrive at a more precise threshold for
different overtopping wave conditions. Martin et al. (1999) promoted a method of using
broken wave impact force formula obtained from regular wave tests to irregular waves
via the hypothesis of equivalence introduced by Saville (1962). Therefore, based on the
similarity of large wave impact from the observations of regular wave tests (Chen et al.,
2015), the characteristic force is used for the estimation of the threshold Fu , Eq. (4.9),
and the scale parameter σ, Eq. (4.10).

In this study, the measured force can be influenced by scale effects. This typically
results in a measured force that is larger than that in reality, since the “wall” used in
the laboratory is much more rigid, and has a higher natural frequency than at full scale
(Oumeraci et al., 2001). In order to reduce this effect, a low-pass filter at 50 Hz in model
scale was deployed for force data processing, which indeed reduced the measured ex-
treme force peaks if the first dynamic peak was much larger than the quasi-static peak.
The order of the reduction of the dynamic peak force is about 10% to 20% of the unfil-
tered data from the load cells. Applying a low-pass filter is quite reasonable for the cur-
rent study as the impacted object on the dike is a vertical wall with large inertia, which
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Table 4.4: Parameter range for the curent study

Parameter Range
ξm−1,0 5−19
Rc /Hm0,t 0.1−1
Hm0,o/ht 1−6
B/Lt 0.03−1.5
cotβ 3

can represent buildings or other types of large structures. However, more methods of
transforming the measured force to the force in real situations need to be developed in
a future study. For now, if natural frequency of the object is higher than 10 Hz (in proto-
type), an up to 20% higher force would be advised to be used. A second source of scale
effect is the influence of surface tension and related large air bubbles in the model. Using
fresh water and a small scale overestimates the impact pressure because less entrained
air is present (Bullock et al., 2001). In this study, this effect was not taken into account,
so a somewhat conservative force might be obtained.

The current physical model tests were conducted with one dike slope (1:3), one fore-
shore slope (1:35), and two dike crest widths B = 0.5 m for most of the tests, and B = 0.25
m for only two tests. The wave height and wave periods used to develop the empirical
formulas for GP distribution in this paper are the measured at the position of the toe
without the dike structure as recommended by Van Gent (2001) especially for the shal-
low water condition. The influence of foreshore slope and dike slope are not considered
in this study, but will be investigated in the future. The applicability of the proposed em-
pirical formula is limited to the range of the parameters, which are listed in Table 4.4.

4.5. CONCLUSION
Prior work has documented the statistical characteristics of the overtopping volumes
and discharge over a dike. However, the study of the overtopping forces has not well-
developed yet. This paper addresses the statistical analysis of the overtopping forces on
a vertical wall on a horizontal dike crest with a shallow foreshore in front of the dike via
a series of physical model tests. GP distribution gives a suitable fit among commonly
used distributions for the extreme overtopping forces (the upper 10% of the force distri-
bution). The three parameters includes a threshold (Fu), scale parameter (σ) and shape
parameter (k). The threshold is fixed as 10% exceedance overtopping force, F10%, which
gives the good performance on the extreme force sample size in this study. The threshold
(Fu) and scale parameter (σ) are empirically described by the incident wave conditions
at the toe and dike freeboard and dike crest width, whereas the shape parameter (k) is
correlated to the scale parameter. A new 7-step procedure is a simple tool for assess-
ing the maximum force occurred during a certain storm peak duration, which shows an
overall satisfactory performance.

In the future, more work should be carried out to investigate the influence of the
foreshore slope and dike slope. By using wider range of the wave condition, and the dike
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crest width, the shape parameter k need to be better estimated.
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The GP fitting results are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: GP fitting results

Test series NF,10% F10% k kStEr σ σStEr r

Jon001 100 91.412 0.092 0.132 33.895 5.264
Jon002 95 103.879 -0.111 0.119 59.007 8.543
Jon003 89 136.900 -0.227 0.146 79.840 13.054
Jon004 106 64.425 0.261 0.151 22.243 3.683
Jon005 101 71.720 -0.003 0.131 42.264 6.443
Jon006 97 91.666 -0.208 0.120 54.894 7.870
Jon007 88 60.869 0.175 0.141 24.166 3.942
Jon008 121 51.471 0.278 0.127 18.241 2.647
Jon009 117 44.513 -0.068 0.118 23.508 3.319
Jon010 44 41.967 0.480 0.319 16.352 4.952
Jon011 82 61.344 -0.074 0.165 37.106 6.827
Jon012 55 88.397 0.264 0.205 27.730 6.093
Jon013 104 34.972 -0.197 0.137 14.424 2.242
Jon014 86 47.982 0.407 0.158 17.656 3.100
Jon015 67 50.299 0.337 0.187 16.589 3.317
Jon016 78 19.683 0.116 0.178 8.556 1.686
Jon017 83 26.929 -0.273 0.167 14.244 2.528
Jon018 149 25.458 -0.072 0.094 15.637 1.861
Jon038 18 29.241 0.732 0.622 8.442 4.022
Jon039 20 41.636 0.290 0.464 27.335 10.776
Jon053 15 31.275 0.092 0.491 13.380 5.241
Jon054 15 28.719 -0.038 0.899 19.686 12.307
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5
VULNERABILITY OF BUILDINGS ON

COASTAL DIKES DUE TO WAVE

OVERTOPPING

The vulnerability of buildings on coastal dikes due to overtopping wave impacts is dif-
ficult to assess. A method is developed in this chapter to quantify the vulnerability of
masonry buildings on a coastal dike exposed to wave overtopping. Using the formu-
las from the previous chapter the accidental loads due to the extreme wave impacts are
characterized. Using the approach from Eurocode 6, the strength of masonry buildings
under these loads is assessed. Results from a case study in Belgium show that masonry
buildings located at 10-15 meters away from the seafront would suffer from localized
damage under a 1000 year storm due to breaking windows, and would collapse under a
10,000 year storm. The method can be used to assess the safety of existing buildings on
coastal dikes, and to design new buildings.

This chapter is based on: Chen, X., Jonkman, S.N., Pasterkamp, S., Suzuki, T., Altomare, C. (2016). Vulnerability
of coastal buildings due to wave overtopping. Journal of Waterway, Port, Coastal, and Ocean Engineering
(submitted).
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

Low-lying and densely populated coastal regions in the Netherlands and Belgium are
becoming more attractive areas for economic, environmental, and social development
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011). In these regions, buildings and infrastructures are present
quite close to the sea defence line. There is a relatively high risk of damage and loss
of life caused by coastal flooding, and the risks could increase with climate change and
sea level rise.

Coastal flooding can be caused by high sea level, breaching of the sea defence, as
well as wave overtopping. Even though the first two causes are the main concerns when
assessing flood risk for the highly developed coastal sites, overtopping effects will be im-
portant for buildings on the coast. Allsop et al. (2008) pointed out that the direct hazard
from overtopping for the coastal buildings and human beings is being ignored, so more
attention is needed.

In the Netherlands and Belgium, wide crested dikes are used as flood defence struc-
tures for the densely populated coastal front sites (Verwaest et al., 2010). Overtopping for
coastal dikes with slopes occurs when the incident wave runs up along the seaward slope
of the dike and over its crest. The buildings on the top of the dikes are threatened from
overtopping effects associated with wave run-up. Fig. 5.1 shows a typical configuration
for a Belgian coastal site and the most relevant overtopping processes. In winter, storms
often lead to a significant increase in surge combining with high waves that may induce
serious overtopping by runup waves. This shoreward overtopping wave on the dike can
exert a strong hydrodynamic force on the buildings. There are no relevant records of the
direct damage from wave run-up overtopping on waterfront buildings either in reality
or site model tests. Even though relevant research has been done for wave impacts of
tsunamis (e.g., Nistor et al., 2009) and surges (e.g., Ramsden, 1996; Hatzikyriakou et al.,
2015) on coastal buildings, a method to assess the damage due to the runup of over-
topping waves on structures on a coastal dike is not yet available as far as the authors
are concerned. The objective of this paper is to develop a practical method to evaluate
the vulnerability of buildings on coastal dikes caused by the impact load of overtopping
waves. This method can also be used to provide guidance for designing new buildings on
the dike. The study focused on the collapse and localized damage of masonry buildings
as this is a common building type on the Dutch and Belgian coast. The approach is also
applicable to other building types.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 5.2 describes the impact mecha-
nism of overtopping waves, and introduces the empirical method to calculate the max-
imum overtopping wave load during a certain storm peak. In Section 5.3, we analyze
the failure mechanisms of masonry buildings on coastal dikes. We assess the masonry
properties including material strength and support conditions. We calculate the capac-
ity of lateral moment, and define the limit state function of the masonry structural and
non-structural elements. In Section 5.4, a case study is presented. Using realistic data
for the Belgian situation, the comparison of the calculated maximum overtopping wave
load and the lateral capacity of building elements for collapse of a masonry building is
considered. Discussion and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.1: An example of a typical coastal dike with buildings on top in Belgium. The whole process of over-
topping wave impacting on the building: ¬ Wind generates waves far away from shoreline;  Offshore waves
coming into the shallow foreshore area, increasing wave height. Finally, most waves are broken and wave en-
ergy is dissipated in the form of turbulent bore. ® Turbulent bore (broken wave) running up on the seaward
slope of a dike and overtopping the crest of the dike; ¯ Part of the overtopping flow continue propagating
along the dike crest and the other part flowing back seaward; ° Overtopping wave impacting on the building
eventually (Chen et al., 2015).

5.2. OVERTOPPING WAVE LOADS
Overtopping waves are specifically defined as the waves that are generated after the in-
cident run-up waves flow over the dike crest. An estimation of the maximum load of
overtopping waves is necessary in order to evaluate the vulnerability of buildings during
a certain storm peak. In this section, first we provide an overview of general flood load
on buildings. Then overtopping wave impacts are specified. Afterwards, an empirical
estimation of the maximum overtopping wave load during a storm peak is given, which
is based on previous study such as Chen et al. (2016).

5.2.1. GENERAL FLOOD LOADS

The coastal construction manual FEMA P-55 (2011) classifies the general flood loads
that coastal residential buildings can be exposed to. The most common flood load is
the hydro-static load from flood water in both lateral and vertical direction. The hydro-
static load in lateral direction is mainly caused by standing water or slowly moving water,
whereas the hydro-static load in vertical direction is normally due to the buoyancy, as
shown in Fig. 5.2(a). Another common flood load is hydrodynamic load (or drag force),
which is induced by fast moving flow, surge and tsunami around the structure, as shown
in Fig. 5.2(b). For the coastal buildings, especially those buildings located in the wave
breaking zone, the wave impact load is important: the horizontal breaking wave impact
load is depicted in Fig. 5.2(c). Besides the direct hydro-static and hydrodynamic load
from water, there are two other types of indirect load that need to be considered. One is
the impact load imposed on a building by floating objects in the flood water. The other
one is the localized scour around the foundation of buildings by waves and currents dur-
ing the flood.

A dynamic overtopping wave load on a building consists of an impact force and a
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Figure 5.2: (a) Horizontal hydro-static load and vertical buoyancy on building; (b) hydrodynamic load on build-
ings; (c) horizontal breaking wave impact load on the external wall (adapted from (FEMA P-55, 2011))

.

hydrodynamic drag force. Since the building is located in the path of the incident over-
topping waves on the dike crest, part of the incident overtopping waves will strike on the
facade of the building resulting in an impact load, and be reflected back seawards. The
impact load is the dominant dynamic load on the building during this impact process.
The other part of the incident waves would flow over the dike crest through the gaps
between two buildings. During this process, the building is subjected to hydrodynamic
drag force. In this study, the hydrodynamic load induced by the impact of an overtop-
ping wave on the external wall is considered as the primary flood load. We only concern
the impact load due to wave overtopping since it is the most relevant load to the vulner-
ability of the buildings under the additional assumptions that the impact load is larger
than hydro-static load and incident waves already break on coastal dikes. Details of the
failure mechanisms of the building are given in Section 5.3.

5.2.2. OVERTOPPING WAVE IMPACT MECHANISM

IMPACT PROCESS AND CHARACTERISTICS

An overtopping event consists of the process of wave generation (see the processes ¬
to ® in Fig. 5.1), overtopping wave formation (see the processes ® to ¯ in Fig. 5.1), and
the resulting impact (see the processes ¯ to ° in Fig. 5.1). An individual overtopping
wave generated on the dike crest is similar to a tsunami wave. Thus an impact load
of the individual overtopping wave may be seen as the impact of tsunami wave. The
study of this impact dates back to Cumberbatch (1960)’s analytical solution for the im-
pact of a uniform steady flow on a wall. Afterwards, Cross (1967) improved Cumberbatch
(1960)’s model to calculate the total tsunami force. Ramsden (1996) expanded the study
of tsunami impact to include more formats of waves to represent tsunami waves, e.g.,
long waves, solitary waves, bores and surges. Several authors also studied tsunami forces
on various types and shapes of structures (e.g., Arnason, 2005; Arnason et al., 2009; Nis-
tor et al., 2009; Nouri et al., 2010). Therefore, the current knowledge of tsunami can be
applied to study the impact process of an overtopping wave on a vertical wall (e.g., the
processes ¯ to ° in Fig. 5.1). However, overtopping waves are generated by storm waves
which are stochastic. Thus it is necessary to provide an estimation of the maximum or
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qsF

Figure 5.3: (a) Sketch of overtopping wave impact process; (b) Sketch of the time series of overtopping wave
impact load.

representative overtopping impact load including the incident wave characteristics and
dike geometry parameters.

Fig. 5.3 shows a schematic sketch of two overtopping wave impact events and a ketch
of overtopping wave impact time series. In Fig. 5.3(a), the impact processes of two over-
topping waves are shown. Stages (a) to (c) indicate the impact process of the individual
overtopping wave (in gray color). Stages (c) to (e) show the interaction between the ini-
tial reflected overtopping wave (in grey color) and the following incident overtopping
wave (in white color). In stage (d), the piling-up of the following incident wave on the
top of the reflected wave can result in a violent impact on a high vertical position on the
external of the wall. In Fig. 5.3(b), the schematic sketch of the time series signal of an
overtopping wave impact including stages (a) to (c) is illustrated with marked dynamic
impact peak in the stage (a) and the maximum quasi-static force peak in the stage (b) or
(c). During the initial impact stage (a), the overtopping wave front changes its direction
suddenly and results in a sharp dynamic impact peak with a large magnitude and short
duration. During the stages of deflection (b) or reflection (c), the maximum quasi-static
force peak is formed with a relative lower magnitude and longer duration, which is gov-
erned by gravity. At the moment the maximum quasi-static peak occurred, the instant
pressures along the wall are almost linearly distributed (Chen et al., 2014).

Chen et al. (2015) stated that the magnitudes of the dynamic force peak and the
quasi-static force peak of a single overtopping wave impact are no obvious difference.
The authors also pointed out the significance of the quasi-static force peak on the stabil-
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ity of building on the dike. Thus the maximum quasi-static force peak (Fqs ) is selected as
the overtopping impact load on the building. However, violent impact can be expected
if the interaction of multiple overtopping waves occurs in front of the wall Chen et al.
(2016). The dynamic peak of the violent impact with a short duration (0.01-0.1 seconds)
could influence the local structural elements with a high natural frequency Chen et al.
(2015, 2016). Thus, when considering the local structural element with a high natural fre-
quency such as windows, the dynamic force (Fd y ) can be considered as the overtopping
impact load determined by using Fqs amplified by a factor αi m ,

Fd y =αi mFqs . (5.1)

It is suggested that the minimum value of αi m is 2.5 (Oumeraci et al., 2001), which de-
pends on the structure properties.

EXPECTED MAXIMUM OVERTOPPING WAVE LOAD

Due to a lack of relevant records for overtopping wave load on real buildings and system-
atic knowledge (Allsop et al., 2008), a model to predict the extreme overtopping wave
load during a single storm is required. Chen et al. (2016) conducted a series of exper-
imental model tests by using random waves. The impact loads of overtopping waves
were measured by load cells with the inclusion of the violent impact influenced by the
interaction of overtopping waves. The maximum value of Fd y and Fqs of each overtop-
ping event was used for determining the maximum impact load Fm during a storm peak.
Based on the results, the authors proposed an empirical Generalized Pareto (GP) distri-
bution to estimate the maximum impact load of overtopping waves (Fm) during a storm
peak, shown as:  Fm = Fu + σ

k

[(
Pi m

Pmax

)k −1

]
, k 6= 0

Fm = Fu +σ ln
(

Pi m
Pmax

)
, k = 0

(5.2)

where Fu is the threshold of GP distribution [N/m]; σ is the scale parameter of GP distri-
bution [N/m]; k is the dimensionless shape parameter of GP distribution [-]. Pi m is the
overtopping wave impact probability [-], and Pmax is the probability of the maximum
overtopping wave impact load [-]. Details of the definition and determination of each
parameter in Eq. 5.2 are shown in Appendix 5.C.

Based on the quasi-static nature of the maximum overtopping wave load Fm , we de-
fine an equivalent overtopping run-up height (Za , see Fig. 5.3(a)) along the wall of the
building as:

Za =
√

2Fm

ρg
. (5.3)

where ρ is the density of the water [kg/m3]. When considering the real dynamic force
executing on a local structural or non-structural element with high natural frequency,
we multiply Fm by the factor αi m = 2.5 as the dynamic load on local structural elements
and 1.58 for Za in this study. In the future, a model for αi m , concerning different type
of structural materials is needed. The empirical formula is obtained from the scaled
experimental model tests. The scale effect of the model tests can be neglected since Fm
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is quasi-static, following the Froude scaling law.

5.3. VULNERABILITY OF BUILDINGS CAUSED BY OVERTOPPING

WAVES

In this section, the relevant failure mechanisms of buildings on a coastal dike and the
corresponding limit states are defined for a masonry building and its components. An
approach for assessing the vulnerability of buildings caused by overtopping waves is de-
veloped. The partial factor method, as described in the Eurocode 6 is used to derive
design values of load and strength, and comparison with the ultimate limit state.

5.3.1. FAILURE MECHANISMS OF BUILDINGS

For the buildings on the coastal dikes, the most relevant failures due to the overtopping
load are structural collapse and localized damage of elements of the building. Fig. 5.4
shows a fault tree for the collapse failure mode. The collapse can be caused by either loss
of the support of the foundation of the building (losing stability) or the failure of a key
structural element (low strength). Failure of the foundation can be caused by the loss of
the bearing capacity of the subsoil. This undermining of the subsoil can be induced by
scour around the foundation due to fast overtopping flow or the failure of the dike itself.
Other sources may cause the foundation to lose its stability. For example, the incident
overtopping wave may infiltrate in the dike. This phenomenon may increase the up-
lift pressure and eventually undermine the stability of the foundation. Considering the
short duration of the impact of overtopping wave on the dike comparing to the infiltra-
tion process, this undermining process can be neglected. The failure of a key structural
element is directly related to the lateral action from overtopping waves. Key structural
elements of a building are load bearing walls, columns and stability walls. The failure of
these elements will lead to the collapse of the whole building. These structural elements
are normally designed to be strong enough to withstand external load, such as the wind
load.

When considering a large overtopping wave, it is expected to destroy the bearing wall
or column when its impact load is beyond the strength of the structure. The collapse of
the building is likely to cause loss of life if people are present. In this study, we only take
into account the failure caused by the direct impact action of overtopping waves on the
building (i.e. the solid lines of Fig. 5.4).

The local damage of the building is identified as a kind of failure which does not
lead to collapse. It may include the failure of windows, doors and the facade walls (non-
load bearing wall). The failure of windows and doors is due to the lower strength of the
elements and their connections compared to the subjected load, whereas the failure of
the non-structural wall is similar to that of the key structural walls by either shear failure
or bending failure. The local damage of the building will create openings in the facade
and the inside content of the building will be exposed to the overtopping water.

5.3.2. FAILURE OF THE EXTERNAL WALL
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Figure 5.4: A simple fault tree of the collapse of buildings on a coastal dike.

EQUIVALENT STATIC LOAD

The impact load from overtopping waves is assumed to be an accidental load. It is for a
design situation that is defined as having a low probability of occurring during the work-
ing life of the structure. An additional assumption is that the dike will not breach or
become stable during the overtopping event. A rough estimation of the occurrence of
wall failure under bending is made by assuming the averaged hydraulic pressure is ap-
proximately equal to the characteristic uniform distributed load qk for the failure state
Kelman (2002). Fig. 5.5 shows the illustrations of different loads subjected to a wall.
Fig. 5.5(a) shows the characteristic uniform distributed load qk subjected to the wall
panels on the ground floor, which is typically designed for wind load. Fig. 5.5(b) shows
hydro-static pressures subjected to the wall when Za ≥ h. Za is the equivalent overtop-
ping run-up height on the wall [m], as defined in Eq. 5.3, and h is the floor height [m].
The maximum hydro-static pressure qw,max [KN/m2], minimum hydro-static pressure
qw,mi n [KN/m2] and the averaged pressure qav g [KN/m2] are shown in Eq. 5.4 to 5.6.
When Za < h, qw,mi n = 0, the equivalent average hydro-static pressure over the entire
wall plate is expressed as shown in Eq. 5.6. Therefore, the averaged pressure of a wall
plate qav g ,S can be used to replace qk as the characteristic lateral load of a wall when it
withstands hydraulic load.

qw,max = ρg Za (5.4)

qw,min =
{
ρg (Za −h)

0
for
for

Za ≥ h
Za < h

(5.5)
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Figure 5.5: (a) Uniform distributed characteristic lateral load; (b) linearly distributed hydrostatic load over the
wall when Za ≥ h; (c) linearly distributed hydrostatic load when Za < h.

qav g ,S =
{

ρg (Za −0.5h)
ρg Za

2

2h

for
for

Za ≥ h
Za < h

(5.6)

LIMIT STATE FUNCTION

Masonry and concrete buildings are two common types of buildings. The first material
is often used in older and historical buildings and the non-load bearing walls of some
modern concrete buildings. Concrete is mainly used for high-rise modern buildings. On
the coastal dikes in Belgium, most buildings are low and medium rise masonry buildings
those were constructed 50 to 100 years ago. In this study, we focus on the masonry type
buildings with the seaward external wall panel of the ground floor as the key structural
wall (load bearing wall or stability wall). The presented approach could also be applied
to concrete buildings.

From the fault tree shown in Fig. 5.4, the failure of this type of external wall will lead
to the collapse mode of the building. If the external wall is a non-structural wall, the
failure of this wall may lead a local damage. The failure of a masonry external wall (in-
cluding both the key structural and non-structural walls) consists of two basic failure
modes: bending failure and shear failure when subjected to lateral overtopping wave
loads. Since masonry is weak in tension, only the bending failure is considered in the
current study. When designing masonry walls to resist lateral actions, shear strength of
the walls need to be checked when the lateral resistance is large enough to withstand the
design bending moment of the subjected load.

The bending failure of a masonry wall panel takes into account the conditions of the
vertical and horizontal supports from the floors and the internal wall. The limit state
function of the bending failure of a masonry wall G is expressed as:

G = MR −MS (5.7)
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where MR is the lateral resistance capacity and MS is the design moment of the lateral
load. When G < 0, the wall panel status will be referred to bending failure. The subscripts
“S” and “R” indicate the design load and the resistance respectively in the following sec-
tions.

DESIGN MOMENT OF THE LATERAL LOAD

For the design moment of the overtopping wave MS can be conservatively determined by
assuming the load is uniformly distributed over the entire wall panel by using the design
moment in Eurocode 6 (British Standards Institution, 1996). The design moment, MS ,
for a uniform distributed load over an entire wall panel:

MS = γ f αqk l 2 (5.8)

where γ f is the safety factor for load (load factor) [-], which is recommended to take
value 1.0 in the accidental design situations in EN 1990 Annex A; α is a bending moment
coefficient which depends on the orthogonal strength ratio µ, the support edge condi-
tion of the panels, and the height to length ratio of the panels, h/l ; and l is the distance
between the two vertical supports of the wall panel.

The bending coefficient α perpendicular to the bed joints is written as α2, and that
parallel to the bed joints is written as α1(α1 = µα2), see Fig. 5.A1 in Appendix 5.A. The
orthogonal strength ratio µ depends on the unit and the mortar used, which takes into
consideration the special characters of non-isotropy. The supports include the horizon-
tal supports (e.g., floors, roofs, footings, beams) and vertical supports (cross walls, pi-
lasters), see Fig. 5.6(a) and (b). Walls can be designed as one-way spanning with only
considering two edge conditions for simplicity, or two-way spanning wall with consider-
ing the four edge conditions. The edge condition and the rigidity of the masonry wall de-
termine the lateral resistance of the wall panel. There are three types of simplified edge
conditions: free edge, simply supported edge, and fully restrained continuous edge. The
examples of these edges are shown in Fig. 5.6(c). For a free edge, there is no moment
and shear restraint. For a wall having a simply supported edge, it is often connected to
a column or slab with ties. The direct force, shear and possibly moment are limited to
the strength of ties. For a fully continuous restraint edge, the direct force and moment
restraint are limited by the flexural strength of masonry. Thus the restraint developed at
each edge of the wall can influence the lateral resistance of the wall panel (Moore, 2008).

LATERAL RESISTANCE

The lateral resistance capacity of a masonry wall panel is defined as:

MR = fxk

γM
Z (5.9)

where fxk is characteristic flexural strength of masonry [N/mm2], γM is the safety fac-
tor for material (material factor) [-] and Z is Elastic section modulus of a unit height
or length of the wall [mm3]. For the characteristic flexural strength fxk , it is always ex-
pressed as fxk1 when considering the bending moment about an axis parallel to bed
joints; If the bending moment about an axis is perpendicular to the bed joints, fxk2 is
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① 

②  

Figure 5.6: Support conditions of a plain masonry wall. (a) Front view of a plain wall with horizontal and
vertical supports. (b) side view of a plain wall with horizontal and vertical supports. (c) examples of different
edge conditions (Moore, 2008): (c-1) a wall built up to but not pinned to structure above with a free edge: no
restraint. (c-2) a case of metal ties to columns with simple support: direct force restraint limited to strength
of ties. (c-3) a case of bonded return walls with fully continuous restrained support: direct force and moment
restraint limited by flexural strength of masonry.

used. Fig. 5.6(a) shows two plain failures of the wall parallel to the bed joints (line ¬)
and perpendicular to the bed joints (line ). When a vertical load acts on the wall, the
flexural strength will be increased in the direction parallel to the bed joints. Then fxk is
expressed as:

fxk = fxk1 +γMσd ,mi n (5.10)

where σd ,mi n is the design vertical load [N/mm2], which is only considered when the
wall panel is designed as a load bearing wall. The material factor γM takes into account
the material properties and construction method. For evaluating the existing buildings,
the value of γM is suggested to set as 1.2 (Steenbergen and Vrouwenvelder, 2010). By
substituting Eq. 5.8 and Eq. 5.9 into Eq. 5.7, the limit state function of the bending failure
G for a masonry wall panel is obtained:

G = fxk

γM
Z −γ f αqk l 2, (5.11)

where γM and γ f are suggested to take the value of 1.2 and 1.0 respectively. When the
wall panel reaches its limit state (G = 0), the resistant capacity of the characteristic static
pressure and overtopping run-up height of a wall can be calculated as:

qav g ,R = fxk

γMγ f αl 2 Z , (5.12)
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Figure 5.7: (a) Uniform distributed characteristic lateral load on windows; (b) linearly distributed hydrostatic
load over the window when Za ≥ b +d ; (c) linearly distributed hydro-static load when Za < b +d .

and consequently, the equivalent run-up height that the building can withstand (Za,R )
can be determined as:

Za,R =


qav g ,R

ρg + 1
2 h√

2hqav g ,R

ρg

for
for

qav g ,R > ρg h
qav g ,R ≤ ρg h.

(5.13)

Since the load factor γ f = 1, the actual subjected overtopping wave load equals to design
load qav g ,S or Za,S . When these values are larger than qav g ,R and Za,R , we expect this
wall panel to fail. If the wall panel is a key structural element (load bearing wall), collapse
failure will occur. Otherwise, localized damage occurs.

5.3.3. FAILURE OF WINDOWS

Similar to the external wall, the failure of single pane glass windows in the external wall
facing to the incident overtopping waves is analyzed. Due to the complexity of the glass
failure mechanisms, Kelman (2002)’s simplified model is applied regarding the window
pane as a simply supported thin plate.

EQUIVALENT STATIC LOAD

The equivalent static load on windows qwS can be calculated by Eq. 5.14 and the illustra-
tions of different loads subjected to the window are shown in Fig. 5.7. d is the elevation
of the window, and b is the height of the window.

qwS =
{

ρg (Za −0.5b −d)
ρg (Za−d)2

2b

for
for

Za ≥ b +d
Za < b +d

(5.14)
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Figure 5.8: Empirical βw of a thin plate with four edges simply supported based on thin plate theory.

LIMIT STATE FUNCTION

The limit state function of window is defined as:

Gw =σR −σs . (5.15)

where σs is the applied overtopping load stress on the window. It can be calculated by
using the following expression:

σs = βw qk b2

tg
2 (5.16)

where b is the height of the glass pane and tg is the thickness of the glass pane; qw is the
characteristic uniform distributed load; βw is the bending coefficient, which depends on
the ratio of the length a and height b of the glass pane and the support condition of the
four edges; tg is the thickness of the glass pane. Fig. 5.8 shows an empirical determined
bending coefficient curve for a simply supported thin plate. The strength value of glass
pane with σR,50% = 60 MPa is used as the resistant strength of a window pane, which
could be interpreted as approximately a 50% failure probability Kelman (2002). Thus,
the resistant capacity of the static pressure of the window is defined when Gw = 0:

qwR = σR,50%tg
2

βw b2 . (5.17)

If the actual subjected overtopping wave load qwS is larger than qwR , we expect this
window to fail.

5.3.4. STEPS FOR VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

A summary of the procedure of assessing the vulnerability of buildings on the dike is
given in Fig. 5.9. The approach consists three main steps: determination of hydraulic
load conditions, calculation of the overtopping impact load and run-up height, and eval-
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Figure 5.9: Flow chart for evaluation of the building damage.

uation of the structural vulnerability. In this study, only the water level, wave height and
period at the toe of the dike in step 1 is used as input for step 2. If these conditions at the
toe are not available, then extra calculation is needed by using offshore hydraulic con-
dition in combination with either by numerical simulation or empirical determination
(see dashed lines in Fig. 5.9). This extra calculation is not included in the present study.

5.4. CASE STUDY
In the previous sections, overtopping wave loads and the failure mechanisms of the
building exposed to overtopping waves were introduced. Herein, a case study that uses
the results from the previous sections is executed.

5.4.1. BELGIAN COASTAL DIKES

On coastal dikes in Belgium, many residential buildings are found. Most of the old build-
ings are masonry structures with two to three floors. The ground floors are always ele-
vated and the entrances of the basements are closed by shutters (see Fig. 5.10). The most
modern buildings are concrete reinforcement structures with concrete piles/columns as
foundations. The walls are consisting of masonry or concrete. These buildings are nor-
mally 5 to 9 floors high. Some of the ground floors are elevated, and some are used as
cafe, restaurant or store. The ground floors are equipped with large glass windows and
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Figure 5.10: Typical old apartment buildings on the Belgian coastal dikes.

doors. A representative situation for Wenduine, a coastal town in Belgium, is used for
the current case study. Fig. 5.11 shows the schematic sketch of a building placed on the
top of the coastal dike in Wenduine1. The beach level is set at 6.5 m above TAW 2, which
is chosen from the lowest toe position used in the study of Suzuki et al. (2016). The dike
crest level is set at 8.5 m above TAW and the distance between the building to the seaward
slope of the dike (B) is chosen as 10 m in this case study.

Two storm scenarios are considered for this case study, a storm with 1000 and 10000
years return periods. The storm surge levels are 7.22 m for 1000 year storm (S1) and 7.65
m for 10000 year storm (S2) based on Suzuki et al. (2016). For S1 and S2, the dike crest
level (8.5 m above TAW) and beach level (6.5 m above TAW) are fixed, the corresponding
water depth (htoe ) and freeboard (Rc ) are determined. For S3, the same surge level with
10,000 years return period is used, but the toe of the dike is set as 4 m above TAW, as some
cross sections have a relatively low toe position. The considered wave characteristics
are Hm0,toe and Tm−1,0, where Hm0 is the mean spectrum significant wave height at the
toe of the dike, and Tm−1,0 is the spectral wave period. The hydraulic conditions are
shown in Table 5.1, and the detailed explanation of hydraulic conditions can be found
in Appendix 5.B. The subjected overtopping wave load (run-up height along the wall) on
the wall placed at 10 m away from the seaward slope of the dike is also shown in the same
table.

1New storm walls have been installed recently in Wenduine. Therefore the case study in this paper is not
applicable to the current situation in Wenduine. The original configuration of Wenduine dike before the new
storm wall is used for case study.

2Tweede Algemene Waterpassing; Belgian standard datum level, situated near MLLWS
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Figure 5.11: Schematic sketch of the building on the top of a coastal dike with different storm surges.

Table 5.1: Storms under different scenarios

Return per.
(year)

Dur.
(hr.)

Surge
(m+TAW)

Beach
(m+TAW)

htoe
(m)

Hm0
(m)

Tm−1,0
(s)

Rc
(m)

Za,S
(m)

S1 1000 1 7.22 6.5 0.72 0.82 30.7 1.28 1.4
S2 10,000 1 7.65 6.5 1.15 1.03 33.3 0.85 2
S3 10,000 1 7.65 4 3.65 2.13 14.8 0.85 4.4

5.4.2. VULNERABILITY OF EXTERNAL MASONRY WALLS

REFERENCE MASONRY WALLS

The external wall of the ground floor is simply assumed as a section of the masonry wall,
which is subjected to the overtopping wave load. If the external wall is a vertical load
bearing wall or a stabilizing wall, the failure of this wall will cause the collapse of the
whole building. If the external wall is a non-bearing wall, the failure of this wall is con-
sidered as localized damage.

The properties of plain masonry walls concerned in this case are selected from Eu-
rocode 6, which are used as load bearing wall (LB) with the design vertical load is σd =
0.39 N/mm2, and non-load bearing wall (NB) without considering the vertical load. This
selection is expected to represent the typical masonry properties in Belgium. The con-
struction materials are clay masonry unit Group 1 with mortar strength class M = 12 and
water absorption ratio less than 7%. Since the aim of our study is to analyze the vulner-
ability of the existing buildings, the material factor γM is set as 1.2, and load factor γ f is
set as 1.0.

Due to the large influence of the edge supports on strength, four kinds of edge sup-
ports for the masonry wall panel are included in the analysis. Fig. 5.12 shows one non-
load bearing wall (1-NB) with support condition A, and three sections of the load bear-
ing masonry walls (1-LB) with σd = 0.39 N/mm2 with different support conditions (E-I).
The dimensions, support conditions, the resistance capacity of the characteristic equiv-
alent static pressure qav g ,R and equivalent overtopping run-up height Za,R are shown
in Table 5.2. The calculations of qav g ,R and Za,R of the masonry walls can be found in
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Figure 5.12: Wall panels for case studies. The name of the support condition of each wall panel is kept the same
as that from Eurocode 6.

Table 5.2: Reference cases of the four sections of the plain wall 1 with support conditions A, E, G and I.

Plain wall
tw

(mm)
Hw

(m)
lw

(m)
Area
(m^2)

H/l Support
qw,av g

KN/m2
Za,R

(m)

1-NB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A 6.24 1.92
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 E 11.42 2.6
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 G 15.98 3.07
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 I 23.51 3.73

Appendix 5.E.

INFLUENCE OF THE INCIDENT WAVE HEIGHT

An example of the vulnerability of the four masonry walls (see Table 5.2) exposed to the
maximum overtopping wave load under S1 (1000 year condition) with a peak duration
of 1 hour (see Table. 5.1) is presented.

In Fig. 5.13, the x-axis indicates the mean spectrum wave height at the toe of the dike,
and the y-axis is the equivalent overtopping run-up height Za . The four horizontal lines
are the resistance capacity expressed by the equivalent overtopping run-up height Za,R

for the wall panels, indicating the limits of the different wall configurations. The three
lines with different markers indicate the subjected overtopping wave run-up height Za,s

by using S1, S2 and S3 with varied wave heights rising from 0.8 meter to 2.5 meter. If the
horizontal lines lie below the continuous lines then the building might collapse, and if
the horizontal lines lie above the continuous lines then the masonry wall can withstand
the impact load. For the 1000 year condition with expected wave height 0.82 m, no dam-
age to the wall is expected. But for 10,000 year condition with the expected wave height
of more than 2.1 m, building collapse might be expected for most typical wall configura-
tions.

INFLUENCE OF THE BUILDING LOCATION

Widening the crest of a coastal dike can dissipate the kinetic energy of overtopping waves
(Verwaest et al., 2010). Chen et al. (2016) proposed an empirical formula for the overtop-
ping wave load that takes into account the variation of the locations of the building on
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Figure 5.13: Damage curve for four plain masonry walls located at B = 10 m with varying wave height.

the dike. The vulnerability of the building located at different positions can be investi-
gated using the formulas from Chen et al. (2016).

Fig. 5.14 shows the results of the vulnerability analysis of the four walls located at 3
to 33 meters away from the seaward dike slope. The four horizontal dashed lines are the
resistance capacity of the equivalent overtopping run-up height Za,R for the wall panels.
The curved solid lines with markers indicate the equivalent overtopping run-up heights
calculated based on the three scenarios shown in Table 5.2 with varying B . It can be seen
that no wall failure is expected under condition S1 even if buildings are quite close to
the coast. For condition S2, the overtopping wave load decreases significantly when B is
larger than 28 meters. Only the non-load bearing wall (1-NB) is expected to break if it is
located less than 20 meters on the dike. Then it is suggested that only the local damage
of the building would occur, but no collapse.

For the condition of S3, the cross section of the dike is different from the other two
conditions. The beach level at the toe is low (4 m +TAW) which resulting a greater water
depth in front of the dike. Thus, the wave characteristics change. The wave breaking is
not so severe as in shallower conditions; therefore the incident wave height at the toe
of the structure is higher with consequent more overtopping discharge and larger waves
will impact on the building. The overtopping wave impact load under condition S3 is
serious as well. The damage caused by the wave load of S3 is expected for the most
support conditions.

INFLUENCE OF THE WALL DIMENSIONS

The dimensions of the wall panels can influence the lateral resistance. Fig. 5.15 shows
an example of the influence of the width of the wall panel (wall height is fixed at 2.9 m)
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Figure 5.14: Damage curve for the four plain masonry walls with varying B

on the resistance capacity of the equivalent overtopping run-up height Za,R according to
eq. (5.13). It can be seen that Za,R increases with decreasing the masonry wall width. It
suggests that the lateral resistance can be increased by designing a smaller wall section.

Fig. 5.16 shows another example of the influence of the thickness of the wall panel.
The thickness of wall 1 (see Table. 5.2) is varied. It can be seen that the resistance capac-
ity of the equivalent overtopping run-up height Za,R increases with increasing the wall
thickness. It is suggested that the lateral resistance can be increased by designing a thick
section wall.

5.4.3. DAMAGE OF WINDOWS

The windows are typically located 0 to 1 meter from the ground. The width of window
glass pane is 1 to 3m, and the height is 0.5 to 2m. Double glazed window is the common
type. The equivalent thickness of double glazed window is 8 mm. Four window glass
panes (WD) with different sizes are analyzed, which are assumed as thin plates with four
simply supported edges. The windows with large piece of glass pane are located at the
ground floor (d = 0 m). The other one is the normal window located above the ground.
Four pieces of window pane are analyzed, see Table 5.3. The meaning of each parameter
can be found in Fig. 5.17. An example of the vulnerability of the glass window on an
external wall under condition S1 (see Table 5.2) is provided. The building is located 10
meter behind the seawards dike crest (B = 10 m). In Fig. 5.18, the x-axis indicates the
mean spectrum wave height at the toe of dike, and the y-axis is the equivalent lateral
load qwS , based on the calculated Za (Eq. 5.3) multiplied by factor 1.58, concerning the
dynamic effect during the 1 hour storm peak. The damage of the window unit WD-1,
WD-3 and WD-4 are analyzed. The three solid horizontal lines (qwR ) in Fig. 5.18 indi-
cate the resistant capacity of each window calculated by using the maximum strength
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Window

Figure 5.17: Dimensions and location of windows.

Table 5.3: Dimensions of windows

Window unit d (m) tg (mm) a (m) b (m) R (m2) a/b (m) βw (m)

WD-1 0 8 3 2 6 1.5 0.487
WD-2 0 8 2 2 4 1 0.286
WD-3 1 8 3 1 3 3 0.712
WD-4 1 8 1 0.5 0.5 2 0.609

σR,50% = 60 Mpa with a failure probability of 50%. The three solid line with markers
(qwS ) indicate the subjected load on the window. For the window WD-1, its resistance
capacity, qwR (WD-1), is always below the subjected overtopping wave load, qwS (WD-
1). It means that the window WD-1 with the maximum strength of 60 MPa will fail during
the considered storm conditions. Whereas for the window WD-4, its resistance capacity,
qwR (WD-4), is always above the subjected overtopping wave load, qwR (WD-4) when
Hm0 is greater than about 1.3 m. It means that the window can survive during the con-
sidered storm conditions. Comparing the resistance of the two window WD-1 and WD-4,
it suggests that the windows on the external wall would not survive during a 1000-year
storm. If the size of the window is small, there is no threat from overtopping wave for the
windows located at a certain distance above the ground.

5.5. CONCLUSION
The flood risk caused by the direct impact of wave overtopping on coastal buildings is
regarded as a highly interesting but not yet sufficiently well-developed area of research
Allsop et al. (2008). This paper investigated the vulnerability of buildings placed on a
coastal dike and a case study for the Belgian coast.

A method has been developed that takes into account the hydraulic loads, overtop-
ping process, equivalent overtopping wave run-up height at the vertical wall, and failure
mechanisms and strength of the building. From the Belgian case study, the overall re-
sults indicate that windows of the ground floor will be broken under a storm with 1000
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Figure 5.18: Failure of three windows located at B=10 m for storm condition of S1 with varying wave height.

years return period. If a 10,000 year storm occurs, the masonry buildings located at less
than 20 meters away from the seafront will suffer from localized damage due to the fail-
ures of window breaking and non-load bearing wall failure. If a 10,000 year storm occurs
but the beach level at the toe of the dike is lowered such as the condition S3, most of the
load bearing external walls and stability walls are expected to fail when the buildings are
located near the coast.

The location of the buildings on the dike is limited by the width of the dike crest.
Thus, it is recommended to increase the strength of the external wall on the ground by
providing extra supports, and to reinforce the windows when designing a building on the
dike. If the beach level is lowered, the local waves conditions and expected overtopping
wave loads will increase and this would lead to expected collapse of the building. Thus,
beach nourishment is also important for protection of buildings. In the future, more
effort should be put on the influence of beach profiles on wave overtopping.

It should be noted that this study has been primarily concerned with the existing
masonry buildings with material factor γM = 1.2. The results can be used to provide
suggestions when designing new masonry on the top of the dike but γM need to change.
The approach can be extended with a strength model for other structure types such as
concrete buildings.

The assessments in this study are based on semi-probabilistic analysis by using par-
tial safety factors from the Eurocodes. However, since both resistance and strength will
have a statistical variation, it is recommended to use a probabilistic approach to predict
the likelihood of failure of buildings on the coast during their lifespan. The question
which probability of collapse or localized damage is acceptable has to be answered by
the various stakeholders such as the owner, the government and other people whose life
is in some way influenced by a possible failures. Arguments can be social, economic or
otherwise. Based on the findings of the case, it is suggested to further evaluate the risk of
building collapse and associated risk for people living on the Belgian and Dutch coast.
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5.A. SUPPORT CONDITIONS OF THE WALL
Fig. 5.A1 shows 12 different wall support conditions used in Eurocode 6 (Robert and
Brooker, 2007). Some of conditions were used for the case study.

Figure 5.A1: Wall support conditions (Eurocode 6).

5.B. HYDRAULIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The hydraulic boundary conditions of the considered storms shown in Table 5.1 are de-
termined as follows.

1. Collection of offshore data
The storm surges with a return period 1000 and 10,000 years are decided based on
Peak-Over-Threshold (POT) analysis. The data observed from the offshore buoys
are determined independently, including representative water level (1925-2014)
and wave properties (1984-2014).

2. Numerical simulation
The wave transformation from offshore to the toe of the dike is estimated by nu-
merical simulations with two different numerical models: SWAN and SWASH.
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• Offshore to nearshore
The collected data from offshore are used as the input hydraulic boundary
conditions of SWAN. The wave transformation from offshore to nearshore is
calculated until 5 meter below the Belgian standard datum level (TAW).

• Nearshore to the toe of dike
The transformation of waves from nearshore (-5 m TAW) is calculated till the
toe of the dike. The output of SWAN is used for the input hydraulic boundary
condition of SWASH. The outputs of SWASH which are used for the overtop-
ping wave load calculation include: Hm0 and Tm−1,0.

The work of estimation Hm0 and Tm−1,0 for this case study was carried out by Dr.
Tomohiro Suzuki from Flanders Hydraulic Research. Details of the calculation can be
referred to Suzuki et al. (2016).

5.C. OVERTOPPING WAVE LOAD

5.C.1. EMPIRICAL GP DISTRIBUTION

This section briefly introduced the procedure of the application of empirical Generalized
Pareto (GP) distribution proposed by Chen et al. (2016) to estimate the expected maxi-
mum overtopping wave load for a certain storm peak duration. Six key parameters need
to calculated before Fm : overtopping wave impact probability Pi m , maximum overtop-
ping force exceedance probability Pmax , characteristic force Fc , empirical threshold Fu ,
GP distribution scale parameter σ, and shape parameter k.

(1). Calculate the overtopping force impact probability Pi m :

Pi m =−0.06ln

(
B

Lt

Rc

Hm0

)
−0.09, (5.C1)

(2). Calculate the expected maximum overtopping force exceedance probability:

Pmax ≈ Tm−1,0/D. (5.C2)

(3). Calculate the characteristic force Fc :

Fc = ρg

[
Hm0

(
1− Rc

Ru,2%

)]2

(5.C3)

where Ru is the 2% wave run-up height, which is empirically calculated by using
the formula proposed by Van Gent (2001) for shallow water environment.

(4). Calculate the empirical threshold Fu :

Fu

ρg Hm0Rc
= 0.84exp

(
0.36

Fc

ρg Hm0Rc

)
(5.C4)
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(5). Calculate the empirical scale parameter σ:

σ

ρg Hm0Rc
= 0.37exp

(
0.37

Fc

ρg Hm0Rc

)
. (5.C5)

(6). Calculate the empirical shape parameter k:

k =−0.59ln

(
σ

ρg Hm0,t
2

)
−0.34. (5.C6)

(7). Calculate the expected maximum overtopping force Fm and its uncertainty range
for a storm peak duration D :

 Fm = Fu + σ
k

[(
Pi m

Pmax

)k −1

]
, k 6= 0

Fm = Fu +σ ln
(

Pi m
Pmax

)
, k = 0

(5.C7)

The performance of the empirical GP distribution is evaluated by comparing the cal-
culated Fm with the maximum overtopping force estimated by fitting a GP distribution
to experimental data. Details can be found in Chen et al. (2016).

5.C.2. EXAMPLE OF OVERTOPPING WAVE FORCE

GIVEN:
1/10,000 storm with 1 hour is used as the design condition in this example to calculate
the expected maximum overtopping wave load on a building located 10 meters away
from the seaward slope of the dike respectively. The information of the dike geometry
parameters and wave conditions are shown below:

Dike geometry parameters:
Dike crest level is 8.5 m above TAW (Belgium reference water level), seaward dike slope
cotβ is 3, beach slope in front of the dike is 1:50, B = 10 m.

Wave conditions at the toe of the dike:
Hm0 = 1.03 m, Tm−1,0 = 33.3 s, surge=7.65 m, water depth at the toe htoe = 1.15 m, free-
board Rc = 0.85 m

QUESTIONS:
Q1. Wave run-up height Ru,2%

Q2. Maximum ovcertopping wave load Fm on the buildings during a 1 hour storm
surge

Q3. Equivalent overtopping wave run-up height Za,S along the building

SOLUTIONS:
A1. Van Gent (2001) investigated the wave run-up on the dikes with a shallow fore-

shore in the front. The results show that the wave period Tm−1,0 is the best char-
acteristic period for the coastal processes like wave run-up and overtopping in
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Table 5.C1: Coefficients in Eq. (5.C8) for wave run-up predictions. c2 = 0.25c2
1 /c0 and p = 0.5c1/c0, and σstd

are the correspondent standard deviations (Van Gent, 2001).

Wave energy spectra Wave height Wave period c0 c1 σstd

Total: long and short waves Hm0 Tm−1,0 1.45 3.8 0.24
Total: long and short waves Hs Tm−1,0 1.35 4.7 0.37

Short waves only Hm0 Tm−1,0 1.45 5.0 0.51
Short waves only Hs Tm−1,0 1.55 5.4 0.63

shallow water. The empirical formula for Ru,2% with shallow foreshore conditions
is shown in Eq. (5.C8) for breaking wave (ξm−1,0 ≤ p) and non-breaking waves
(ξm−1,0 > p), and the correspondent coefficients in Eq. (5.C8) are shown in Ta-
ble 5.C1. This equation is used in this study for the analysis of overtopping wave
force in Chapter 4.

{
Ru2%

/
Hm0 = c0ξm−1,0 forξm−1,0 ≤ p

Ru2%
/

Hm0 = c1 − c2
/
ξm−1,0 forξm−1,0 > p

(5.C8)

Determine c2 and p:

In this study, total wave energy spectra including long and short waves is ap-
plied. Thus c0 = 1.45 and c1 = 3.8, see Table 5.C1. Then c2 and p can be
calculated as:

c2 = 0.25c1
2
/

c0 =0.25×3.82
/

1.45 = 2.49

p = 0.5c1
/

c0 = 0.5×3.8/1.45 = 1.31

Determine ξm−1,0:

ξm−1,0 = tanβ√
Hm0

/
1.56Tm−1,0

2
= 1/3p

1.03/(1.56×33.32)
= 13.6 > 1.31

Determine Ru2%:

Ru2% = Hm0
(
c1 − c2

/
ξm−1,0

)= 1.03× (3.8−2.49/13.6) = 3.72 m

A2. Fm can be calculated by following the procedure shown in Section 5.C.1:

(1). Calculate the overtopping force impact probability Pi m :

Pi m = −0.06ln

(
B

Tm−1,0
p

g ht

Rc
Hm0

)
−0.09 = −0.06× ln

(
10

33.3
p

9.8×1.15
0.85
1.03

)
−0.09 =

0.072

(2). Calculate the expected maximum overtopping force exceedance probability
Pmax:

Pmax ≈ Tm−1,0
/

D = 33.3/3600 = 0.0092

(3). Calculate the characteristic force Fc :

Fc = ρg
[

Hm0

(
1− Rc

Ru

)]2 = 1000×9.8× [
1.03× (

1− 0.85
3.72

)]2 = 6194 N/m

(4). Calculate the empirical threshold Fu :

Fu = ρg Hm0Rc ·0.84exp
(
0.36 Fc

ρg Hm0Rc

)
= 9346 N/m
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(5). Calculate the empirical scale parameter σ:

σ= ρg Hm0Rc ·0.37exp
(
0.37 Fc

ρg Hm0Rc

)
= 4146 N/m

(6). Calculate the empirical shape parameter k:

k =−0.59ln
(

σ
ρg Hm0

2

)
−0.34 = 0.2

(7). Calculate the expected maximum overtopping force Fm :

Since k = 0.2 6= 0, Fm can be calculated as:

Fm = Fu + σ
k

[(
Pi m
Pmax

)k −1

]
= 9346+ 4146

0.2

[( 0.072
0.0092

)0.2 −1
]
= 19899 N/m

A3. Equivalent overtopping wave run-up height Za can be calculated as:

Za,S =
√

2Fm
ρg =

√
2×19899
1000×9.8 = 2 m

5.D. PARTIAL SAFETY FACTORS
Partial factor method as described in the Eurocode both the load on and the resistance
or strength of a structure are supposed to have a certain statistical variation. Therefore
theoretically the collapse of a structure is not something that can be predicted with a
100% certainty. The only thing that can be predicted is a chance of collapse in the re-
maining life span. The question what chance of total or partial collapse is acceptable
has to be answered by the various stakeholders such as the owner, the government and
other people whose life is in some way influenced by a possible collapse. Arguments can
be social, economic or otherwise and the content and the weight of each argument can
differ in time.

In EN 1990, Annex A recommended values are given for partial safety factors for the
design values of actions in the Ultimate Limit State (ULS). These can be used for the de-
sign verification of new buildings. Typical values are 1.1 for permanent loads and 1.5
for variable loads. The partial factors for loads for the ultimate limit states in the acci-
dental design situations are given as 1.0. An accidental design situation is described as
a design situation involving exceptional conditions of the structure or its exposure, in-
cluding fire, explosion, impact or local failure. Recommended values for the material
factors are specified in the various materials related parts of the Eurocode, e.g. EN 1996
for masonry.

Steenbergen and Vrouwenvelder (2010) have made recommendations for the partial
safety factors for existing structures. They argue that it would be uneconomical to re-
quire all existing buildings to comply fully with the new codes and corresponding safety
levels. They argue for load factors that are lower than those for loads on new buildings
based on economic considerations and a shorter design life. The material factors remain
unchanged.

What load factors γ f and material factors γM are used in calculations depends on the
type of building, the age, the consequences of collapse and, very important, the chance
of occurrence of the load. According to Vrouwenvelder (2005), the difference between a
normal variable load and an accidental load is that the variable load is often or nearly
always present, although its value may be small for a substantial part of the time. A typi-
cal accidental load, on the other hand, will most probably not occur during the working
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Figure 5.E1: Wall support conditions (Eurocode 6).

life of the structure. If the load is present, it normally will take only a short time, varying
from a few seconds (explosions) to some days (floods). Accidental loads should have a
probability of 0.98 per year or more to be zero.

The impact load from overtopping waves is assumed as an accidental loading. This
is done under the additional assumption that the collapse of a coastal building does not
influence the overall stability of the dike. The acceptability of this assumption will have
to be assessed on a project-by-project basis. The partial load factor γ f is taken as 1.0,
and the material factor γM is taken as 1.2.

5.E. EXAMPLE OF THE WALL RESISTANCE
GIVEN:
The information of the target wall (in Table 5.E1) is shown in Fig. 5.E1 using the following
criteria:

Construction materials:
Clay masonry unit Group 1, with mortar strength class M=12, water absorption ratio

less than 7%.
Partial safety factor: γM = 1.2, γ f = 1
Design vertical load: σd = 0.39 N/mm2.
As comparison group, wall unit 1 with other three support conditions are also listed

in Table 5.E1, the support conditions can refer to Fig. 5.A1.

SOLUTION:
The design bending moment per unit length of the wall depends on bending moment
coefficient. The bending moment coefficient α1 depends on:

• orthogonal ratio

• aspect ratio h/L
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Table 5.E1: A Wall panel dimensions for analysis

Wall unit tw (mm) h (m) l (m) Area (m2) h/l support

1-NB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A
2-NB 220 2.9 3.9 11.21 0.75 A
3-NB 2.9 2.9 8.41 8.41 1.0 A
4-NB 220 2.9 2.3 6.73 1.25 A
5-NB 160 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A
6-NB 280 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A
7-NB 340 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 E
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 G
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 I

Table 5.E2: bending coefficient of wall unit 1 to 4 for analysis

Wall unit Support h/l µ α α1 =µα2

1-NB A 0.5 0.35 0.064 0.022
2-NB A 0.75 0.35 0.080 0.028
3-NB A 1.0 0.35 0.089 0.031
4-NB A 1.25 0.35 0.095 0.033
1-LB E 0.5 0.35 0.035 0.012
1-LB G 0.5 0.35 0.025 0.009
1-LB I 0.5 0.35 0.017 0.006

• edge support conditions

a. For clay masonry unit Group 1, with mortar strength class M=12, water absorption
ratio less than 7%

Determine fxk1:

For clay masonry unit at 220 mm thick, fxk1 = 0.7

Determine fxk2:

For clay masonry unit at 220 mm thick, fxk2 = 2

Orthogonal ratio µ:

µ= fxk1
fxk2

= 0.7
2 = 0.35

b. Aspect ratio=h/l , see Table 5.E1;

c. Support condition A, E, G, and I

In appendix, different wall support condition and bending coefficient table are
given. By interpolation, α2 with different aspect ratio and correspondent α1 are
shown in Table 5.E2.
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Table 5.E3: A Wall panel dimensions for analysis

Wall unit
tw

(mm)
H
(m)

I
(m)

Area
(m2)

H/l Support
qw,av g

(KN/m2)
Za,R

(m)

1-NB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A 6.24 1.92
2-NB 220 2.9 3.9 11.21 0.75 A 11.04 2.56
3-NB 220 2.9 2.9 8.41 1.0 A 17.96 3.26
4-NB 220 2.9 2.3 6.73 1.25 A 26.75 3.97
5-NB 160 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A 3.3 1.49
6-NB 280 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A 10.08 2.44
7-NB 340 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 A 14.92 2.97
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 E 11.42 2.6
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 G 15.98 3.07
1-LB 220 2.9 5.8 16.82 0.5 I 23.51 3.73

d. Maximum resistant moment

Based on the previous given information and calculations, fxk1 = 0.7 N/mm2, tw =220
mm, and the wall σd = 0.39 N/mm2. Then design moment can be calculated fol-
lowing Eq. 5.8: Ms =α1,2qw,av g l 2

d-1 The design resistance moment of wall unit 1 parallel to the bed joints:

M1 =
( 0.7

1 +0.39
)× 2202×10−3

6 = 8.79 KN·m/m

d-2 The design resistance moment of wall unit 1 perpendicular to the bed joints:

M2 =
( 2

1

)× 2202×10−3

6 = 16.13 KN·m/m

d-3 Then the design equivalent load qw,av g of the correspondent M is:

When the plane of failure is parallel to the bed joints:
qw,av g ,1 = M1

γ f γMα1l 2 = 8.79
1.0×1.2×0.022×5.82 = 9.89 KN/m2

When the plane of failure is perpendicular to the bed joints:
qw,av g ,2 = M2

γ f γMα2l 2 = 16.13
1.0×1.2×0.064×5.82 = 6.24 KN/m2

d-4 The minimum pair of design failure loads is selected qw,av g ,2, which means
the wall will failure in the direction perpendicular to the bed joints first.

e. Maximum overtopping wave run-up height

With the assumption of qw,av g uniformly distributed over the entire wall plate, the
maximum overtopping wave run-up height Za,R is:

Za =
√

6.24×1000×2×2.9
1000×9.8 = 1.92 m.

The results of all wall units from Table 5.E1 are shown in Table 5.E3.



6
CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the present work, a prediction method for the impact loads resulting from wave over-
topping was developed and an approach for assessing the vulnerability of buildings was
provided. First, the overtopping wave in the context of understanding wave overtop-
ping and its impact progress (Chapter 2) was investigated, with consideration of an ef-
fect of the interaction between two successive waves on the impact mechanism. Next, it
was explored how the impact force of an overtopping wave is correlated to the incident
wave characteristics and dike geometry parameters in shallow water, not only for a single
overtopping wave but also for the prediction of the maximum wave during a storm peak
through extreme value analysis (Chapters 3 and 4). Then the vulnerability of buildings
on the top of the dike crest was assessed by applying the developed empirical formulas
for the maximum overtopping wave force, taking into account the localized damage and
collapse failure mechanisms of the building (Chapter 5). This chapter will summarize
the main results and give some perspectives on future developments and applications.
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6.1. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this dissertation was to study the overtopping wave impact for the situ-
ation of buildings on the top of coastal dikes where a shallow foreshore affects the wave
overtopping, and to provide a method to assess the vulnerability of buildings on the top
of coastal dikes due to the impact of wave overtopping. To fulfill this goal, this disserta-
tion has provided answers to the research questions formulated in Chapter 1.

6.1.1. IMPACT MECHANISM OF OVERTOPPING WAVES
There is little literature about the impact process of an overtopping wave, which is a
mixture of moving water and air. In order to develop practical approaches to design and
assess structures, understanding physical force-generating mechanisms is necessary. In
Chapter 2, the impact of overtopping waves was investigated.

The impact process and mechanism of a single overtopping wave were presented
based on the observations from the physical model tests by using regular waves. For a
single overtopping wave, the whole impact process can be summarized as four stages:
pre-impact, initial impact, deflection, and reflection. Based on two different dominant
physical mechanisms during the impact, the time series of the force has two distinct
peaks. The first one named as the dynamic peak occurs with the transformation of the
kinetic energy of the incident overtopping wave to the potential energy with a short du-
ration. The other one named as the quasi-static peak occurs during the deflection and
reflection stages when the gravity force is dominant. This peak is characterized by a
quasi-static force with relatively long duration.

In comparison with observations in regular wave tests, different interaction patterns
of successive waves in front of the wall were observed from the tests with bichromatic
and irregular waves. The two basic patterns,“collision” and “catch-up”, are similar to the
swash motion in a shallow water environment. If the two waves interact in an opposite
direction, a collision is expected. When this occurs near the wall, an air cavity may be
formed which would result in a kind of impulsive breaking wave impact. If the two waves
interact in the same direction, a catch-up is expected. The time lag between the interac-
tion moment of the two waves and the time of the initial wave impact on the wall seems
critical for the impact mechanism of the overtopping wave.

6.1.2. IMPACT FORCE CHARACTERIZATION
As an initial step toward establishing an empirical formula for overtopping wave forces
on structures, the relationship between the overtopping wave force and the features of a
single overtopping wave was investigated in Chapter 3.

The overtopping momentum flux is a function of the properties of the incoming
waves and dike geometry characteristics, which is found particularly relevant to the over-
topping wave impact force. An empirical formula was proposed for the resulting over-
topping wave impact forces on a wall as a function of the overtopping momentum flux.
A series of physical model tests with regular waves were conducted. The incident wave
height and period at the position of the dike toe, overtopping wave layer thickness at the
beginning of the seaward dike crest, and resulting impact force on a vertical wall at differ-
ent locations on the dike were measured. The proposed empirical formula was verified
by experimental data, demonstrating good performance. The measured forces were col-
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lected by load cells, however, which do not resolve the dynamic impact force peak with a
short-duration. Thus, the results from this study should only be used for the large struc-
tures on the dike crest with a low natural frequency. The interaction (e.g., catch-up and
collision patterns) between overtopping waves was left out here for a basic understand-
ing of the quasi-static peak of the overtopping wave impact load that provides large total
force on large structures. The “extreme impact force” induced by the overtopping waves
does does include these effects which is illustrated in the following subsection.

6.1.3. PREDICTION OF THE EXTREME OVERTOPPING WAVE FORCE DURING

A KNOWN STORM PEAK
Wave overtopping is stochastic process. Thus, a statistical description of forces is needed
in order to develop a practical approach to design and assess structures. Although there
is plenty of work about the statistical characteristics of the overtopping volumes, over-
topping flow thickness and velocities, few sources are related to the overtopping forces.
As a continuation study of Chapter 3, the maximum overtopping force during a given
storm was particularly determined in Chapter 4.

Statistical analysis of the overtopping forces on a vertical wall was conducted via a
series of physical model tests with irregular waves. The General Pareto (GP) distribu-
tion was found a suitable fit among commonly used distributions for the extreme forces.
The three parameters of the GP distribution were empirically determined by using in-
cident wave characteristics and dike geometry parameters. An approach with a 7-step
procedure for predicting the maximum force was proposed, which shows an overall sat-
isfactory performance. The limitation of this work was the range of the physical model
tests, which were conducted with one dike slope (1:3), one foreshore slope (1:35), and
two dike crest widths: B = 0.5 m for most of the tests, and B = 0.25 m for only two tests.
The influence of foreshore slope and dike slope on the wave dynamics and overtopping
process were not considered in this study, but similar waves are expected for other gentle
foreshore with similar depth at the toe.

6.1.4. VULNERABILITY OF BUILDINGS ON COASTAL DIKES
In chapter 5, two main simplified failure mechanisms of masonry buildings on a Belgian
coastal dike were considered as a case study. One is the collapse of the structural wall
like an external load-bearing wall or stability wall, and the other one is localized damage
of non-structural components like non-load-bearing wall and glass windows.

The vulnerability of the masonry walls and glass windows against overtopping wave
impact was assessed under three scenarios, including two storm surges with return peri-
ods of 1000 (S1) and 10,000 years (S2) and one 10,000 years storm surge with a low beach
level (S3). The impact load was estimated by using the approach developed in Chapter 4.
The overall results indicated that the chance of collapse of the masonry buildings on the
dike is low under scenarios S1 and S2. But the non-structural external wall and glass
windows are expected to break, which would lead to the inundation of the ground floor
of the buildings. However, most of the key external structural walls are expected to fail
when the buildings are located near the coast under scenario S3 (i.e. 10,000 year condi-
tions with less shallow foreshores). Thus, it is recommended to increasing the strength of
the external masonry wall on the ground, and reinforcing windows to avoid inundation.
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This assessment approach was developed specifically for the masonry buildings on
a coastal dike with shallow water conditions. The existing masonry design code and em-
pirical overtopping wave load were applied to set the limit state function of bending fail-
ure. Thus the applicable range of the hydraulic conditions of the empirical overtopping
wave load formula needs to be checked.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
This section gives a few recommendations and outlook.

6.2.1. IMPACT MECHANISMS
For future studies, a detailed classification of the impact mechanisms due to different
interaction patterns of overtopping waves is suggested, which will help to predict the oc-
currences of the impulsive wave impact. In order to achieve this goal, a physical model
experiment with a highly repeatable wave generation method to simulate the interac-
tion is recommended. Moreover, a detailed estimation of the fraction of the overtopping
waves that contribute to the impact force is suggested, which will connect the numerous
research work of overtopping volumes to the overtopping wave impact forces. It is sug-
gested to investigate the pressure distribution and its influence on the building elements
located at high elevation and overturning moments are suggested to be investigated in
detail.

6.2.2. IMPACT FORCE OF A SINGLE OVERTOPPING WAVE
In order to interpret the overtopping process of the incident wave from dike toe up to the
front of a wall on a dike, it is recommended to investigate long waves and their effect on
overtopping.

6.2.3. PREDICTION OF THE EXTREME OVERTOPPING WAVE FORCE
It is suggested to widen the range of the wave conditions and the dike crest width. Nu-
merical modeling is recommended to be carried out to investigate the influence of the
foreshore slope and dike slope on wave dynamics and overtopping in a shallow water
environment.

6.2.4. VULNERABILITY OF BUILDINGS
The collapse of a building is not something that can be predicted with a 100% certainty.
It is recommended to apply a probabilistic approach to predict the probability of failure
of buidlings on coastal dikes during their life span. Moreover, it is recommended to de-
rive criteria for acceptable risk for these types of situations. The question which chance
of collapse or localized damage is acceptable has to be answered by the various stake-
holders such as the owner, the government and other people whose life is in some way
influenced by a possible failures. Arguments can be social, economic or otherwise. For
buildings that appear to be in dangerous conditions, it is recommended to increase the
strength of the external wall on the ground by providing extra supports, and reinforce
the windows when designing a building on the dike. It appeared that the elevation of
the beach and foreshore in front of the dike are important determinants of the loads on
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the building. Thus more effort should be put on the influence of beach profiles on wave
overtopping in the future. Beach nourishments can be considered in areas where risks
are high. The approach presented in this study can be extended with a strength model
for other structure types, such as concrete buildings. Based on the findings of the case, it
is suggested to evaluate the risk of building collapse and associated risk for people living
in the Belgian and Dutch coast.

6.2.5. OUTLOOK

The work documented in this thesis has resulted in understanding of the impact force
generation mechanism of overtopping waves in order to develop a practical approach to
assessing the vulnerability of buildings on a coastal dike. Data from physical model ex-
periments by using different types of waves were used, including regular waves, bichro-
matic waves, and irregular waves. Problems that are typical for physical model tests,
such as scale effect and model effect, were addressed. Limitations of the application of
the proposed empirical formulas were also stated.

There are some expectations about the physical model experiments for future stud-
ies. Large scale model tests are always recommended to deal with scale effect. However
it is very costly (but possible) to conduct wave overtopping tests for a long duration in
a large scale facility. Thus, a highly repeatable test which can generate the correct over-
topping wave is more recommended for the full scale study of overtopping wave impact.
Besides the challenge of wave generation, low spatial resolution of pressure sensors lim-
its the measurement of the wave impact load. With the development of visualization
technique, non-instrumental 2-D and 3-D velocity field measurement for turbulent flow
(e.g., Song et al., 2015) is highly suggested for the instantaneous spatial pressure distribu-
tion measurement in the future (e.g., Liu and Katz, 2006; Knopp et al., 2015; Schneiders
et al., 2016) at large scale experiments.

For the purpose of developing formulae for overtopping impact loads on structures,
using small scale model experiments and numerical model simulations are recommended
in the future study. The usage of small scale model experiments should provide a de-
tailed measurement of water surface elevations, overtopping layer thickness, velocity
field of the overtopping flow and more parameters, in order to validate numerical mod-
els. A non-hydrostatic model such as SWASH (which has reached a rather mature state
to include low-frequency wave breaking in a shallow water environment, see Rijnsdorp
et al., 2014) is recommended to extend the current work by widening the test range, such
as changing the foreshore slope. Details about the outlook of non-hydrostatic models
can be found in Smit (2014).

Currently, the widely used design approaches for coastal structures dealing with wave
impact choose the impact load as the design criterion. Structures with different eigen-
frequencies would react differently when subjected to an impulsive impact load. Some-
times this different structural response would create a gap between a coastal engineer
who will provide wave load data and structural engineer who will design a structure.
Thus, the impulse is recommended to replace the impulsive impact load into a new de-
sign formula, which is relatively constant, containing the information of the impact load
magnitude and impact duration (Peregrine, 2003). Then, when the impulse induced by
the wave impact and the natural frequency of a specific structure are known, the desired
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impact load can be estimated.
As one of the projects of the MFFD program, this study is associated with the task of

hydraulic impact of overtopping waves on a multifunctional dike with a specific case of
a building on the top. Only the wave impact load, and the vulnerability of the existing
buildings due to the impact were investigated. The question what chance of collapse
or localized damage of a building on a MFFD is acceptable has to be answered by the
various stakeholders such as the owner, the government and other people whose life is
in some way influenced by a possible failures. Arguments can be social, economic or
otherwise and the content and the weight of each argument can differ in time.
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Acronyms

AIC Akaike Information Criteria

BIC Bayesian Information Criteria

BIV Bubble Image Velocimetry

FOV Field of view

GEV Generalised Extreme Value

GP Generalized Pareto

ML Maximum Likelihood

RMSE Square root of the variance of the residuals

Greek Symbols

β Seaward dike slope ◦

∆pmax Maximum pressure difference N/m2

∆t Wave impact duration s

η(x) Sea surface elevation at location x m

η(x) Sea surface elevation at location x m

γ, γs Specific weight of water and slab KN/m3

γ f Safety factor for load (load factor) -

γM Safety factor for material (material factor) -

µ Fraction of a wave impact zone -

Ω Dimensionless reduction factor -

ρ Fluid density kg/m3

σ Scale parameter of a Generalized Pareto dis-
tribution

N/m

θ An angle between the run-up water surface
and the still water level

◦
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θ0 Incident water wedge angle ◦

ξ0 Iribarren number -

Roman Symbols

B Boulevard width or the distance between
the wall and the dike transition line

m

CF Empirical force coefficient -

Cp Pressure coefficient, which equals to
∆pmax /(γ ·V 2

j /2g )
-

D Duration of a storm peak (test duration) s

d0 Maximum initial overtopping wave depth at
xtr

m

dx Maximum overtopping wave depth at a spe-
cific location x along the dike crest

m

dA0 Unobstructed overtopping flow depth near
xtr at the dike crest

m

dB0 Obstructed overtopping flow depth near xtr

at the dike crest
m

Fh Wave impact horizontal force peak N/m

Fd y Dynamic force peak N/m

Fpd y Dynamic impact force obtained from the in-
tegration of pressure records along the wall

N/m

Fpqs+ Maximum hydro quasi-static force obtained
from the integration of pressure records

N/m

Fqs+ Quasi-static force peak N/m

Fu Threshold of a Generalized Pareto distribu-
tion

N/m

H Distance from the sea bed to the wave crest m

h Water level at the wall location m

hr Measured maximum run-up height m

ht Water depth at the toe of the dike m

Hm0,o Offshore wave height m

Hm0,t , Hm0,toe Incident spectrum wave height at the toe of
the dike

m
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Hm0 spectrum wave heigh m

k Shape parameter of a Generalized Pareto
distribution

-

Lt Calculated wave length in a shallow water
condition by Tm−1,0,t

√
g ht

m

MR Lateral resistance capacity KN m/m

MS Design moment of the lateral load KN m/m

MF Maximum depth-integrated wave momen-
tum flux per unit of width at a specific mo-
ment

N/m

Ntoe Representative incident wave number at the
toe

-

pd Instantaneous wave force (or dynamic pres-
sure) on the wall

N/m2

Pi Overtopping impact probability -

Pz Pressure-impulse N/m2s

Pi m Overtopping impact probability for the ex-
treme large impacts (10% of Pi )

-

Pmax Probability of the maximum overtopping
wave impact load

-

ppk Impact pressure N/m2

qk Characteristic uniform distributed load KN/m2

qav g Averaged hydro-static pressure KN/m2

qw,max Maximum hydro-static pressure KN/m2

qw,mi n Minimum hydro-static pressure KN/m2

Rc Distance between the dike crest level to still
water level (or freeboard)

m

Ru Fictitious maximum wave run-up height m

s Equivalent slab thickness m

T Wave period at the toe of the dike s

Tm−1,0,t Incident spectrum wave period at the toe of
the dike

s

Tm−1,0 spectrum wave period s
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u Incoming flow velocity m/s

U0 Wave impact velocity m/s

V j Vertical jet velocity m/s

x Horizontal coordinate m

xtr Transition line between the seaward slope
and the dike crest

m

z Vertical coordinate m

Za Equivalent overtopping run-up height m

c circle of confusion m

f focal length mm

N focal length number -
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